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For more than a decade, immigration cases have comprised a massive portion of the federal 
criminal docket, with reentry cases alone taking up more than a quarter of all cases.2  This 
Practice Advisory is intended as a resource and a guide for federal defense counsel handling 
such cases. 3   
 
                                                 
Publication of the National Immigrant Justice Center (NIJC), 2020. This practice advisory is 
released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0). This 
practice advisory is intended for authorized legal counsel and is not a substitute for independent 
legal advice provided by legal counsel familiar with a client’s case. Counsel should independently 
confirm whether the law has changed since the date of this publication.  The authors of this practice 
advisory are listed above. 
 
1 See About the Authors, infra at 68. The authors received feedback from numerous federal 
defenders, but would specifically wish to thank the Federal Defenders Offices in San Diego and 
Tucson for their feedback and suggestions.   
 
2  See United States Sentencing Commission, Quick Facts: Illegal Reentry Offenses, available at 
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/quick-
facts/Illegal_Reentry_FY18.pdf (reentry prosecutions account for 26.3% of total reported cases); see 
also United States Sentencing Commission, Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics (2014), 
available at http://www.ussc.gov/research-and-publications/annual-reports-
sourcebooks/2014/annual-report-2014.  The Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse also 
provides detailed statistics on immigration prosecutions, available at http://trac.syr.edu. 
 
3  The authors are aware of challenges to the constitutionality of § 1326 based on the racial 
motivations of the bill’s authors.  Those challenges are beyond the scope of this advisory, though of 
course a constitutional challenge to the statute would, if successful, undermine any prosecutions 
under § 1326 and result in numerous clients being released from criminal custody. 
 

https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/quick-facts/Illegal_Reentry_FY18.pdf
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/quick-facts/Illegal_Reentry_FY18.pdf
http://www.ussc.gov/research-and-publications/annual-reports-sourcebooks/2014/annual-report-2014
http://www.ussc.gov/research-and-publications/annual-reports-sourcebooks/2014/annual-report-2014
http://trac.syr.edu/
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The defenses to illegal reentry are few, but relatively complex.  Several elements-based 
defenses exist.  In addition, defendants may obtain a dismissal of an illegal reentry 
indictment if they can challenge their underlying removal order.  A collateral challenge may 
be daunting for some defense attorneys as it requires some familiarity with immigration law 
and procedure as well as specific factual investigation of the client’s immigration record.  
The defender must know how to get information about the client’s removal history from 
the immigration courts as well as from the Department of Homeland Security, and must be 
able to spot infirmities in that history that may suggest a potential challenge of a prior 
removal order. 
 
The advisory provides practical details from an immigration practitioner’s perspective about 
how to identify procedural and substantive errors in a defendant’s underlying removal 
proceeding.  Specifically, the advisory provides:  (I) a summary of the elements of the offense 
of illegal reentry and of some elements-based defenses to the illegal reentry offense; (II) an 
overview of the removal process, different types of removal orders, and practical 
information on how to obtain immigration records; (III) a detailed discussion of the 
requirements for challenging an underlying removal order and grounds for such a 
challenge; (IV) a summary of sentencing issues; (V) a discussion of the possibility of 
defeating § 1326 charges through reopening at the administrative level; and (VI) a 
discussion of how to prevent a defendant from being removed upon resolution of the illegal-
reentry case.  
 
The advisory is not legal advice; attorneys must advise their clients based on the specific 
facts and applicable law that pertains to clients’ cases, including legal developments that 
post-date this advisory.  The advisory is intended as a starting place for investigation and a 
guide to help defenders issue-spot possible defenses to illegal reentry and potentially relevant 
remedies.4   
 
The advisory has been prepared by the Defenders Initiative of the National Immigrant 
Justice Center (“NIJC”).  NIJC, a program of Heartland Alliance, is a Chicago-based 
immigration legal service provider dedicated to ensuring human rights protections and 
access to justice for all immigrants, refugees, and asylum-seekers through a unique 
combination of direct services, policy reform, impact litigation, and public education.  
NIJC’s Defenders Initiative offers training and individual case consultation to federal and 
state criminal defense attorneys on the immigration consequences of criminal convictions.  
The Defenders Initiative also prepares educational materials that help defenders protect 
their clients’ rights and interests in complex criminal-immigration matters. 

                                                 
4 You may contact the Defenders Initiative by phone at (312) 660-1610 or by email at 
defenders@heartlandalliance.org for individual case consultation or to request a training.   
 

mailto:defenders@heartlandalliance.org
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I. ELEMENTS OF THE ILLEGAL-REENTRY OFFENSE AND SUMMARY OF 

COMMON DEFENSES  
A. Elements of Illegal Reentry 

 
The offense of illegal reentry requires the government to prove beyond a reasonable doubt 
three basic elements:   
 

(1) that the defendant is an alien;  
(2) who was previously deported or removed from the United States; and 
(3) who entered, attempted to enter, or “is at any time found in” the United 

States.   
 
8 U.S.C. § 1326(a).  An exception exists where the Attorney General consented to the 
alien’s reapplication for admission before reentry or the alien shows that he was not 
required to obtain advance consent.  8 U.S.C. § 1326(a)(2)(A)-(B). 
 

B. Elements-Based Defenses 
 
Because prosecutions of the illegal reentry offense are relatively straightforward, very few 
elements-based defenses are viable. However, those defenses that do exist tend to be 
somewhat complex. 
 

1. Defenses to “Alienage” Requirement 
 
To prove the element of alienage, the government often submits a certificate of non-
existence of record to show that the defendant lacks lawful immigration status in the United 
States and therefore is an alien.  This evidence is testimonial, prepared in anticipation of 
trial, and should trigger the Confrontation Clause.  See United States v. Martinez-Rios, 595 
F.3d 581, 586 (5th Cir. 2010); United States v. Orozco-Acosta, 607 F.3d 1156, 1161 n.3 (9th 
Cir. 2010); Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 557 U.S. 305, 322-23 (2009); but see United States 
v. Urqhart, 469 F.3d 745, 748-49 (8th Cir. 2006) (finding certificate non-testimonial); United 
States v. Burgos, 539 F.3d 641, 645 (7th Cir. 2008) (same).  A defendant may file a motion in 
limine to exclude such testimony or may object to it at trial.  Alternatively, a defendant may 
argue that the non-existence of immigration records does not actually show that someone is 
not a U.S. citizen.  
 
Citizenship is, of course, a defense to alienage:  a defendant who is a U.S. citizen is not an 
alien and is not removable.  Citizenship is not an affirmative defense (see, e.g., United States 
v. Sandoval-Gonzalez, 642 F.3d 717, 721-24 (9th Cir. 2011) – because alienage is an element 
of the offense, the government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused is an 
alien.  See, e.g., United States v. Cervantes-Nava, 281 F.3d 501, 504 (5th Cir. 2002).  In other 
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words, the government maintains the burden of proving alienage after the defendant 
presents evidence of a possible citizenship claim.  See, e.g., In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 364 
(1970) (ruling that “the Due Process Clause protects the accused against conviction except 
upon proof beyond a reasonable doubt of every fact necessary to constitute the crime with 
which he is charged”).   
 
A defendant may have derived or acquired citizenship if she had a parent or grandparent 
who was a U.S. citizen.  Citizenship law is quite complex, and oftentimes a client may not 
be aware that she has acquired or derived citizenship from a parent or grandparent.  For 
these reasons, defense attorneys should research the citizenship laws in effect at the time of 
an illegal-reentry client’s birth,5 do a thorough family history interview with the client, and 
consult with an immigration attorney if there is any indication of a possible citizenship 
claim.  In the civil removal context, courts have found that birth abroad triggers a 
presumption of non-citizenship, see, e.g., Martinez-Madera v. Holder, 559 F.3d 937, 940 (9th 
Cir. 2009), but this logic is not applicable in a § 1326 case where the government bears the 
burden as to each element of the offense, see United States v. Sandoval-Gonzalez, 642 F.3d 
717, 721-24 (9th Cir. 2011).   
 
That said, where a citizenship defense is raised, the government is likely to file a motion in 
limine to limit or exclude the evidence.  See United States v. Flores-Martinez, 677 F.3d 699, 702 
n.1 (5th Cir. 2012); United States v. Flores-Villar, 536 F.3d 990, 994 (9th Cir. 2008).  Courts 
have excluded evidence going to a defense of non-alienage on various grounds.  Some 
circuits exclude evidence raising a citizenship claim as legally irrelevant unless the proffer 
meets all elements of a citizenship claim.  See United States v. Guerrier, 428 F.3d 76, 80 (1st 
Cir. 2005).  Other courts have  excluded such evidence on grounds that its potential for 
confusion outweighs its probative value. United States v. Espinoza-Baza, 647 F.3d 1182, 1189-
91 (9th Cir. 2011) (finding evidence tending to show derivative citizenship minimally 
probative and “speculative” because it only went to some of the elements necessary to prove 
citizenship by derivation).   
 

Note: Prior Findings of Alienage 
 

An immigration judge’s finding of alienage in a prior removal hearing does not establish 
alienage for purposes of the 1326(a) offense, as the administrative hearing requires only 
clear and convincing evidence and not proof beyond a reasonable doubt.  See, e.g., United 
States v. Medina, 236 F.3d 1028, 1031 (9th Cir. 2001).   
 

                                                 
5 The Immigrant Legal Resource Center publishes helpful charts describing acquired and derivative 
citizenship rules for potential citizens.  See https://www.ilrc.org/acquisition-derivation-quick-
reference-charts.  
  

https://www.ilrc.org/acquisition-derivation-quick-reference-charts
https://www.ilrc.org/acquisition-derivation-quick-reference-charts
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Similarly, a prior conviction for illegal reentry—which necessarily includes a finding of 
alienage—does not collaterally estop a defendant from raising a citizenship claim in a new 
prosecution.  This is because courts do not apply offensive collateral estoppel to establish 
the elements of a criminal prosecution.  See United States v. Smith-Baltiher, 424 F.3d 913, 920 
(9th Cir. 2015) (discussing cases).   
 
In some cases, a noncitizen may have defenses to the alienage element that do not 
technically demonstrate citizenship.  For instance, the Supreme Court has held that the 
derivative-citizenship statutes discriminate on the basis of gender by making it easier for 
unmarried U.S. citizen mothers than unmarried U.S. citizen fathers (or married parents) to 
convey citizenship to a child.  Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678, 1695-99 (2017).  
The Supreme Court found that Congress would have wished to remedy that 
unconstitutionality by restricting citizenship for the children of unmarried mothers, rather 
than expanding it to include the children of unmarried fathers.  Id. at 1700-01.  But in the 
context of criminal charges, the Court found that it would be irrelevant what remedy 
Congress would choose prospectively; dismissal of the charges is required.  Id. at 1699 (“a 
defendant convicted under a law classifying on an impermissible basis may assail his 
conviction without regard to the manner in which the legislature might subsequently cure 
the infirmity”).   
 

2. Defenses to “Previously Removed” Requirement 
 
With respect to the second element of the offense – a prior removal – the government must 
prove that the defendant was actually removed.  See, e.g., United States v. Medina, 236 F.3d 
1028, 1031 (9th Cir. 2001).  Proof of the validity of the prior order of removal is not 
required; the government need only show that the defendant was in fact removed.  United 
States v. Gomez, 732 F.3d 971 (9th Cir. 2013) (citing United States v. Alvarado-Delgado, 98 
F.3d 492, 493 (9th Cir. 1996)). Indeed, the Ninth Circuit has rejected an appellant’s 
argument that his § 1326 conviction was invalid since the government never produced his 
actual removal order. United States v. Lopez, 762 F.3d 852, 857 (9th Cir. 2014).  The court 
held that it was sufficient that the government demonstrated that the defendant had 
actually been physically removed.  Id. at 858.  Any challenge to the validity of the removal 
must be raised collaterally by the defendant, as discussed in detail in Section III, below.  See, 
e.g., Alvarado-Delgado, 98 F.3d at 493-94. 
 
The government frequently uses a warrant of removal and other documents from the 
immigration court file to prove the “previously removed” element.  Courts have found that 
the warrant of removal is nontestimonial and is not made in anticipation of litigation, such 
that it is admissible as a business record.  See United States v. Lorenzo-Lucas, 775 F.3d 1008, 
1010 (8th Cir. 2014); United States v. Orozco-Acosta, 607 F.3d 1156, 1163 (9th Cir. 2010); 
United States v. Garcia, 887 F.3d 205, 213 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 139 S. Ct. 228, 202 L. Ed. 
2d 155 (2018); United States v. García, 452 F.3d 36, 41-42 (1st Cir. 2006); United States v. 
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Cantellano, 430 F.3d 1142, 1144-46 (11th Cir. 2005); United States v. Burgos, 539 F.3d 641, 
645 (7th Cir. 2008).  Likewise, immigration forms in the immigration file are considered 
business records not made for purposes of prosecution, and are admissible.  United States v. 
Phoeun Lang, 672 F.3d 17, 22 (1st Cir. 2012); United States v. Valdovinos-Mendez, 641 F.3d 
1031, 1034 (9th Cir. 2011); United States v. Ballesteros–Selinger, 454 F.3d 973, 975 (9th Cir. 
2007).  
 
A defendant who raises a mistaken-identity defense and convinces the trier of fact that there 
is a reasonable doubt as to whether the prior order actually applied to him may avoid 
conviction.  A defendant who successfully files a motion to reopen removal proceedings and 
rescind a prior removal order in immigration court also will avoid conviction, as reopening 
proceedings will have the effect of rescinding the prior order (see Section III(D)(1), infra at 
44, Section V, infra at 59-60).  
 

Note: Voluntary Departure and Removal 
An Immigration Judge’s grant of “voluntary departure” under 8 U.S.C. § 1229c is not a 
removal order, but rather is a form of relief from removal.  A prior grant of voluntary 
departure therefore does not satisfy the “previously removed” requirement of § 1326(a), 
provided the non-citizen complied with the grant and departed in a timely manner. 
 

3. Defenses to “Entered, Attempted to Enter, or Found-In” Prongs 
 

Courts have found that § 1326 actually contains three distinct offenses: unlawful reentry, 
attempted unlawful reentry, and being found in the United States. See United States v. 
Angeles–Mascote, 206 F.3d 529, 531 (5th Cir. 2000); United States v. Martinez–Espinoza, 299 
F.3d 414, 417 (5th Cir. 2002).  The distinctions between these distinct crimes is, in a 
nutshell: (a) entry requires that the noncitizen have physically reentered the country and be 
free of official restraint; (b) attempted reentry occurs when the noncitizen is stopped at the 
border and does not succeed in actually reentering; and (c) the “found in” prong allows the 
prosecution to avoid needing to prove how and when the noncitizen came back to the 
United States.  These three distinct crimes each have their distinct defenses. 
 

a. Illegal Reentry 
 
Entering or being found in the United States is a general-intent crime, and a noncitizen’s 
mistaken belief regarding his ability to reenter the United States (e.g., that he is a citizen or 
that his entry otherwise was legal) is not a defense to a prosecution.  See, e.g., United States v. 
Rea-Beltran, 457 F.3d 695, 702 (7th Cir. 2006).6   

                                                 
6  See also United States v. Alba, 38 F. App’x 707, 709 (3d Cir. 2002); United States v. Carlos-
Colmenares, 253 F.3d 276, 278 (7th Cir. 2001); United States v. Gutierrez-Gonzalez, 184 F.3d 1160, 
1165 (10th Cir. 1999); United States v. Gutierrez-Gonzalez, 184 F.3d 1160, 1165 (10th Cir. 1999); 

http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?mt=Immigration&db=506&rs=WLW13.07&tc=-1&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=Y&ordoc=2001491100&serialnum=1999161256&vr=2.0&fn=_top&sv=Split&tf=-1&referencepositiontype=S&pbc=3A282FC4&referenceposition=1165&utid=2
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In order to have “entered” the United States, mere physical entry is not enough.  Entry 
requires both “physical presence in the country” and “freedom from official restraint.”  See 
United States v. Kavazanjian, 623 F.2d 730, 736 (1st Cir. 1980); United States v. Cardenas-
Alvarez, 987 F.2d 1129, 1133 (5th Cir. 1993); United States v. Aguilar, 883 F.2d 662, 682 
(9th Cir. 1989).  
 
To understand the concept of freedom from official restraint, it helps to understand that 
the term “entry” had a fixed (if somewhat involved) meaning in immigration law when § 
1326 was enacted.  Prosecutions under § 1326 effectively incorporate this case law.  See 
United States v. Pacheco-Medina, 212 F.3d 1162, 1164 (9th Cir. 2000) (citing Matter of Pierre, 
14 I. & N. Dec. 467 (BIA 1973)).  Immigration law applies a three-part test for an entry, 
with two alternate ways to satisfy the second prong: 
 

[A]n entry involves (1) a crossing into the territorial limits of the United States, i.e., 
physical presence; (2)(a) inspection and admission by an immigration officer or (b) 
actual and intentional evasion of inspection at the nearest inspection point; and (3) 
freedom from official restraint.,  

 
Matter of Ching and Chen, 19 I. & N. Dec. 203, 205 (1984).   
 
There are several salient points for defenders: 
 

• An individual who is under official restraint at all times during and subsequent to 
physical entry cannot be deemed to have made a lawful entry, despite physical 
presence in the United States.  See United States v. Martin-Plascencia, 532 F.2d 1316 

                                                 
United States v. Ortegon-Uvalde, 179 F.3d 956, 959 (5th Cir. 1999); United States v. Martus, 138 F.3d 
95, 97 (2d Cir. 1998) (per curiam); United States v. Peralt-Reyes, 131 F.3d 956, 957(11th Cir. 1997) 
(per curiam); United States v. Torres-Echavarria, 129 F.3d 692, 697-98 (2d Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 522 
U.S. 1153 (1998); United States v. Gonzalez-Chavez, 122 F.3d 15 (8th Cir. 1997); United States v. 
Martinez-Morel, 118 F.3d 710, 713-14 (10th Cir. 1997); United States v. Henry, 111 F.3d 111, 113-14 
(11th Cir. 1997); United States v. Soto, 106 F.3d 1040, 1041 (1st Cir. 1997); United States v. Trevino-
Martinez, 86 F.3d 65, 69 (5th Cir. 1996); United States v. Ortiz-Villegas, 49 F.3d 1435, 1437 (9th Cir. 
1995); United States v. Leon-Leon, 35 F.3d 1428, 1432-33 (9th Cir. 1994); United States v. Ayala, 35 
F.3d 423, 426 (9th Cir. 1994); United States v. Champegnie, 925 F.2d 54, 55-56 (2d Cir. 1991) (per 
curiam); United States v. Espinoza-Leon, 873 F.2d 743, 746 (4th Cir. 1989); United States v. Miranda-
Enriquez, 842 F.2d 1211, 1212-13 (10th Cir. 1988); United States v. Hernandez, 693 F.2d 996, 1000 
(10th Cir. 1982); United States v. Newton, 677 F.2d 16, 17 (2d Cir. 1982) (per curiam); United States v. 
Hussein, 675 F.2d 114, 116 (6th Cir. 1982) (per curiam); Pena-Cabanillas v. United States, 394 F.2d 
785, 789-90 (9th Cir. 1968).  
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(9th Cir. 1976); United States v. Aguilar, 883 F.2d 662 (9th Cir. 1989)).7   
• The official-restraint concept includes surveillance; if the noncitizen is always under 

surveillance, she is not actually free within the U.S. (even if she thinks that she is), 
and she does not effectuate an entry.  Ex parte Chow Chok, 161 Fed. 627, 629-30, 632 
(N.D.N.Y.), aff'd 163 Fed. 1021 (2d Cir. 1908); Yi Yang v. Maugans, 68 F.3d 1540, 
1549-1550 (3d Cir. 1995); United States v. Kavazanjian, 623 F.2d 730, 736-37 (1st 
Cir. 1980). 

• Official restraint need not come from immigration officers; the case law also finds 
restraint from other sources, particularly other law enforcement officers. See Edmond 
v. Nelson, 575 F.Supp. 532, 535 (E.D. La. 1983) (noncitizens “restrained” by master 
of rescuing ship, acting pursuant to government regulations); Matter of Yam, 16 I & 
N Dec. 535, 536–37 (BIA 1978) (alien found at border and taken under guard by 
local police to a medical facility); Correa v. Thornburgh, 901 F.2d 1166, 1172 (2d Cir. 
1990) (park police). 

 
b. Attempted Illegal Reentry 

 
While there is no divergence among the circuits about the mens rea for illegal reentry, there 
is disagreement over whether attempt to reenter requires specific intent, as do attempt 
crimes at common law.  The First and Ninth Circuits have held that attempted reentry is a 
specific-intent crime.  See, United States v. De Leon, 270 F.3d 90 (1st Cir. 2001) (“‘Attempt,’ 
here as elsewhere, is a specific intent crime in the sense that an ‘attempt to enter’ requires a 
subjective intent on the part of the defendant to achieve entry into the United States as well 
as a substantial step toward completing that entry.”); United States v. Gracidas-Ulibarry, 231 
F.3d 1188, 1195-96 (9th Cir. 2000) (en banc); United States v. Smith-Baltiher, 424 F.3d 913, 
923 (9th Cir. 2005).  Other circuits have held that attempted reentry is a general-intent 
crime. See United States v. Rodriguez, 416 F.3d 123, 125 (2d Cir. 2005); United States v. 
Morales-Palacios, 369 F.3d 442, 445-49 (5th Cir. 2004); United States v. Peralt–Reyes, 131 F.3d 
956, 957 (11th Cir. 1997).  It should be noted that all of these general-intent cases predate 
United States v. Resendiz-Ponce, 549 U.S. 102, 106-07 (2007), which interpreted the § 1326 
attempt offense in line with common-law attempt.  The Ninth Circuit has suggested that 
contrary circuit precedent is inconsistent with Resendiz-Ponce.  See United States v. Argueta-
Rosales, 819 F.3d 1149, 1160 (9th Cir. 2016).  It is unclear whether Resendiz-Ponce will spur 
reconsideration of this question. 
 
Under Ninth Circuit case law, if a defendant mistakenly but reasonably believed that he had 

                                                 
7  Courts have applied the same analysis to considering whether a noncitizen is “found in” the 
United States, finding that “the concept of entry…is embedded in the ‘found in’ offense.”  United 
States v. Pacheco-Medina, 212 F.3d 1162, 1166 (9th Cir. 2000); see also United States Morales-Palacios, 
369 F.3d 442 (5th Cir. 2004).  
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permission to enter the United States, then he lacked the specific intent to illegally attempt 
to reenter the United States.  See Smith-Baltiher, 424 F.3d at 924 (ruling that mistake of fact 
provides a defense to a crime of specific intent such as attempted reentry, and holding that a 
defendant who claimed that he mistakenly believed that he was a derivative citizen when he 
attempted to enter the United States is entitled to present evidence that his belief was 
reasonable to establish a mistake-of-fact defense).  In light of cases like Rehaif v. United States, 
139 S. Ct. 2191, 2198 (2019), it can at least arguably be presumed that the specific intent 
mens rea applies to all elements of the offense; in which case it would be necessary for the 
government to prove knowledge of alienage and knowledge of the prior deportation.    
 
The Ninth Circuit has held that official restraint is relevant in attempted illegal reentry 
cases to determine whether a defendant has the requisite specific intent to reenter free from 
official restraint.  See United States v. Castillo-Mendez, 868 F.3d 830, 836. (9th Cir. 2017); see 
also United States v. Lombera-Valdovinos, 429 F.3d 927, 928 (9th Cir. 2005).  Unlike “entered” 
and “found in” cases, whether the noncitizen is actually under official restraint is irrelevant.  
See Castillo-Mendez, 868 F.3d at 838.  Thus, an individual (such as an asylum-seeker) who 
attempts to enter the U.S. with the intent of finding Border Patrol cannot be guilty of 
attempted illegal reentry, even when they were not under constant surveillance at the time 
of their entry.  
 

c. Being “found in” the United States 
 
There is some circuit disagreement about whether the “found in” prong is a continuing 
offense.  Compare, e.g., United States v. Portillo-Vega, 478 F.3d 1194, 1201 (10th Cir. 2007) 
(concluding that “illegal re-entry after deportation is a continuing offense”); with United 
States v. DiSantillo, 615 F.2d 128, 137 (3d Cir. 1980) (illegal reentry is not a continuing 
offense; a noncitizen who entered surreptitiously is “found” when his presence is first noted 
by the immigration authorities).  This has implications for statute-of-limitations defenses, 
and is discussed below in that context. 
 
Courts have generally held that the “found in” prong is not satisfied where the noncitizen 
presents herself for inspection to immigration inspectors but is not permitted to enter.  See 
United States v. Angeles-Mascote, 206 F.3d 529, 530-32 (5th Cir. 2000); United States v. Canals-
Jimenez, 943 F.2d 1284, 1287 (11th Cir. 1991) (finding the found in prong is “synonymous 
with ‘discovered in’”); United States v. Zavala-Mendez, 411 F.3d 1116, 1119 (9th Cir. 2005).  
Someone is not “found in” the U.S. by agents when she presents herself to them (although 
she may be guilty of attempted entry).  But a successful entry is another thing; where the 
noncitizen passes through inspection (by omissions or lies, presumably) she may be charged 
as being “found in” the United States.  See United States v. Gay, 7 F.3d 200, 202 (11th Cir. 
1993).   
 
The Ninth Circuit has held that to be “found in” the United States, one must be “in” the 
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United States and thus must have effectuated an entry, including being free of official 
restraint.  See United States v. Vela-Robles, 397 F.3d 786 (9th Cir. 2005); United States v. 
Hernandez-Herrera, 273 F.3d 1213 (9th Cir. 2001); United States v. Ramos-Godinez, 273 F.3d 
820 (9th Cir. 2001); United States v. Pacheco-Medina, 212 F.3d 1162 (9th Cir. 2000); United 
States v. Martin-Plascencia, 532 F.2d 1316 (9th Cir. 1976).   
 

4. Lack of Explicit Consent to Reapply  
 
The fourth element of § 1326 is that the noncitizen failed to obtain advance consent to 
reapply for admission.  This is an element of the offense on which the prosecution should 
bear the burden of proof, but examples from the case law suggests that there is some 
confusion about this. 
 
Some individuals have argued that because the immigration authorities granted them some 
form of status in the United States, or allowed them to remain and to work in this country, 
they had a reasonable belief that they had not violated § 1326; but courts have not allowed 
this evidence of subjective intent.  See United States v. Leon–Leon, 35 F.3d 1428, 1433 (9th 
Cir. 1994) (defendant sought to introduce evidence that he had a green card); United States 
v. Ramos-Quirarte, 935 F.2d 162, 163 (9th Cir. 1991) (per curiam) (defendant had special 
agricultural worker status); United States v. Gonzalez-Chavez, 122 F.3d 15, 18 (8th Cir. 1997) 
(employment application).  Nor have courts found even lawful status to constitute “express” 
consent to reapply.  See United States v. Anton, 683 F.2d 1011, 1016 (7th Cir. 1982), 
overruled by United States v. Carlos-Colmenares, 253 F.3d 276 (7th Cir. 2001) (noncitizen did 
not have express consent to reapply even where he had multiple contacts with immigration 
authorities and obtained an immigrant visa to return to the United States).  
 
Interestingly, the statute creates an exception to § 1326 liability “with respect to an alien 
previously denied admission and removed” when the noncitizen can “establish that he was 
not required to obtain such advance consent under this chapter or any prior Act.” 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1326(b)(2).  When § 1326 was enacted as part of the 1952 Immigration and Nationality 
Act, individuals who were “deported” from the United States were “excludable” from the 
United States unless they obtained advance “consent to reapply” for admission.  8 U.S.C. 
§ 1182(a)(17) (1952).  By contrast, individuals who were “excluded” – i.e., not allowed to 
enter – only required consent to reapply for a one-year period.  8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(16) 
(1952).  After that year passed, the original § 1326 would not have imposed criminal 
liability.  The inadmissibility statute continues to impose different rules for consent to 
reapply.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(9)(A).  Generally, an individual must have advance 
permission to reapply for five years after an expedited removal order under 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1225(b); for ten years after a removal order issued in regular proceedings under § 1229a; 
for twenty years after any second or subsequent removal order, and at any time for an 
individual convicted of an aggravated felony.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(9)(A)(i), (ii), (iii).  
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However, several court of appeals decisions (containing little to no analysis) have declined to 
apply § 1326(b)(2) as written.  Those courts reasoned that changes to the admissibility rules 
could not affect criminal liability absent clear congressional intent to sub silentio alter the 
effect of § 1326.  See United States v. Bernal–Gallegos, 726 F.2d 187, 188 (5th Cir. 1984); 
United States v. Joya–Martinez, 947 F.2d 1141, 1144 (4th Cir. 1991); United States v. Romero-
Caspeta, 744 F.3d 405, 408 (6th Cir. 2014).  It is unclear whether these courts understood 
that § 1326 has included the same defense since its enactment, and that there have always 
been expiration periods on the consent-to-reapply rules.  The D.C. Circuit, by contrast, 
recognized that § 1326(b)(2) appears to create “a complete defense to the § 1326 charge,” 
though it did not authoritatively resolve the question.  See United States v. Idowu, 105 F.3d 
728, 731–32 (D.C. Cir. 1997).   
 
A related interesting question arises with regard to asylum-seekers.  The admissibility rules 
of 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(9)(A) do not function as a bar to eligibility for asylum.  Cf. 8 U.S.C. § 
1158.  It might therefore be argued that a noncitizen who reenters to seek asylum can 
establish as an affirmative defense that she was not required to obtain the consent of the 
Attorney General.  International law might also support this argument.  The 1951 United 
Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 189 U.N.T.S. 150 (July 28, 1951), 
bars signatory countries from “impos[ing] penalties, on account of their illegal entry or 
presence, on refugees who . . . enter or are present in their territory without authorization.” 
Id. Art. 31(1).  The United States agreed to apply the Convention when it acceded to the 
Refugee Protocol in 1968.  19 U.S.T. 6223, 6259–6276, T.I.A.S. No. 6577 (1968). See INS 
v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421, 429 (1987).  Many courts find these treaty undertakings to 
be non-self-executing.  Ramirez-Mejia v. Lynch, 813 F. 3d 240, 241 (5th Cir. 2016); Martinez-
Cazun v. Sessions, 856 F.3d 249, 257 n.16 (3d Cir. 2017).  But even if a treaty isn’t self-
executing, statutes “ought never to be construed to violate the law of nations if any other 
possible construction remains.”  Murray v. Schooner Charming Betsy, 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 64, 64 
(1804).  Thus, creative defense counsel could argue that the government cannot prove that a 
defendant who sought asylum should have—and failed to—obtain advance consent to 
reenter] 
 
Because most courts have not recognized or understood the § 1326(b)(2) defense at all, 
there is little case law addressing whether this is an affirmative defense requiring the 
defendant to bear the burden of proof, or whether it shows a lack of proof.   
 

5. Corpus Delicti Rule  
 
The corpus delicti rule requires that the government have some support for the reliability of 
a defendant’s confession and some evidence of the offense beyond the mere confession of 
the defendant.  See Opper v. United States, 348 U.S. 84, 89 (1954) (citing Wigmore, Evidence 
(3d ed.) § 2071; Warszower v. United States, 312 U.S. 342, 345 n. 2 (1941); Wong Sun v. 
United States, 371 U.S. 471, 489 n. 15 (1963).  The Ninth Circuit has held that in the illegal-
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reentry context, “[t]he gravamen of the offense in this case — that is to say the conduct at the 
core of the offense — is entry.”  United States v. Corona-Garcia, 210 F.3d 973, 978 (9th Cir. 
2000).  Thus, the defendant’s presence in court (and his presence in the prison where he 
was encountered) was found corroborative of the illegal-reentry charge.   
 
The corpus delicti rule may have more teeth in the attempted-illegal-entry context.  At least 
in those circuits where attempted reentry requires an intent to enter illegally, the essence of 
the offense is more than mere entry, so the corpus delicti rule requires some evidence that 
the defendant was knowingly attempting to enter unlawfully.  See United States v. Valdez-
Novoa, 780 F. 3d 906, 922-23 (9th Cir. 2014).   
 
Finally, alienage is also an element of § 1326 offenses.  Thus, for all three illegal-reentry 
offenses (entry, attempted entry, and found in), when there is no documentary evidence of 
alienage, and the only evidence of alienage is the defendant’s own confession, the corpus 
delicti rule may have potential utility.   

 
C. Affirmative Defenses  

 
There are several affirmative defenses to the entry / attempted entry / found-in offenses 
under § 1326: 

 
1. Justification Defenses – Duress and Necessity   

 
Several circuits have held that a noncitizen may defend against illegal reentry by showing 
that his reentry was under duress or necessity.  See, e.g., United States v. Portillo-Vega, 478 F.3d 
1194, 1197 (10th Cir. 2007) (considering duress defense in illegal-reentry case); United States 
v. Al-Rekabi, 454 F.3d 1113, 1122 (10th Cir. 2006) (considering necessity defense in illegal 
reentry case); United States v. Leal-Cruz, 431 F.3d 667, 670 (9th Cir. 2005); (holding that 
defendant has burden of proving duress defense in illegal-reentry case);  United States v. 
Dicks, 338 F. 3d 1256, 1258 (11th Cir. 2003) (per curiam) (assuming without deciding that 
necessity is an available defense to illegal reentry in the 11th Circuit).  For duress, the 
defendant must establish that he “was under an unlawful threat of imminent death or 
serious bodily injury, which threat caused the actor to engage in conduct violating the literal 
terms of the criminal law.”  United States v. Bailey, 444 U.S. 394, 409 (1980).  “[I]f there was 
a reasonable, legal alternative to violating the law, a chance both to refuse to do the criminal 
act and also to avoid the threatened harm, the defense[ ] will fail.”  Id. at 410 (internal 
quotation omitted). For the necessity defense, defendants also must establish a direct, causal 
relationship between the unlawful conduct and the avoidance of harm.  See, e.g., United 
States v. Perdomo-Espana , 522 F.3d 983, 987-88 (9th Cir. 2008); United States v. Al-Rekabi, 
454 F.3d 1113, 1122 (10th Cir. 2006); United States v. Arellano-Rivera, 244 F.3d 1119, 1125-
26 (9th Cir. 2001); United States v. Singleton , 902 F.2d 471, 472-73 (6th Cir. 1990); United 
States v. Crittendon, 883 F.2d 326, 330 (4th Cir. 1989); United States v. Ramirez-Chavez, Slip 
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Copy, 2013 WL 3581959, at *3-4 (W.D. Tex. Jul. 2, 2013); United States v. Crown, 2000 WL 
709003, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. May 31, 2000).  In circuits in which illegal reentry is considered a 
continuing offense (see “Statute of Limitations,” below), establishing a justification defense 
requires that the defendant justify his continued offensive conduct after the alleged duress 
lost its coercive force.  See United States v. Portillo-Vega; 478 F.3d 1194, 1201 (10th Cir. 2007) 
(holding that, in view of continuing nature of illegal-reentry offense, duress defense failed 
where defendant showed “on-going failure” to request assistance from authorities to seek 
protection from harm); United States v. Polanco-Gomez, 841 F.2d 235, 238 (8th Cir. 1988) 
(holding that defendant could not establish duress when he failed to show threat of 
immediate harm from government troops or anti-government rebels in El Salvador and 
failed to show lack of legal alternative since he could have applied for political asylum prior 
to his arrest); United States v. Grainger, 239 F. App’x 188, 191 (6th Cir. Aug. 9, 2007) 
(holding that defendant did face threat of imminent harm in home country but (1) had legal 
alternatives to unlawful reentry, including lawful residence in a safe third country and 
ability to request permission to reenter U.S., (2) failed to establish causal relationship since 
he had lived safely in Canada after fleeing home country but before coming to the United 
States, and (3) had failed to take any steps to discontinue his unlawful presence during the 
two years after his reentry).  At trial, a defendant must prove each element of the 
justification defense by a preponderance of the evidence.  See Dixon v. United States, 548 U.S. 
1, 17 (2006). 
 

a. Fear of persecution or torture 
 
If a defendant fears persecution or torture in his home country, he may be able to raise a 
duress defense, but, future harm may not be enough; the threat must be present, imminent, 
and impending.  See, e.g., United States v. Bonilla-Siciliano, 643 F.3d 589, 591 (8th Cir. 2001) 
(generalized fear of harm from government of El Salvador and gang members insufficient to 
establish imminent harm, and legal alternative available where defendant had option of 
going to country other than U.S.); Ramirez-Chavez, 2013 WL 3581959, at *3-4 (finding that 
defendant failed to establish duress because his captors “were not in hot pursuit” when he 
fled country after being detained, beaten, and threatened with extortion by smugglers); 
United States v. Flores-Vasquez, 279 F. App’x 312, 313 (5th Cir. May 23, 2008) (per curiam) 
(holding that threat of murder by gang members in Honduras did not constitute imminent 
harm for purposes of establishing duress defense). 

 
b. Necessary medical treatment 

 
Medical treatment also has been raised as justification but typically fails as defense.  See, e.g., 
United States v. Perdomo-Espana , 522 F.3d 983, 987-88 (9th Cir. 2008)  (holding that 
defendant was not entitled to jury instruction on necessity defense where expert concluded 
that defendant’s diabetes was not an immediately dire medical condition, that legal 
alternatives were available because clinics were available in home country, and that there 
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was no causal relationship between his conduct and the harm to be avoided because his 
surreptitious manner of reentry thwarted the speedy receipt of medical treatment); United 
States v. Dicks, 338 F. 3d 1256, 1258 (11th Cir. 2003) (per curiam) (holding that defendant 
who claimed necessity in reentering to seek experimental AIDS treatment had legal 
alternative in form of being able to petition the Attorney General for reentry); United States 
v. Diaz-Diaz, 198 F.3d 251 (8th Cir. 1999) (per curiam) (unpublished) (affirming district 
court’s denial of defendant’s proposed jury instruction on necessity based on allegations 
that he could not obtain AIDS medication in Mexico); United States v. Crown, 2000 WL 
709003, at *2-3 (S.D.N.Y. May 31, 2000) (finding that defendant who sought necessity 
defense based on AIDS illness had reasonable legal alternatives, including option of 
applying to A.G. for permission to reenter and option of traveling to a country other than 
U.S. to seek treatment). 

 
2. Involuntary Return   

 
The Seventh Circuit has held that illegal reentry is not a strict-liability crime and suggested 
that involuntary return (such as being hijacked or kidnapped) would not constitute 
punishable conduct.  See United States v. Carlos-Colmenares, 253 F.3d 276, 279 (7th Cir. 
2001). 

 
3. Statute-of-Limitations Defenses   

 
The defendant also may raise a statute-of-limitations defense.  The general five-year 
limitations period for non-capital offenses under 18 U.S.C. § 3282(a) applies to § 1326 
offenses.  See, e.g., United States v. Are, 498 F.3d 460, 461 (7th Cir. 2007) (applying the five-
year limitations period set forth in § 3282(a) in an illegal-reentry case).  Accordingly, an 
illegal-reentry indictment or information must be filed within five years of the date on 
which the offense is “complete.”  See generally Toussie v. United States, 397 U.S. 112, 115 
(1970).   

 
When the government charges a defendant with illegal reentry for having entered or 
attempted to enter the United States, the date of completion of the offense is the date of 
entry or attempted entry.  However, for noncitizens who the government alleges have been 
“found in” the United States, determining the date on which the five-year clock stops is less 
straightforward. A previously removed noncitizen commits the offense of being “found in” 
the United States if he enters by way of a surreptitious border crossing or “enters through a 
recognized port by means of specious documentation that conceals the illegality of his 
presence.”  United States v. Acevedo, 229 F.3d 350, 355 (2d Cir. 2000) (Sotomayor, J.) 
(internal quotations omitted); see also United States v. Gordon, 513 F.3d 659, 663 (7th Cir. 
2008) (same).   
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The circuits are split on whether illegal reentry is considered a continuing offense when the 
noncitizen has been “found in” the United States.  Compare United States v. Estrada–Quijas, 
183 F.3d 758, 761–62 (8th Cir. 1999) (holding that “the offense of illegal reentry is an on-
going offense that ends only when an offender is discovered”); United States v. Santana–
Castellano, 74 F.3d 593, 598 (5th Cir. 1996) (holding that the “found in” offense is a 
continuing one that is complete when a previously removed noncitizen’s “physical presence 
is discovered and noted by the immigration authorities, and the knowledge of the illegality 
of his presence, through the exercise of diligence typical of law enforcement authorities, can 
reasonably be attributed to the immigration authorities”); United States v. Portillo-Vega, 478 
F.3d 1194, 1201 (10th Cir. 2007) (concluding that “illegal re-entry after deportation is a 
continuing offense”); with United States v. DiSantillo, 615 F.2d 128, 137 (3d Cir. 1980) 
(ruling that illegal reentry is not a continuing offense and that a noncitizen who entered 
surreptitiously is “found” when his presence is first noted by the immigration authorities); 
but see United States v. Lennon, 372 F.3d 535, 541 n. 8 (3d Cir. 2004) (holding that although 
the Third Circuit in DiSantillo ruled, on the facts of that case, that the “found in” offense 
was not a continuing crime, “[s]ince that time, numerous other courts have taken positions 
that are, to varying degrees, to the contrary” and suggesting that “[p]erhaps this should cause 
a re-examination of our holding in DiSantillo” (citing cases)).   

 
Several circuits have at least left open the possibility that constructive knowledge is sufficient 
to trigger the statute of limitations, such that the clock begins to run on the date when 
federal officers knew or “with the exercise of diligence typical of law enforcement 
authorities, could have discovered the illegality of [the defendant’s] presence.”  United States 
v. Rivera–Ventura, 72 F.3d 277, 281–82 (2d Cir. 1995) (finding that the statute of 
limitations began to run when INS agents arrested defendant shortly after he surreptitiously 
crossed the border and commenced deportation proceedings against him); accord United 
States v. Clarke, 312 F.3d 1343, 1347-48 (11th Cir. 2002) (per curiam) (holding that 
defendant’s fingerprinting by state police should have alerted INS, using diligence, to his 
illegal presence); United States v. Bencomo-Castillo, 176 F.3d, 1300, 1304 (10th Cir. 1999); 
United States v. Santana-Castellano, 74 F.3d 593, 598 (5th Cir. 1996) (holding that where 
immigration authorities did not note defendant’s physical presence at the time of his 
reentry, no awareness of defendant’s presence could reasonably be attributed to them until 
an INS agent interviewed defendant while he was in state criminal custody and admitted to 
the agent that he had been deported previously); United States v. Gomez, 38 F.3d 1031, 1037 
(8th Cir. 1994) (stating that “[w]here the government is in possession of all necessary 
information and means, we see no reason why, consistent with the rule of lenity, the 
‘discovery rule’ governing the accrual of a cause of action for the purpose of commencing 
the statute of limitations should not apply,” and holding that the limitations period began 
to run when defendant filed an immigration application that included falsified biographical 
data but also a set of fingerprints that should have alerted them to his unlawful reentry); 
United States v. Lennon, 372 F.3d 535, 541 (3d Cir. 2004) (holding that “illegal re-entry 
begins, for statute of limitations purposes, when the alien presents himself non-
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surreptitiously (i.e. using his own name) at an open point of entry even though immigration 
personnel failed to react.”);  United States v. Vargas, 408 F. App’x 676, 680 (4th Cir. Jan. 25, 
2011) (per curiam) (holding that even if a constructive knowledge theory were applied, it 
would not benefit the defendant because the defendant concealed identifying information 
in an immigration form that he submitted such that he “prevented immigration authorities 
from discovering that the defendant had entered after a previous deportation”) (internal 
emphasis and citations omitted).  
 
While the Ninth Circuit has not decided whether to apply a constructive-knowledge theory, 
the court has rejected such arguments when a defendant has reentered via deceit, such as by 
presenting an invalid immigration document.  See United States v. Zamudio, 787 F.3d 961 
(9th Cir. 2015).    

 
The Seventh Circuit alone has held that the offense is complete only when the government 
has actual notice of the noncitizen’s unlawful presence in the United States and/or arrests 
the noncitizen.  See Are, 498 F.3d at 467.  In Are, the court held that “[c]onstructive 
knowledge – the date on which the government ‘should have known’ of the deportee’s 
presence here – should not start the five-year clock.”  Id. at 463-64.  The court stated that 
instead the limitations clock began to run either when immigration authorities learned of 
the defendant’s presence and ascertained his identity and status as a prior deportee or when 
they arrested him, both of which dates were within the five-year limitations period.  Id. at 
467; see also Gordon, 513 F.3d at 665 (upholding the rule in Are and holding that the clock 
began to run on the date the defendant entered state criminal custody, notwithstanding the 
fact that immigration authorities would have known of his entry by way of an invalid green 
card more than five years earlier had they followed standard procedures); United States. v. 
Franco, 2011 WL 2746648, at *10-11 (N.D. Ill. Jul. 13, 2011) (holding that “found in at any 
time” means the limitations clock stops running the first time the government has actual 
notice, and finding that the government had actual notice at least as of the date that 
immigration officials placed a worksheet in defendant’s A-file that identified him as being in 
state custody, making his arrest for illegal reentry more than five years later outside the 
limitations period). 

 
4. Venue Objections   

 
Venue objections are waived if they are not raised in a timely manner.  If they are not 
waived, the government bears the burden to show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that 
venue is proper.  See United States v. Taylor, 828 F.2d 630, 633 (10th Cir. 1987) (en banc); 
United States v. Turner, 586 F.2d 395, 397 (5th Cir. 1978).  

 
Venue over an illegal-reentry or attempted-reentry case are relatively straightforward (venue 
is proper in the place of the entry or attempted entry).  Venue defenses may arise, however, 
in “found in” case.   In those circuits that consider the “found in” prong to be a continuing 
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offense, it might follow that venue would be proper in any of the districts in which the 
defendant was found.  See United States v. Orona-Ibarra, 831 F.3d 867, 873 (7th Cir. 2016); 
see also United States v. Ruelas-Arreguin, 219 F.3d 1056, 1062 (9th Cir. 2000).  When a 
noncitizen is found and apprehended, and then transported to a different district, venue is 
improper in the new district.  Id. at 874-77; but see United States v. Moran-Garcia, 966 F.3d 
966, 969 (9th Cir. 2020) (dismissing for lack of venue but permitting retrial). 

 
The government sometimes argues for venue based on 8 U.S.C. § 1329 (providing that 
“notwithstanding any other law, such prosecutions or suits may be instituted at any place in 
the United States at which the violation may occur or at which the person charged with a 
violation under section 1325 or 1326 of this title may be apprehended”).  But the 
Constitution imposes venue rules for criminal prosecutions, so courts have “decline[d] to 
read section 1329 to provide for venue in a district other than where the crime of being 
‘found in’ the United States was committed.”  United States v. Hernandez, 189 F.3d 785, 792 
(9th Cir. 1999).   

 
II. UNDERSTANDING REMOVABILITY, RELIEF FROM REMOVAL, AND 

TYPES OF REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS  
 

In order to successfully challenge a prior removal order in an illegal-reentry case, it is 
imperative to understand the procedural and substantive rules governing removal.  
Defenders who understand the rules governing removability, relief, and types of proceedings 
will be better able to issue-spot for purposes of mounting a challenge to a prior removal 
order. 
 
This section is intended as a brief overview of these rules.  It begins by discussing the most 
significant substantive rules governing removability and the most common defenses 
available in removal proceedings.  It then describes the various types of removal 
proceedings.  It explains which grounds of removability trigger which types of removal 
proceedings.  And it explains which types of proceedings permit or preclude certain types of 
relief.  This section finishes by discussing avenues for obtaining information about your 
client’s removal history.   
 

A. Overview of Some Common Criminal Grounds of Removal and Some 
Common Forms of Relief from Removal 

 
Any noncitizen, including a lawful permanent resident (“LPR”), is subject to removal if she 
violates U.S. immigration laws.  The Immigration and Nationality Act (“INA”) includes a 
number of grounds of removal.  The grounds are divided into “inadmissibility” grounds for 
noncitizens who have not been “admitted’ into the United States, see generally 8 U.S.C. § 
1182(a), and “removability” grounds for people who have been “admitted,” see generally 8 
U.S.C. § 1227(a).  A noncitizen who the government alleges has violated any of these 
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grounds will be placed in removal proceedings before an Immigration Judge (“IJ”) or in 
summary removal proceedings where a Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) official 
may issue a removal order.  
 
Competent investigation of a § 1326 case requires examination of whether the defendant 
actually was removable as charged (e.g., for a noncitizen removed on the basis of a prior 
offense, whether that offense indeed was a removable offense).  In addition, defenders must 
assess whether the noncitizen was eligible for any form of relief from removal at the time of 
her removal proceeding, and if so, whether the noncitizen properly was advised of that 
eligibility by the IJ.  A number of excellent resources exist for defenders seeking information 
about the criminal grounds of removal and forms of relief available.8  NIJC attorneys are 
also available to help defenders determine whether a noncitizen was properly removable, 
and if so whether a noncitizen was improperly denied the opportunity to seek relief.  The 
following provides only a brief overview of some of the more common removable offenses 
and types of relief so that defenders can familiarize themselves with the applicable rules and 
terms. 
 

1. Non-Exhaustive List of Criminal Grounds of Removal 
 

While criminal grounds of removability are less common than non-criminal removability 
grounds, individuals with prior criminal convictions are often targeted for criminal 
prosecution under § 1326.  Since defenders are more likely to encounter these grounds, 
they are discussed first. 

 
• Aggravated felony:  A noncitizen who has been convicted of a so-called “aggravated 

felony” is subject to removal, with very few forms of relief from removal available.  
See 8 U.S.C. §§ 1227(a)(2)(A)(iii); 1101(a)(43).  Immigration law provides a laundry 
list of offenses categorized as aggravated felonies.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(43)(A)-(U).  
It includes crimes such as murder; rape; drug trafficking; firearms trafficking and 
certain firearms possession offenses; sexual abuse of a minor; money laundering, 
fraud or tax evasion involving more than $10,000; theft or burglary with a sentence 
imposed of a year or more; crimes of violence (as defined by 18 U.S.C. § 16) with a 
sentence of a year or more; perjury or obstruction of justice with a sentence of a year 

                                                 
8  See, for example, National Immigrant Justice Center, Defending Noncitizens in Today’s Harsh 
Environment: Considerations for Undocumented Persons, Asylum Seekers, and Legal Permanent 
Residents (2020), https://fd.org/program-materials/defending-noncitizens-todays-harsh-
environment-considerations-undocumented-persons; Norton Tooby’s page of free resources, 
https://nortontooby.com/resources/free; Immigrant Legal Resource Center’s crim-imm resources, 
https://www.ilrc.org/crimes; Immigrant Defense Project’s charts and checklists, 
https://www.immigrantdefenseproject.org/category/charts-checklists/.  

https://fd.org/program-materials/defending-noncitizens-todays-harsh-environment-considerations-undocumented-persons
https://fd.org/program-materials/defending-noncitizens-todays-harsh-environment-considerations-undocumented-persons
https://nortontooby.com/resources/free
https://www.immigrantdefenseproject.org/category/charts-checklists/
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or more; alien smuggling; and others.9 
 
Individuals convicted of an aggravated felony have very few options for relief from 
removal.  Some exceptions exist for those who have a fear of persecution or torture 
in their home country, who have been the victim of a violent crime or human 
trafficking in the United States, or who have cooperated with law enforcement in 
the investigation or prosecution of crimes.  In limited circumstances, certain 
individuals may also still be able to adjust status (discussed below) despite an 
aggravated felony. 
 
That said, many offenses are charged as aggravated felonies when they do not 
actually qualify as such.  The Supreme Court has issued nearly a dozen decisions 
regarding the aggravated-felony definition, with noncitizens prevailing in most.  See, 
e.g., Sessions v. Dimaya, 138 S. Ct. 1204 (2018) (limiting the “crime of violence” 
definition by striking 18 U.S.C. § 16(b)); Esquivel-Quintana v. Sessions, 137 S. Ct. 
1562 (2017) (limiting the application of “sexual abuse of a minor” to certain 
statutory rape offenses); Luna-Torres v. Lynch, 136 S. Ct. 1619 (2016) (finding that 
state firearms offenses lacking interstate-commerce element still qualify as aggravated 
felonies); Moncrieffe v. Holder, 133 S.Ct. 1678 (2013) (finding that state statutes 
punishing social sharing of marijuana are not aggravated felonies); Carachuri-Rosendo 
v. Holder, 560 U.S. 563 (2010) (rejecting the government’s argument that second or 
subsequent drug possession convictions are aggravated felonies); Leocal v. Ashcroft, 
543 U.S. 1 (2004) (narrowing the crime-of-violence definition to exclude negligent 
conduct).10  Thus, any aggravated-felony ground of removal should be carefully 
assessed to determine whether a viable defense may exist.  
 
A § 1326 defendant who was erroneously removed from the country on the basis of 
an improper aggravated-felony ground may have defenses to the reentry charges.  
This is true even when cases clarifying the application of the categorical approach to 
certain state statues were issued after the removal.11  Former LPRs who – absent an 

                                                 
9 For all sentence-based aggravated felonies, it is the sentence imposed by the judge, not the time 
actually served, that makes the offense an aggravated felony.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(48)(B).  Thus, a 
suspended sentence of a year or more will make such an offense an aggravated felony. 
 
10 Many courts have deferred to agency interpretation of the aggravated felony definition, though 
courts more recently have come to question the propriety of that deference given the definition’s 
effect on the criminal code.  See Valenzuela Gallardo v. Barr, __ F.3d __, 2020 WL 4519085, at *6 
(9th Cir. Aug. 6, 2020) (citing cases). 
11 The categorical / modified categorical analysis generally applies to determining whether a prior 
offense is categorically an aggravated felony.  See Taylor v. United States, 495 U.S. 575 (1990); Shepard 
v. United States, 544 U.S. 13 (2004); see also Moncrieffe v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 1678 (2013) (affirming 
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erroneous aggravated-felony charge – were either not removable as charged or who 
would have been eligible for discretionary relief will be especially well positioned to 
establish prejudice.  See infra Section III(D)(1), infra at 49. 
 

• Crime involving moral turpitude (“CIMT”):  A noncitizen with a prior CIMT may 
be removable.  See 8 U.S.C. §§ 1182(a)(2)(A)(i)(I); 1227(a)(2)(A)(i), (ii).  Unlike 
aggravated felonies, there is no statutory definition of CIMTs; rather, they are 
defined by constantly evolving case law.  As a general rule, crimes involving an 
intent to defraud or steal, and crimes involving intent to cause bodily harm or injury 
to a person or property, are considered CIMTs. 
 

• Controlled-substance offenses:  Virtually all controlled substance offenses, including 
simple possession and paraphernalia offenses, are grounds for removal.  8 U.S.C. 
§§ 1182(a)(2)(A)(i)(ii); 1127(a)(2)(B).  A small exception exists for individuals subject 
to removability grounds only: a single misdemeanor simple possession of 30 grams 
or less of marijuana will not make them removable under 8 U.S.C. § 1127(a)(2)(B).  
However, such an offense will still make an individual inadmissible.  See 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1182(a)(2)(A)(i)(ii).  Simple possession offenses may allow more avenues of relief 
from removal for certain noncitizens, particularly lawful permanent residents, than 
drug-trafficking offenses, which are considered aggravated felonies under 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1101(a)(43)(B).  Just about all controlled substance offenses, including simple 
possession offenses, will eliminate most forms of relief (though not voluntary 
departure) for individuals who are not lawful permanent residents.   
 
When a defendant has a past controlled-substance conviction, careful review of the 
record of conviction and the criminal statute is needed.  Under the categorical 
approach, some state statutes are divisible, while others are not.  Rendon v. Barr, 952 
F.3d 963, 968 (8th Cir. 2020) (Minnesota, divisible); Guillen v. U.S. Att’y Gen., 910 
F.3d 1174, 1176 (11th Cir. 2018) (Florida, divisible); Raja v. Sessions, 900 F.3d 823, 
829 (6th Cir. 2018) (Pennsylvania, divisible); Martinez v. Sessions, 893 F.3d 1067, 
1073 (8th Cir. 2018) (Missouri, divisible); United States v. Martinez-Lopez, 864 F.3d 
1034, 1037 (9th Cir. 2017) (en banc) (California, divisible); but see Najera-Rodriguez 
v. Barr, 926 F.3d 343, 347 (7th Cir. 2019) (Illinois statute indivisible by substance); 
Harbin v. Sessions, 860 F.3d 58, 68 (2d Cir. 2017) (New York statute indivisible by 
substance).  When a state controlled-substances statute is indivisible, then the 
defender should thoroughly examine the state statute’s list of controlled substances 
to determine if it is broader than the lists included in the federal controlled-
substances statute at issue.  If the state statute is both indivisible and overbroad, 
then noncitizen – if otherwise lawfully present in the U.S. – may not be removable 

                                                 
application of Taylor/Shepard approach in removal proceedings); Mathis v. United States, 136 S. Ct. 
2243, 2251-52 (2016); Decamps v. United States, 570 U.S. 254, 267 (2013).   
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at all.  See generally Mathis v. United States, 136 S. Ct. 2243, 2251-52 (2016) 
(discussing divisibility and the modified categorical approach); Decamps v. United 
States, 570 U.S. 254, 267 (2013) (same).   
 

• Firearms offenses:  Many offenses related to firearms (along with firearms-trafficking 
offenses) are considered aggravated felonies under 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(43)(C), (E).  
Those that are not aggravated felonies may still qualify as removable offenses under 
8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(2)(C).  As with controlled-substance offenses, some state firearms 
offenses are overbroad because the state’s definition of “firearm” exceeds the federal 
definition.  Most commonly, courts have found state firearms statutes overbroad 
where they punish offenses involving air rifles or antique firearms, neither of which 
are illegal under the federal definition.  See United States v. Aguilera–Rios, 769 F.3d 
626 (9th Cir.2014) (antique firearms), Medina-Lara v. Holder, 771 F.3d 1106, 1115 
(9th Cir. 2014) (same); Gordon v. Barr, No. 19-1539, 2020 WL 3815526, at *5 (4th 
Cir. July 8, 2020) (same); Williams v. Barr, 960 F.3d 68, 77 (2d Cir. 2020) (same); 
Rodriguez-Contreras v. Sessions, 873 F.3d 579, 581 (7th Cir. 2017) (air rifles). 
 

• Prostitution and commercialized vice:  Convictions for prostitution-related offenses 
(depending on when they were committed in relation to when the individual sought 
admission to the United States) as well as non-prostitution-related commercialized 
vice offenses may lead to removal.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(D).  Note that 
prostitution may also be charged as a CIMT.  See, e.g., Rohit v. Holder, 670 F.3d 1085 
(9th Cir. 2012). 
 

• Domestic violence, stalking, and child abuse:  DV offenses, violations of protection 
orders, stalking, and crimes of child abuse, neglect, or abandonment are removable 
offenses.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(2)(E).  To constitute a crime of DV, the offense 
must meet the “crime of violence” definition at 18 U.S.C. § 16.  Note that the 
Board of Immigration Appeals defines child abuse very broadly.  Matter of Velazquez-
Herrera, 24 I. & N. Dec. 503, 512 (B.I.A. 2008).  The Board’s approach has triggered 
a circuit split, with some circuits deferring to the Board and others disagreeing. 
Compare Ibarra v. Holder, 736 F.3d 903, 918 n.20 (10th Cir. 2013) (rejecting Board 
approach), with Matthews v. Barr, 927 F.3d 606, 637 (2d Cir. 2019) (deferring to 
Board); Martinez-Cedillo v. Sessions, 896 F.3d 979, 994 (9th Cir. 2018) (deferring to 
Board), vacated sub nom. Martinez-Cedillo v. Barr, 923 F.3d 1162 (9th Cir. 2019). 

 
1. Non-Criminal Grounds of Removability 

 
In some cases, an individual need not be convicted of a crime to become inadmissible or 
removable (and, thus, potentially subject to a removal order) for an act they have 
committed.  Examples of such grounds are: 
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• Present without admission / entry without inspection:  A noncitizen who entered 
without authorization is “present without admission” under 8 U.S.C. § 
1182(a)(6)(A).  This is the most common ground of removability.    

 
• False claims to United States citizenship: Noncitizens are inadmissible under 8 

U.S.C. § 1182(a)(6)(C)(ii) and removable under 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(3)(D) when they 
have falsely claimed to be United States citizens, regardless of whether they have 
been prosecuted for their conduct. 

 
• Alien smuggling: Noncitizens are inadmissible under 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(6)(E) and 

removable under 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(1)(E) if they have encouraged, induced, 
assisted, abetted, or aided any other noncitizen to enter or to try to enter the United 
States in violation of law, aside from their spouse, parent, son, or daughter.  Note 
that this civil “alien smuggling” ground is broader than the alien-smuggling 
aggravated felony under 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(43), which only includes offenses 
criminalized under alien-smuggling statute, 8 U.S.C. § 1324(a).  Noncitizens need 
not have a criminal, alien-smuggling conviction under § 1324 to trigger this civil 
ground.  Additionally, a misdemeanor conviction for aiding and abetting an illegal 
entry in violation of 8 U.S.C. § 1325 may be used to support this charge.  

 
• “Reason to believe” controlled-substance trafficking: In addition to the ground of 

removability for convictions relating to  controlled substances, noncitizens are 
inadmissible under 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(C) if DHS or the Attorney General has a 
“reason to believe” that they are or have been an illicit trafficker in a controlled 
substance or have aided in the commission of drug trafficking, or are an immediate 
family member who benefitted from it.  The “reason to believe” standard is 
equivalent to probable cause in the criminal context and does not require a 
conviction. 

 
• Marriage fraud: Noncitizens are removable under 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(1)(G) when 

they have engaged in marriage fraud, i.e., when they have entered into a marriage 
with a U.S. citizen or LPR solely in order to obtain an immigrant visa, regardless of 
whether they have been prosecuted for this conduct.   

 
2. Some Common Forms of Relief from Removal 
 

• Voluntary departure:  Voluntary departure is a discretionary form of relief that 
allows a noncitizen who is otherwise removable to leave the country at his own 
expense within a designated amount of time in order to avoid a final order of 
removal.  8 U.S.C. § 1229c.  Though often confused, it is important to note that 
voluntary departure is not a type of removal; it is a form of relief from removal.  
Voluntary departure may facilitate future lawful reentry.  Unlawful return after a 
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voluntary departure cannot form the basis of an illegal reentry charge under 8 
U.S.C. § 1326, though the individual may still be charged with unlawful entry 
under 8 U.S.C. § 1325.   
 
There are two types of voluntary departure.  Pre-hearing voluntary departure 
(sometimes called “pre-conclusion voluntary departure”) has fewer requirements but 
requires the applicant to waive appeal and agree to promptly depart.  See 8 U.S.C. § 
1229c(a); 8 C.F.R. § 240.25.  The second type allows an individual to seek voluntary 
departure at the conclusion of removal proceedings.  It is more difficult to obtain 
post-conclusion voluntary departure (see 8 U.S.C. § 1229c(b); 8 C.F.R. 240.11(b)).  
(Note that voluntary departure requirements were different under pre-1996 law.)  
An individual who is granted voluntary departure but fails to depart within the 
designated time will have their voluntary departure converted into an order of 
removal by operation of law.   

  
• Fear of persecution or torture in home country:  Individuals who fear harm in their 

home country may be eligible for certain forms of protection-based relief.  Asylum is 
a discretionary form of relief available to individuals who fear persecution based on 
their race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular 
social group.  Aggravated felonies, along with “particularly serious crimes,”12 are a 
bar to asylum.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1158.  Withholding of removal is a mandatory form 
of relief granted to individuals who can show that it is more likely than not that they 
will be persecuted based on their race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or 
membership in a particular social group.  The only automatic bars to withholding 
are particularly serious crimes or aggravated felonies for which a sentence of five 
years or more was imposed. See 8 U.S.C. § 1231(b)(3).  Relief under the Convention 
Against Torture (“CAT”) is a mandatory form of relief available to individuals who 
can show that it is more likely than not that they will be tortured by or at the 
acquiescence of the government of their home country.  There are two types of CAT 
protection:  withholding of removal and deferral of removal.  Withholding of 
removal under CAT has the same criminal bars as withholding of removal under § 
1231(b)(3).  There are no criminal bars to deferral of removal under CAT.   

 

                                                 
12 In determining whether a crime is particularly serious, an immigration judge will look at (1) the 
nature of the crime; (2) the circumstances surrounding the crime; (3) the length of the sentence 
imposed; and (4) whether the crime indicates dangerousness to the community.  See Matter of S-S-, 22 
I. & N. Dec. 3374 (BIA 1999); Matter of Frentescu, 19 I. & N. Dec. 244 (BIA 1982).  The categorical 
approach does not apply in the analysis of particularly serious crimes, and the court is free to engage 
in fact-finding.  Matter of N-A-M, 24 I. & N. Dec. 336 (BIA 2007).  The Board of Immigration 
Appeals has held that a crime need not be an aggravated felony to be considered a particularly 
serious crime.  See Matter of M-H-, 26 I. & N. Dec. 46 (BIA 2012).   
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Note: New bars to asylum and protection 

 
A series of recently promulgated regulations have sought to bar asylum and/or 
other protection to noncitizens apprehended along the southern border.  Some 
of these regulations are currently enjoined.   
 
Asylum ban 1.0.:  The government sought to bar asylum for anyone who 
entered the United States illegally, i.e., anywhere but at a port of entry.  See 
Aliens Subject to a Bar on Entry Under Certain Presidential Proclamations; 
Procedures for Protection Claims, 83 Fed. Reg. 55,934, 55,939 (Nov. 9, 2018).  
Courts have enjoined this regulation as of the date of publication of this 
advisory.  E. Bay Sanctuary Covenant v. Trump, 354 F. Supp. 3d 1094, 1102 (N.D. 
Cal. 2018); Trump v. E. Bay Sanctuary Covenant, 139 S. Ct. 782 (U.S. Dec. 21, 
2018); O.A. v. Trump, 404 F. Supp. 3d 109 (D.D.C. 2019). 
 
Asylum ban 2.0 (the transit ban): This rule precludes someone from seeking 
asylum if they have transited through a third country and have not sought 
asylum in that country.  See Asylum Eligibility and Procedural Modifications, 84 
Fed. Reg. 33829 (July 16, 2019).  A preliminary injunction enjoining the 
regulation was stayed, see Barr v. E. Bay Sanctuary Covenant, 140 S. Ct. 3 (2019), 
but a separate A.P.A. ruling vacated the rule based on denial of notice and 
comment rulemaking.  Capital Area Immigrants' Rights Coal. v. Trump, 2020 WL 
3542481, at *23 (D.D.C. June 30, 2020). 
 
Migration Policy Protocols (MPP): The MPP does not bar asylum, it requires 
individuals to wait in Mexico for a hearing on their claim.  See Memorandum, 
Kirstjen M. Nielsen, Sec’y, U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security, Policy Guidance 
for Implementation of the Migrant Protection Protocols (Jan. 25, 2019), 
available at 
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/19_0129_OPA_migrant-
protection-protocols-policy-guidance.pdf.  Courts enjoined the regulation, but 
the injunction has been stayed and the rule is in effect as of the date of this 
advisory’s publication.  Wolf v. Innovation Law Lab, 140 S. Ct. 1564 (2020).   
 
Safe Third Country regulations: New regulations and implementing agreements 
allow the United States to deny asylum and other protection to someone if a 
third country will accept them and adjudicate their protection claim.  84 Fed. 
Reg. 63,994 (Nov. 19, 2019). These regulations are being challenged in court, 
but no injunction has yet issued.  
 
 

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/19_0129_OPA_migrant-protection-protocols-policy-guidance.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/19_0129_OPA_migrant-protection-protocols-policy-guidance.pdf
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• Cancellation of removal:  Cancellation of removal is a discretionary form of relief 
available to noncitizens who meet certain requirements, including length of 
residency and lack of certain prior offenses.  The two most common types of 
cancellation of removal are cancellation for LPRs and cancellation for non-LPRs.  
See 8 U.S.C. § 1229b(a), (b)(1).   

o LPR cancellation allows certain deportable lawful permanent residents to 
retain their LPR status and avoid removal.  To qualify, an LPR must have 
had LPR status for at least five years and must have resided in the United 
States continuously for at least seven years following a lawful admission and 
(to simplify slightly) before commission of the first offense that renders them 
inadmissible or deportable.  Aggravated felonies are a bar to LPR 
cancellation.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1229b(a).   

o Non-LPR cancellation allows certain non-permanent residents to remain in 
the United States and obtain LPR status.  The applicant must demonstrate 
that they have resided in the United States for at least ten years and that 
their citizen or LPR spouse, parent, or child would suffer “exceptional and 
extremely unusual hardship” if they were deported.  Any offense that makes 
an individual inadmissible under 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2) or deportable under 
8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(2) will bar eligibility.  Moreover, an individual who has 
served 180 days or more in jail, in the aggregate, for any offenses, is not 
eligible for this form of cancellation.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1229b(b), see also 8 
U.S.C. § 1101(f). 
 

• Former § 212(c) relief:  Former § 212(c) of the Immigration & Nationality Act 
allowed certain noncitizens who were placed in deportation proceedings because of a 
prior criminal offense to seek a waiver of that offense, thus avoiding deportation, if 
they met certain requirements pertaining to length of residency and criminal history.  
Section 212(c) relief was a discretionary form of relief.  It was restricted by the 
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (“AEDPA”) in 1996 and 
subsequently repealed by the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant 
Responsibility Act (“IIRIRA”), which went into effect in 1997.  The Supreme Court 
in INS v. St. Cyr ruled that § 212(c) relief remained available to individuals with pre-
1996 convictions who were placed in removal proceedings after that date.  533 U.S. 
289 (2001).  For some time, the agency only considered individuals who had 
pleaded guilty to their pre-1996 offense to be eligible for § 212(c) relief, not those 
who took their case to trial, but it corrected that view in 2014.  Matter of Abdelghany, 
26 I. & N. Dec. 254 (BIA 2014) (finding eligibility regardless of whether noncitizen 
went to trial).   

 
• Adjustment of status:  A noncitizen may be able to seek lawful status within the 

United States through a relative (parent, spouse or child) or employer.  Complicated 
rules govern who may seek legal status in the United States.  8 U.S.C. § 1255.  
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Adjustment commonly involves a noncitizen who lawfully entered the United States 
and is not “inadmissible” to the country; but some inadmissibility grounds may be 
waived and individuals who entered without inspection before 2001 may be able to 
adjust while paying a $1,000 penalty fee if they were the beneficiary of an old visa 
petition.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1255(i). Some refugees and asylees facing removal may also 
seek adjustment of status, under rules that apply only to refugees and asylees. See 8 
U.S.C. § 1159.  
 

• Section 212(h) waiver:  A § 212(h) waiver forgives certain criminal grounds of 
inadmissibility for individuals applying for LPR status (“adjustment”) who have 
immediate family members who will suffer extreme hardship if they are removed, or 
whose crime occurred more than 15 years prior to their application.  Section 212(h) 
waives CIMTs (except murder or torture), multiple criminal convictions with 
aggregate sentences over 5 years, prostitution, and a single simple possession of 30 
grams or less of marijuana (no other drug crime can be waived).  It is a discretionary 
form of relief.  Aggravated felonies are a bar to the § 212(h) waiver for some classes 
of individuals.  The aggravated-felony bar does not apply to non-permanent 
residents.  It also does not apply to lawful permanent residents who obtained lawful 
permanent residence within the United States rather than through consular 
processing abroad.  See Matter of J-H-J-, 26 I. & N. Dec. 563 (BIA 2015).  Note that 
for many years prior to J-H-J-, the Board interpreted the statute more restrictively.  If 
a noncitizen was misled into accepting removal based on unavailability of this 
waiver, it may support a § 1326(d) argument in some circuits.  
 

• Crime victims:   
 

o U Visa:  Individuals who have been the victim of domestic violence or 
specified violent crimes in the United States and who can obtain a 
certification from a law-enforcement official affirming that they assisted in 
the investigation and/or prosecution of the crime may be eligible for a U 
Visa.  Almost any crime can in theory be waived for U visa applicants; 
however, it is a discretionary form of relief, and the U.S. Citizen and 
Immigration Service (“USCIS”), which adjudicates U visa applications, will 
take criminal history into account in adjudicating a U visa application.  In 
the Seventh and Eleventh Circuits, U visa applicants who are in removal 
proceedings can seek to waive grounds of inadmissibility before the IJ, as well 
as before USCIS.  See L.D.G. v. Holder, 744 F.3d 1022, 1030 (7th Cir. 2014); 
Meridor v. U.S. Attorney Gen., 891 F.3d 1302, 1307 (11th Cir. 2018).  If you 
identify your client as a victim of of criminal activity, advise your client to 
talk with an immigration attorney to assess whether she or he may be eligible 
for relief.    
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o VAWA:  Survivors of domestic abuse may obtain relief from removal under 
the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), a discretionary form of relief.  
They also may seek a waiver for crimes triggering removal when the offense is 
related to the abuse.  If you identify your client as a victim of domestic 
violence, advise your client to talk with an immigration attorney to assess 
whether she or he may be eligible for relief.    

o T Visa:  Victims of human trafficking may be eligible for a discretionary visa 
known as the T Visa.  If you identify your client as a victim of human 
trafficking , advise your client to talk with an immigration attorney to assess 
whether she or he may be eligible for relief.    

o Special Immigrant Juvenile Status:  SIJS is a relief available to children who 
have been abused, abandoned, or neglected, and whose best interests are to 
remain in the United States.  It may apply even if the child has only been 
abused or abandoned by one parent.   

 
• Temporary Protected Status (TPS):  In response to war or national disaster, the DHS 

Secretary may grant TPS to nationals of a particular country.  To receive TPS, a 
national or resident of that country must be continuously present in the United 
States except for departures on advance parole.  Once TPS is granted for a country, 
it is often renewed repeatedly; each renewal is only one or one-and-a-half years.  TPS 
is barred for noncitizens convicted of one felony or two misdemeanors, though the 
regulations define those offenses in slightly more favorable terms than other parts of 
immigration law.  8 C.F.R. § 244.1.  
 

• DACA: Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) is a unique pseudo-relief 
whose legality has been hotly contested, but which remains available to some people.  
See Dep't of Homeland Sec. v. Regents of the Univ. of California, 140 S. Ct. 1891, 1903 
(2020).  Deferred Action is a form of prosecutorial discretion: “To ameliorate a harsh 
and unjust outcome, the INS may decline to institute proceedings, terminate 
proceedings, or decline to execute a final order of deportation….  A case may be 
selected for deferred action treatment at any stage of the administrative process.  
Approval of deferred action status means that, for the humanitarian reasons 
described below, no action will thereafter be taken to proceed against an apparently 
deportable alien.”  Reno v. Am.-Arab Anti-Discrimination Comm., 525 U.S. 471, 484 
(1999) (citing 6 C. Gordon, S. Mailman, & S. Yale–Loehr, Immigration Law and 
Procedure § 72.03 [2][h] (1998)).  DACA is a unique application of deferred-action 
principles to individuals who entered the United States as children, allowing them 
to obtain work authorization and conferring a sort of lawful presence.  Regents, 140 
S. Ct. at 1902.  A DACA applicant must show that they:: 
 

o Were under the age of 31 as of June 15, 2012; 
o Came to the United States before reaching their 16th birthday; 
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o Have continuously resided in the United States since June 15, 2007, up to 
the present time; 

o Were physically present in the United States on June 15, 2012, and at the 
time of making their request for consideration of deferred action with 
USCIS; 

o Had no lawful status on June 15, 2012; 
o Are currently in school, have graduated or obtained a certificate of 

completion from high school, have obtained a general education 
development (GED) certificate, or are an honorably discharged veteran of 
the Coast Guard or Armed Forces of the United States; and 

o Have not been convicted of a felony, significant misdemeanor, or three or 
more other misdemeanors, and do not otherwise pose a threat to national 
security or public safety. 

 
B. Previous Forms of Relief 

 
The forms of relief available in immigration court have not remained static.  This section is 
intended to address some forms of relief that are no longer available.  These previous forms 
of relief may be relevant when, for example, an illegal-reentry defendant seeks to challenge 
an old removal order on the ground that they were eligible for such relief. 
 
• Registry:  This relief is still in the statute, but it is functionally obsolete because 

Congress has not altered the registry date for several decades.  It requires having 
lived continuously in the United States since January 1, 1972.   

 
• Suspension of deportation:  For proceedings initiated before April 1, 1997, 

noncitizens were placed into deportation proceedings.  Old Suspension of 
Deportation required a showing of seven years continuous residence, good moral 
character, no disqualifying offense, and extreme hardship to oneself or a relative.  
This relief was highly discretionary. 

 
• Ten-year suspension of deportation:  This relief was available to a noncitizen who 

became deportable on criminal grounds but could show ten years without any 
further offenses.  It required a showing of extraordinary and extremely unusual 
hardship. 

 
• NACARA cancellation of removal.  In 1997, to ameliorate the effects of the harsh 

immigration reforms of 1996, Congress passed country-specific relief for individuals 
from El Salvador, Guatemala, and Eastern Europe.   

 
• Legalization: The “Amnesty” or “Legalization” rules allowed noncitizens 

continuously present since January 1, 1982 to first become lawful temporary 
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residents, and then lawful permanent residents.  The legalization program was 
thought to be susceptible to fraud, and triggered multiple class-action lawsuits.  It 
should be noted that strict confidentiality provisions apply to Legalization 
applications.  A separate but related program was for Special Agricultural Workers 
(SAW).  SAW applicants could have entered later than 1982, but required affidavits 
from farmers or contractors attesting to agricultural labor.   

 
• Judicial recommendation against deportation (JRAD): Prior to 1990, Congress 

allowed a state court judge in a criminal case to make a recommendation that INS 
not take any deportation action against a noncitizen.  This recommendation was 
actually a binding command.  A JRAD precluded removal on those ground of the 
convictions.   
 
C.  Removal Hearings 

 
In most circumstances, the removal process commences when the Immigration Customs 
Enforcement (“ICE”) branch of the Department of Homeland Security issues a Notice to 
Appear (“NTA”) to a noncitizen.13  With certain exceptions (described below in Section 
II.B.2, Summary Removal Orders), noncitizens who have been issued an NTA are placed in 
removal proceedings before an immigration judge in the immigration court system, 
pursuant to 8 U.S.C. § 1229a.  Noncitizens generally receive one or more “master calendar 
hearings” (scheduling or preliminary hearings) and, if they apply for relief, a “merits 
hearing” (also known as an individual hearing).  At either type of hearing, the IJ may issue a 
removal order, find the noncitizen not removable and terminate proceedings, or find the 
noncitizen removable but grant some form of immigration relief that allows the noncitizen 
to depart voluntarily (voluntary departure) or remain in the United States (e.g., cancellation 
of removal, asylum, adjustment of status).  If the noncitizen has sought relief before the U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration Service (“USCIS”) and USCIS grants that relief, the IJ may 
terminate proceedings due to the noncitizen now being in lawful status (e.g., when an 
individual has applied for and been granted a U visa).   
 
Removal proceedings begin with the filing of a Notice to Appear in the immigration court.  
8 U.S.C. § 1003.14(a).  By statute, an NTA is supposed to include the time and place of the 

                                                 
13 Prior to 1996, the removal process typically commenced with an “order to show cause” issued by 
the former Immigration and Naturalization Service (“INS”) and resulted in either an “order of 
deportation” or an “order of exclusion.”  Defenders whose § 1326 clients have old immigration 
cases may therefore see “orders to show cause” instead of “notices to appear,” and “orders of 
deportation/exclusion” instead of “orders of removal,” in their clients’ records.  Note that any pre-
1996 orders of deportation and exclusion also are subject to challenge in a § 1326 case.  For the sake 
of simplicity, this practice advisory refers simply to all removal/deportation/exclusion orders as 
“orders of removal.”   
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first scheduled hearing.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1229.  Although the Supreme Court has indicated 
that an NTA lacking this information does not count as an NTA, most courts have held 
that the omission is not of jurisdictional significance and may be forfeited by the noncitizen 
or cured by the government in a later document.  See Pereira v. Sessions, 138 S. Ct. 2105 
(2018); see Ortiz-Santiago v. Barr, 924 F.3d 956, 963 (7th Cir. 2019); Goncalves Pontes v. Barr, 
938 F.3d 1, 5 (1st Cir. 2019) (collecting cases).   
 
IJs are required by regulation to comply with the following procedures during a removal 
hearing: 
 
• Advise the noncitizen of his right to counsel; 
• Advise the noncitizen of the availability of free legal service providers; 
• Ascertain whether the noncitizen has received a list of such providers; 
• Advise the noncitizen that he has a right to present evidence, examine and object to 

the government’s evidence, and cross-examine the government’s witnesses; 
• Read and explain the factual allegations and charges in the NTA, and enter the 

NTA as an exhibit in the record; 
• Give the noncitizen the opportunity to designate a country of removal in the event 

that he ultimately is removed; 
• For pro se noncitizens, develop the record, including identifying all forms of relief 

the non-citizen is apparently eligible for and providing them a reasonable 
opportunity to apply;14  

• Issue an oral or written decision, including a discussion of the evidence and findings 
as to removability; 

• Notify the noncitizen of the decision in the noncitizen’s presence, in the event of an 
oral decision, or by mail, in the event of a written decision; and 

• Advise the noncitizen of his right to appeal the removal order. 
 
8 C.F.R. §§ 1240.10, 1240.11, 1240.13. 
 
At the conclusion of removal proceedings, if the government has met its burden and the 
noncitizen has not been granted relief, an IJ may issue one of the following: 
 
 
                                                 
14 Note that the scope of the obligation to develop the record is subject to dispute, and does not 
necessarily require IJs to inform non-citizens of relief options that they have no reasonable way of 
knowing might apply. Compare C.J.L.G. v. Barr, 923 F.3d 622 (9th Cir. 2019) (en banc) (the duty to 
advise a non-citizen of the apparent eligibility for relief is “triggered whenever the facts before the IJ 
raise a reasonable possibility that the petitioner may be eligible for relief”) with United States v. Moriel-
Luna, 585 F.3d 1191, 1198 (9th Cir. 2009) (noting that when a noncitizen told the IJ he was single, 
the IJ was not required to advise a pro se noncitizen that if he married his girlfriend he would be 
eligible to adjust status.) 
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• Order of Removal:  An IJ issues a removal order at the conclusion of a removal 
proceeding under 8 U.S.C. § 1229a, after concluding that the noncitizen is 
removable and does not qualify for any form of relief.   

• Order of Removal In Absentia:  If the noncitizen does not appear for a removal 
hearing, the IJ may enter an order of removal in absentia.  In absentia orders present 
unique opportunities for due-process challenges in the § 1326 context, as discussed 
infra in Section III(D)(1) infra at 44, Section V, infra at 59-60 

 
D. Summary Removal Proceedings 

 
Summary removal proceedings occur when DHS, through its immigration officers, issues a 
removal order to noncitizens without a hearing before an IJ.  They occur in several 
scenarios: 
 
• Final Administrative Removal Order (“FARO”):  Any noncitizen who is not a lawful 

permanent resident and who has been convicted of an “aggravated felony” (as 
defined under 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(43)) is subject to the FARO process.  These 
removal orders are issued by ICE removal officers without the noncitizen ever 
appearing before an IJ.  8 U.S.C. § 1228b.  ICE must issue such individuals a Notice 
of Intent to Issue a FARO (Form I-851) that advises them of the following: 

 
o Factual allegations and legal charges of removability; 
o Right to representation; 
o Right to request withholding of removal to a particular country if she fears 

persecution or torture in that country; 
o Right to inspect the evidence and rebut the charges within 10 days of service 

of the Form I-851 (or 13 days, if served by mail); 
o Right to designate a country of removal; and 
o Available free legal service programs in the area. 

 
8 C.F.R. § 1238.1(b).  (Administrative Removal or FARO proceedings are not to be 
confused with expedited removal orders under 8 U.S.C. § 1225(b), which do not 
require an aggravated felony finding and are an entirely distinct from of removal.)   
An immigration officer must provide written translation of the Notice or explain its 
contents in a language the alien understands.  Id.  (Failure to provide translation can 
undercut the validity of any waivers and excuse any failure to exhaust remedies. 
United States v. Lopez-Collazo, 824 F.3d 453, 459 (4th Cir. 2016).) 
 
An example of a FARO charging document is included in the Appendix.  
 
If the noncitizen expresses a fear of persecution or torture in her home country, the 
ICE officer must refer her case to an asylum officer to conduct a Reasonable Fear 
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Interview.  See 8 C.F.R. § 1238.1(f)(e); see also 8 C.F.R. § 1208.31.  A reasonable fear 
is defined as “a reasonable possibility that he or she would be persecuted on account 
of his or her race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or 
political opinion, or a reasonable possibility that he or she would be tortured in the 
country of removal.” 8 C.F.R. § 1208.31(c).  If the asylum officer finds a reasonable 
fear, then the noncitizen is placed into “withholding-only” proceedings before an IJ, 
where the noncitizen can only seek withholding of removal or protection under the 
Convention Against Torture.  8 C.F.R. § 1208.2(c)(2).  If the asylum officer rules 
against the noncitizen, the noncitizen may request IJ review of that negative 
determination.  8 C.F.R. § 1208.31(g).  If an adverse reasonable fear finding is 
upheld, the noncitizen is subject to removal without further administrative appeal.  
8 C.F.R. § 1208.31(g)(1). 

 
Note: FAROs and Substantive Defenses to Ground of Removal 

 
FAROs require that an immigration officer make a finding that a noncitizen has 
an aggravated-felony conviction.  In theory, a noncitizen may challenge the 
immigration officer’s aggravated-felony allegation.  However, the immigration 
officer is not required to inform the noncitizen of this procedural right, and 
neither the notice of intent form (Form I-851) nor the reinstatement-of-removal 
form (Form I-871) explains this possibility.  Further, if the immigration officer 
disagrees, the only recourse is by filing a Petition for Review from the removal 
order within 30 days of its entry.  8 U.S.C. § 1228(b)(3).  Thus, noncitizens are 
not given notice of this potential defense to the FARO.  A defendant in an 
illegal reentry case who asserts that the underlying offense is not actually an 
aggravated felony might argue that any failure to exhaust be excused given the 
lack of notice.  The circuits are divided on whether the form’s silence as to this 
administrative-right excuses a noncitizen from raising the legal argument that the 
offense was not an aggravated felony, for purposes of civil challenges to the 
removal order.  Compare Valdiviez–Hernandez v. Holder, 739 F.3d 184 (5th Cir. 
2013) (no exhaustion of legal arguments required), Etienne v. Lynch, 813 F.3d 
135, 142 (4th Cir. 2015) (same) with Malu v. U.S. Atty. Gen., 764 F.3d 1282, 
1288 (11th Cir. 2014) (refusing to address legal arguments where pro se 
noncitizen had failed to make legal arguments against aggravated felony 
allegation).   

 
• Expedited removal order:  The statute also authorizes “expedited removal” against 

anyone who has been continuously present for less than two years.  8 U.S.C. § 
1225(b).  The full extent of statutory expedited removal powers has not been 
employed by the agency.  From 1997 to 2004, the regulations subjected only 
“arriving aliens” – noncitizens apprehended at a port of entry – to expedited 
removal.  8 C.F.R. 235.3(b)(1)(ii).  In 2004, expedited removal was expanded to 
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include not only arriving aliens but also noncitizens apprehended within 100 miles 
of the border and within 14 days of their arrival.  See Notice Designating Aliens for 
Expedited Removal, 69 Fed. Reg. 48877, 48880-81 (Aug. 11, 2004).   

 
In 2019, DHS decided to apply expedited removal nationwide, to the full extent of 
its statutory authority, i.e., people anywhere in the country who cannot convince an 
immigration official that they have been continually present in the United States for 
two years.  See Designating Aliens for Expedited Removal, 84 Fed. Reg. 35,409, 
35,409 (July 23, 2019).  That expansion was enjoined by a district court; but the 
injunction was overturned on appeal.  See Make the Road New York v. Wolf, 962 F.3d 
612 (D.C. Cir. 2020).  

 
An expedited removal order is issued on Form I-860, which may be issued by an ICE 
officer or a Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) officer.  8 U.S.C. § 1225(b).  In 
these circumstances, the issuing officer is required to: 

 
o Create a record of the facts of the case; 
o Advise the noncitizen of the charges against him, using an interpreter if 

necessary; 
o Obtain a sworn statement by the noncitizen regarding his identity, alienage, 

and inadmissibility; 
o Provide the noncitizen with an opportunity to respond to the charges against 

him; 
o Provide a referral to an asylum officer for a Credible Fear Interview if the 

noncitizen expresses a fear of persecution or torture if returned to his home 
country; 

o Verify the status of a noncitizen who claims to be a lawful permanent 
resident, refugee, asylee, or U.S. citizen; and 

o Obtain review of the expedited removal order by a supervising officer. 
 

8 C.F.R. § 1235.3(b). 
 

Noncitizens amenable to expedited removal orders have few options to avoid such 
an order.  One exception is for those who fear returning to their native country.  
When a noncitizen in expedited removal proceedings expresses a fear of returning to 
her homeland, the statute does not automatically grant a removal hearing or allow 
the noncitizen to seek asylum.  Instead, the statute created a “credible fear” 
procedure whereby Asylum Officers assess whether the noncitizen has a “significant 
possibility” of winning asylum.  8 U.S.C. § 1225(b)(1)(B)(v). If the noncitizen is 
found not to have a credible fear of return, there is a limited review by an 
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Immigration Judge, but no further appeal is permitted. 15  It should be noted that 
the recent bars to asylum also affect credible fear determinations; since the credible 
fear process assesses whether someone has a significant possibility of winning 
asylum, if it becomes impossible to obtain asylum USCIS may find that the 
noncitizen cannot satisfy the credible fear standard). 
 
Another option for individuals facing expedited removal may be to withdraw the 
application for admission.  8 C.F.R. § 235.4.  This is purely in the discretion of 
immigration officials but may be argued as grounds for a challenge to the removal 
order if the noncitizen was not considered for or advised of the possibility of that 
relief.  See United States v. Raya-Vaca, 771 F.3d 1195, 1205 (9th Cir. 2014); United 
States v. Barajas-Alvarado, 655 F.3d 1077, 1090 (9th Cir. 2011) (citing to Inspector’s 
Field Manual).  
 
The expedited-removal statute purports to bar challenges to expedited removal 
orders in the § 1326 context.  8 U.S.C. § 1225(b)(1)(D).  This provision has been 
found unconstitutional by the three circuits to consider the question.  See United 
States v. Barajas-Alvarado, 655 F.3d 1077, 1081-88 (9th Cir. 2011); United States v. 
Villarreal Silva, 931 F.3d 330, 334-38 (4th Cir. 2019); United States v. Gonzalez-Fierro, 
949 F.3d 512, 525 (10th Cir. 2020).   

 
• Reinstatement of removal:  Individuals who illegally reenter after a prior removal 

order are subject to having the prior order “reinstated” by an ICE removal officer, 
without seeing an IJ.  When ICE makes findings that a noncitizen has illegally 
reentered after a prior removal order, “the prior order of removal is reinstated from 
its original date and is not subject to being reopened or reviewed, the alien is not 
eligible and may not apply for any relief under this chapter, and the alien shall be 
removed under the prior order at any time after the reentry.” 8 U.S.C. § 1231(a)(5).   

 
Some indictments have alleged the reinstatement order and date to satisfy the 
“previously removed” element of § 1326.  But courts have held that reinstatement 
orders themselves cannot satisfy this element; rather, it is the underlying removal 
order on which the reinstatement order is based that must be established.  See United 
States v. Charleswell, 456 F.3d 347 (3d Cir. 2006); United States v. Arias-Ordonez, 597 
F.3d 972, 981 (9th Cir. 2010).  Otherwise, a fundamentally unfair removal order 
could be insulated from review “simply by deleting it from the indictment,” leaving 
the reinstatement order in its place. Charleswell, 456 F.3d at 352.  Thus, to the 
extent that a prior reinstatement order is charged, defenders should look behind it 

                                                 
15 For more information on the credible fear process, see NIJC’s Practice Advisory: Protection-Based 
Relief from Removal, available at 
https://www.fd.org/system/files/criminal_defense_topics/common_offenses/immigration_and_off
enses_involving_non-citizens/practice-advisory-protection-based-relief-from-removal.pdf.  

https://www.fd.org/system/files/criminal_defense_topics/common_offenses/immigration_and_offenses_involving_non-citizens/practice-advisory-protection-based-relief-from-removal.pdf
https://www.fd.org/system/files/criminal_defense_topics/common_offenses/immigration_and_offenses_involving_non-citizens/practice-advisory-protection-based-relief-from-removal.pdf
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to the underlying removal order, to assess whether that earlier order was 
fundamentally unfair. 

 
• Visa Waiver Program removal orders: Nationals from specified countries may enter 

the United States as a visitor or tourist for 90 days, without obtaining a visa, 
through the Visa Waiver Program (“VWP”).  The VWP requires visitors to waive 
their right “to contest, other than on the basis of an application for asylum, any 
action for” removal.  8 U.S.C. § 1187(b)(2).  It is only available to nationals of 
(usually prosperous) countries who generally do not overstay their visas.  Noncitizens 
who obtain false passports (for instance, to escape persecution) from VWP countries 
are also issued VWP removal orders.  Some circuits permit judicial review over 
whether the VWP waiver was knowingly and voluntarily entered into.  See Nose v. 
Attorney Gen. of United States, 993 F.2d 75, 78–79 (5th Cir. 1993); Bayo v. Napolitano, 
593 F.3d 495, 504 (7th Cir. 2010) (en banc).  VWP entrants may seek to “adjust 
status” through a U.S. citizen “immediate relative” (generally a spouse).  8 U.S.C. 
§ 1255(c)(4).  The Ninth Circuit has held that if a noncitizen marries a citizen and 
applies for adjustment of status before overstaying the period of admission, “the 
alien is entitled to the procedural guarantees of the adjustment of status regime ..., 
and is no longer subject to the Visa Waiver Program's no-contest clause.”  Freeman v. 
Gonzales, 444 F.3d 1031, 1033–34 (9th Cir. 2006).   

 
E. Stipulated Removal Orders 

 
In some cases, a noncitizen may stipulate to removability and receive a stipulated order of 
removal.  A stipulated removal order is entered by an IJ, but it bypasses the normal removal-
hearing requirements.  Thus, while it is considered part of the traditional (i.e., non-
summary) removal process, it lacks the procedural safeguards provided during removal 
hearings.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(d).  The stipulation must include an admission to the 
factual allegations of the NTA and concession of removability, designation of country of 
removal, statement that the alien is not applying for any relief from removal, statement that 
the alien understands the consequences of the stipulation, and statement that the waives 
appeal.  8 C.F.R. § 1003.25.16 

                                                 
16 For more information about the stipulated-removal program, see the National Immigration Law 
Center’s excellent 2011 report, “Deportation Without Due Process,” available at 
http://www.nilc.org/2011sept8dwn.html.  The stipulated-removal process varies from region to 
region.  The Ninth Circuit in United States v. Ramos described a typical group stipulated-removal 
process for Mexican immigrants at the Eloy Detention Center in Eloy, Arizona: 
 

After detainees are selected for participation in the stipulated removal program, deportation 
officers typically prepare an NTA and a Stipulated Removal form for each individual. 
Deportation officers then gather detainees selected for the program for a group 
presentation.  There, an immigration enforcement agent explains in Spanish that a detainee 

http://www.nilc.org/2011sept8dwn.html
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The following process is required in cases where the alien stipulates to removal: 
 

• If the noncitizen is unrepresented, the IJ must determine that her waiver of a 
hearing is voluntary, knowing, and intelligent; 

• The stipulated request must be signed by the noncitizen and her counsel, if any; 
• An IJ enters the order of removal to which the noncitizen stipulated  

 
8 C.F.R. § 1003.25. Because the noncitizen does not appear before the IJ, the IJ bases her 
decision on the paper record before him only.  The Ninth Circuit strongly criticized agency 
stipulated removal practice, so strongly that some prosecutors no longer rely on them in 
charging illegal reentry.  United States v. Ramos,  623 F.3d 672, 678 (9th Cir. 2010) 
 

E. Motions to Reopen, Administrative Appeals and Judicial Review of 
Removal Orders 

 
The importance of—and restrictions on—seeking reconsideration of immigration orders 
during the pendency of a criminal illegal-reentry case are discussed with some nuance below, 
in Section V.  This section provides a cursory overview of the administrative- and judicial-
review process.   
 
In general, a motion to reopen the removal order may be filed if the noncitizen seeks to 
present new evidence.  See Matter of Cerna, 20 I. & N. Dec. 399 (BIA 1991).  Ordinarily, a 
noncitizen has 90 days from entry of the order of removal to file a motion to reopen.  8 
U.S.C. § 1229a(c)(7)(C); 8 C.F.R. § 1003.23(b)(1).  If the noncitizen received an in absentia 
removal order, she may file a motion to rescind the removal order, within 180 days, by 
                                                 

has two options:  first, to accept stipulated removal, or second, to appear before an IJ, where 
the detainee may ask to remain legally in the United States or seek voluntary departure.  
The agent also advises the group that under the stipulated removal program, a detainee can 
be removed that very day; whereas it could take anywhere from two to three weeks or longer 
to appear before an IJ if the detainee chooses not to sign the form.  The agent then reads 
the text of the Stipulated Removal form aloud in Spanish, and concludes the presentation.  
Next, DHS deportation officers meet individually with each detainee to determine whether 
he or she wants to sign the Stipulated Removal form.  Deportation officers do not review 
the detainee's A-file at any time before or during the individual meeting.  No transcriber, 
interpreter, or attorney is present during the detainee's individual meeting with the 
deportation officer.  
 

623 F.3d 672, 678 (9th Cir. 2010) (holding that waiver of counsel and waiver of appeal during 
stipulated removal process were not considered and intelligent because pro se noncitizen did not 
receive competent translation and government failed to prove adequate advisement of consequences 
of waiver, but affirming denial of motion to dismiss indictment because defendant was ineligible for 
any form of relief from removal). 
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showing that her failure to appear was due to exceptional circumstances.  See 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1229a(b)(5)(C); 8 C.F.R. § 1003.23(b)(4)(ii).  Several circuit court decisions have reversed 
refusals to reopen proceedings due to exceptional circumstances.  See, e.g., Kaweesa v. 
Gonzales, 450 F.3d 62, 70 (1st Cir. 2006) (requiring the BIA to reopen proceedings when 
the petitioner innocently mistook the date of her hearing); Lo v. Ashcroft, 341 F.3d 934, 939 
(9th Cir. 2003) (requiring reopening because of counsel’s ineffective assistance); Barseghian 
v. INS, 14 F. App’x 806, 807-09 (9th Cir. Jul. 2, 2001) (requiring reopening due to 
`petitioner’s innocent misunderstanding of hearing date); Romero-Morales v. INS, 25 F.3d 
125, 131 (2d Cir. 1994) (vacating denial of motion to reopen due to IJ's failure to examine 
the particulars of the case). 
 
It should not be too lightly assumed that the exceptional circumstances standard applies. 
Courts distinguish between noncitizens who entirely fail to attend their hearings and 
individuals who merely arrive late, particularly where the immigration judge is still on the 
bench.  See Alarcon–Chavez v. Gonzales, 403 F.3d 343 (5th Cir. 2005); Cabrera-Perez v. 
Gonzales, 456 F.3d 109, 115 (3d Cir. 2006); Jerezano v. INS., 169 F.3d 613, 615 (9th Cir. 
1999); Nazarova v. INS, 171 F.3d 478, 485 (7th Cir. 1999) (requiring reopening when the 
petitioner’s late arrival was caused by her translator).  Courts reason that someone arriving 
late did not “fail to attend,” the hearing, so that there is no need to meet the “exceptional 
circumstances” standard that would otherwise be applicable to these motions Cf. 8 U.S.C. § 
1229a(b)(5)(C)(i). 
 
Alternately, there is no deadline for a motion to rescind alleging that the noncitizen was 
ordered removed in absentia but did not receive notice of the hearing.  8 U.S.C. 
§ 1229a(b)(5)(C), (c)(7)(C); 8 C.F.R. § 1003.23(b)(1), (4)(ii).  (Note, however, that the 
noncitizen has a duty to provide an address to the immigration courts, 8 U.S.C. § 
1229(a)(1)(F), and a duty to correct any errors and record any changes. 8 C.F.R. § 
1003.15(d)(1).).   
 
There is no filing deadline for a motion filed jointly with DHS. 8 C.F.R. 1003.23(b)(4)(iv).  
Further, IJs and the Board have authority to sua sponte reopen removal proceedings at any 
time.  8 C.F.R. §§ 1003.2(a), 1003.23(b)(1).  Note, however, that the Board finds itself 
unable to grant sua sponte reopening after the noncitizen has been physically removed.  See 
Matter of Armendarez–Mendez, 24 I. & N. Dec. 646 (BIA 2008); Zhang v. Holder, 617 F.3d 
650, 652 (2d Cir. 2010) (upholding Board rule).   
 
A noncitizen also may file a motion to reconsider the IJ’s decision.  Unlike a motion to 
reopen, which focuses on new facts, a motion to reconsider argues that the agency 
misapprehended the record or committed errors of law.  See Matter of Ramos, 23 I. & N. 
Dec. 336, 338 (BIA 2002)  It must be filed within 30 days of the IJ’s decision. 8 U.S.C. § 
1229a(c)(6). 
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A noncitizen may appeal an IJ’s removal order and decision denying relief to the BIA.  The 
noncitizen must file a notice of appeal of a removal order within 30 days of the IJ’s decision 
in his or her case.  A noncitizen also may appeal an IJ’s denial of a motion to reopen or 
reconsider to the BIA within 30 days of the IJ’s decision in her case.  8 C.F.R. § 1003.38(b).   
 
If the BIA denies the noncitizen’s appeal, he or she may file a motion to reconsider the 
BIA’s affirmance of the IJ order.  8 C.F.R. § 1003.2(b).  A motion to reconsider must be 
filed within 30 days of the BIA’s decision.  Id. 
 
A petition for review of a final removal order affirmed by the BIA or of the BIA’s denial of a 
motion to reopen or reconsider must be filed in the federal court of appeals within 30 days 
of the decision date.  8 U.S.C. § 1252(b)(1).   
 
In expedited-removal proceedings, the noncitizen is not entitled to an appeal of the 
expedited-removal order to the BIA.  8 C.F.R. § 1235.3(b)(2)(ii).  Similarly, FAROs cannot 
be appealed to the BIA; instead, the noncitizen may file a petition for review to the court of 
appeals within 30 days of the order.  See 8 U.S.C. §§ 1228(b)(3); 1252. 
 

F. Obtaining Immigration Documents and Files 
 
It is critical in an illegal-reentry case to obtain as much information as possible about your 
client’s immigration history.  Defenders should try to obtain the following: 
 

• A-file:  Much of the defendant’s history is contained in an Alien File, also 
known as an A-file, the file created by ICE that contains historical data and 
documentation pertaining to an individual noncitizen.  The A-file is identified 
by the Alien Registration Number, also known as the A-Number, which is an 
eight- or nine-digit number assigned to each noncitizen by ICE at the time the A-
file is created.   

 
Tip: Documents to Look for in the A-file 

 
Defenders should obtain a complete set of removal documents, including the 
Form I-862 Notice to Appear (the immigration charging document), the removal 
order or summary thereof (note that the official removal order is generally 
entered orally, the document is technically a summary of the order entered), and 
the Warrant of Removal (which verifies that the noncitizen was physically 
removed).  It is also important to obtain from the A-File any documents relating 
to any immigration status your client used to have – including applications for 
visas, lawful permanent resident status, or naturalization – that may bear on 
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whether the prior removal was proper.17 
 
• Immigration Court file, tapes, and transcripts:  Other information that may be 

essential to a collateral challenge are the immigration court file and any tapes or 
transcripts of removal hearings (maintained by the Department of Justice’s 
Executive Office for Immigration Review (“EOIR”), which includes the 
immigration court as well as the Board of Immigration Appeals). Note that a 
transcript is not produced unless there is an appeal to the Board of Immigration 
Appeals.  A copy of the tape or digital audio recording (DAR) can be obtained 
by making a request to the Immigration Court where the case was heard.  
 

• CBP files:  CBP files will include any prior expedited-removal orders, which 
often are not included in the noncitizen’s A-File.  

 
Defenders may use the following tools to obtain the above information: 
 

• Ask the AUSA to order the A-file from ICE and send it to you as part of 
discovery / Rule 16 disclosures.  The defender should request all documents in 
her client’s A-file or, in districts where the practice is to view the A-file at the 
U.S. Attorney’s Office, request to see the actual physical A-file (as opposed to 
copies of select pages within the file) and then order select pages through 
discovery. 

 
• A defense attorney may want to submit a FOIA request to ICE, CBP, USCIS, 

EOIR, or other agencies when she is appointed or retained, in the event that 
discovery is incomplete, or where the files of a relative may be relevant to the 
case.  Although FOIA requests may take up to a year, they can be expedited if 
the defendant is currently in removal proceedings.  For a client simultaneously 
in removal and criminal proceedings, defenders can file a so-called “Track Three 
FOIA,” to which DHS typically responds more quickly.  See Appendix, Sample 
Track Three FOIA, infra at A12. Benefits application records from USCIS may 
be omitted from the A file due to multiple A numbers or for other reasons.  If 
they are relevant to the case (for instance, when there is a claim that the 
noncitizen had legal status or that removal was stayed pending adjudication of 
an application), a separate records request may be needed.  The State 
Department’s National Visa Center may have records of issuance of a visa, a 
grant of a waiver, or other documents; but those records may have to be 

                                                 
17  Defenders also should obtain all prior criminal records to explore whether their client was 
properly charged with removability and/or whether they could have sought prior relief from 
removal, as discussed more fully below. 
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requested through discovery, since they are generally held to be immune from 
FOIA requests.   

 
• Finally, some documents may be available online or telephonically.  For 

instance, the defender can obtain basic information about any prior removal 
hearings and BIA appeals by calling the general EOIR automated information 
phone system (see inset below).  EOIR is updating its data systems and claims 
that its new portal will allow greater access to actual documents online.  At time 
of printing, the portal was present in some jurisdictions but not all.   
 
USCIS also has an online status check system.  However, this system will not 
contain information regarding certain sensitive applications, like asylum, U 
visas, T Visas, and SIJS petitions.    

 
Tip:  Immigration Court Hotline and Individual Court Contact Information 

 
So long as the defender has her client’s A-number, she can obtain basic 
information about pending or prior court proceedings by calling the toll-free 
automated EOIR hotline at 1-800-898-7180 or visiting 
https://portal.eoir.justice.gov/InfoSystem.   Defenders should note that this 
information only refers to the noncitizen’s most recent removal case.  In 
addition, people granted protection under CAT will appear to have an order of 
removal on the hotline system, as entry of a removal order is required to grant 
CAT protection.  A copy of the immigration court record as well as recordings 
of any prior hearings may be requested from the immigration court that entered 
the removal order.  Contact information for different immigration courts is 
available at http://www.justice.gov/eoir/sibpages/ICadr.htm.   

 
III. CHALLENGES TO PRIOR REMOVAL ORDERS  

 
A. Overview of § 1326(d) 

 
Section 1326(a) provides that a prior removal order (called a “deportation” or “exclusion” 
order before 1996) is a condition precedent to illegal reentry.  But the government can rely 
on a prior removal order as an element of the offense only if the proceedings giving rise to 
the removal order comported with principles of due process.  See, e.g., United States v. Roque-
Espinoza, 338 F.3d 724, 727 (7th Cir. 2003).  A presumption of regularity attaches to the 
final order of removal.  See United States v. Arevalo-Tavares, 210 F.3d 1198, 1200 (10th Cir. 
2000) (per curiam).  But the Supreme Court has held that a defendant may collaterally 
attack the prior removal order upon which the illegal reentry is based by establishing that 
the defendant was denied due process in the underlying removal proceedings.  See United 
States v. Mendoza-Lopez, 481 U.S. 828, 837 (1987) (ruling that “where a determination made 

https://portal.eoir.justice.gov/InfoSystem
http://www.justice.gov/eoir/sibpages/ICadr.htm
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in an administrative proceeding is to play a critical role in the subsequent imposition of a 
criminal sanction, there must be some meaningful review of the administrative 
proceeding”). 
 
The defendants in Mendoza-Lopez were deported after a mass deportation hearing during 
which they purportedly waived their rights to apply for a form of immigration relief known 
as suspension of deportation and to appeal the denial of that relief.  481 U.S. at 840.  After 
returning to the United States, the defendants were arrested and charged with violating 
§ 1326.  Id. at 831.  The Court found that the IJ failed to adequately explain the 
defendants’ right to suspension of deportation or their right to appeal.  Id. at 840.  The 
Court held that because the IJ “permitted waivers of the right to appeal that were not the 
result of considered judgments by [defendants], and failed to advise [defendants] properly of 
their eligibility to apply for suspension of deportation . . . the violation of [defendants’] 
rights . . . amounted to a complete deprivation of judicial review.”  Id. at 841.  The Court 
held that the government could not rely on the prior deportation order as proof of the 
prior-removal-order element under § 1326 without permitting some review: “where a 
determination made in an administrative proceeding is to play a critical role in the 
subsequent imposition of a criminal sanction, there must be some meaningful review of the 
administrative proceeding.” Id. at 837-38.  Because the IJ waiver precluded review of the 
fundamentally unfair deportation proceedings, id. at 840, the Court required that the 
indictments be dismissed.  Id. at 843.  
 
In response to Mendoza-Lopez, Congress amended 8 U.S.C. § 1326 to provide a limited 
opportunity to challenge a prior deportation in an illegal reentry prosecution.  The statute is 
in some ways narrower than what Mendoza-Lopez provided.  See United States v. Sosa, 387 
F.3d 131, 136 (2d Cir. 2004).   
 
As amended, § 1326(d) sets forth three requirements for challenging a prior removal 
order: 
 

In a criminal proceeding under this section, an alien may not challenge the 
validity of the deportation order described in subsection (a)(1) of this section 
or subsection (b) of this section unless the alien demonstrates that-- 
 
(1) the alien exhausted any administrative remedies that may have been 
available to seek relief against the order; 
 
(2) the deportation proceedings at which the order was issued improperly 
deprived the alien of the opportunity for judicial review; and 
 
(3) the entry of the order was fundamentally unfair. 
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8 U.S.C. § 1326(d). 
 
A collateral challenge may be effectuated by filing a motion to dismiss the indictment pre-
trial.  The defendant bears the burden of proving the three requirements set forth in 
§ 1326(d) to sustain the challenge.  See, e.g., United States v. Martinez-Amaya, 67 F.3d 678, 
681 (8th Cir. 1995).  Even when the government is unable to produce the tape or transcript 
of a removal hearing, the presumption of regularity attaches, so the burden remains on the 
defendant and does not shift back to the government to show that defendant was not 
deprived of a fundamental right during the proceeding.  See United States v. Arevalo-Tavares, 
210 F.3d 1198, 1200 (10th Cir. 2000) (per curiam).   
 
A defendant must satisfy all three prongs to prevail in a challenge to the removal order.  See 
United States v. Torres, 383 F.3d 92, 98-99 (3d Cir. 2004); United States v. Wilson, 316 F.3d 
506, 509 (4th Cir. 2003), abrogated on other grounds by Lopez v. Gonzales, 549 U.S. 47 (2006); 
United States v. Zelaya, 293 F.3d 1294, 1297 (11th Cir. 2002); United States v. Fernandez-
Antonia, 278 F.3d 150, 157 (2d Cir. 2002).  However, some prongs may be presumed or 
excused; for instance, an invalid appeal waiver may excuse a failure to exhaust 
administrative remedies by appealing.  United States v. Reyes–Bonilla, 671 F.3d 1036, 1045 
(9th Cir. 2012); United States v. Sosa, 387 F.3d 131, 136–38 (2d Cir. 2004); United States v. 
Lopez-Collazo, 824 F.3d 453, 459 (4th Cir. 2016).  
 
If a defendant succeeds in meeting the requirements of § 1326(d), the indictment against 
him must be dismissed.  See Wong v. Ashcroft, 369 F. Supp. 2d 483, 487 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) 
(stating that “Section 1326(d)…contemplates a motion to dismiss the indictment, and most 
§ 1326(d) cases involve a motion to dismiss the indictment while the criminal case is 
pending or on appeal from the grant or denial of such a motion”) (citing cases). 
 

B.  Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 
 

Some courts find that a defendant may meet the exhaustion requirement of § 1326(d) by 
showing that he filed a motion to reopen, appealed the removal order to the Board of 
Immigration Appeals (“BIA”), and/or pursued all other administrative remedies available to 
him. See, e.g., United States v. Arita-Campos, 607 F.3d 487, 491-92 (7th Cir. 2010); see also 
United States v. Perez, 330 F.3d 97, 100-01 (2d Cir. 2003) (holding that an appeal of a 
motion to reopen removal proceedings satisfies the exhaustion requirement for due-process 
claims even when no appeal of the removal order was taken); but see United States v. Cordova-
Soto, 804 F.3d 714, 724 (5th Cir. 2015) (holding that late-filed motion to reopen was 
insufficient to exhaust remedies).  In general, failure to seek administrative remedies will 
result in a failure of the collateral challenge.  See United States v. Hinojosa-Perez, 206 F.3d 
832, 836 (9th Cir. 2000); but see United States v. Arias-Ordonez, 597 F.3d 972 (9th Cir. 2010). 
 

Tip: Waiver of Right to Appeal Must Comport with Due Process 
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Waiver of the right to an administrative appeal must comport with due process.  See United 
States v. Sosa, 387 F.3d 131, 136 (2d Cir. 2004) (reasoning that because the Court in 
Mendoza-Lopez held that collateral review was constitutionally required even though 
defendants in that case had not exhausted administrative remedies, and because § 1326(d) 
was meant to codify the principle announced in Mendoza-Lopez, failure to exhaust will bar a 
challenge to the removal order “only where an alien’s waiver of administrative review was 
knowing and intelligent); United States v. Ubaldo-Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 1049-50 (9th Cir. 
2004) (holding that a noncitizen who is not advised of his right to appeal cannot make a 
considered and intelligent waiver and thus is not subject to the exhaustion requirement 
under § 1326(d)); United States v. Muro-Inclan, 249 F.3d 1180, 1183 (9th Cir. 2001). 
 
Ineffective assistance of counsel may be grounds for excusing the exhaustion requirement.  
See United States v. Cerna, 603 F.3d 32, 42 (2d Cir. 2010); see also United States v. Boliero, 923 
F. Supp. 2d 319, 328-29 (D. Mass. 2013) (excusing failure to exhaust where defendant never 
received notice of the removal order for purposes of filing a direct appeal and received 
ineffective assistance of counsel in filing a motion to reopen).   
 
At least in some circuits, an IJ’s failure to accurately advise the noncitizen of his eligibility 
for discretionary relief may excuse a waiver of appeal.  See United States v. Copeland, 376 F.3d 
61, 70 (2d. Cir. 2004); United States v. Leon-Paz, 340 F.3d 1003, 1005 (9th Cir. 2003) 
(holding that IJ’s erroneous determination that noncitizen’s offense was an aggravated 
felony barred him from seeking relief from removal and invalidated his waiver of appeal).   
 
An IJ’s failure to advise the noncitizen of his right to appeal is also grounds for excusing the 
exhaustion requirement.  United States v. Reyes-Bonilla, 671 F.3d 1036, 1045 (9th Cir. 2012); 
United States v. Ubaldo-Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 1048-50 (9th Cir. 2004). 
 

Tip: Swift Removal Before Window to Appeal Closes 
 
A noncitizen’s rapid removal after entry of removal order may prevent his or her pursuit of 
administrative remedies, giving rise to due-process concerns and excusing his or her failure 
to exhaust administrative remedies.  See Chacon-Corral v. Weber, 259 F. Supp. 2d 1151, 1163 
(D. Colo. 2003) (noting due-process concerns where the noncitizen “was deported fewer 
than 48 hours after the order was issued in violation of his right to a 72-hour delay, 
ostensibly to allow him a final opportunity to seek the advice of counsel and pursue 
administrative remedies”); U.S. v. Arias-Ordonez, 597 F.3d 972, 977 (9th Cir. 2010) (rapid 
removal combined with misinformation deprived noncitizen of right to appeal); but see 
United States v. Hinojosa–Perez, 206 F.3d 832 (9th Cir. 2000) (finding 8 days sufficient time 
to seek administrative remedies). 
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C. Deprivation of Opportunity for Judicial Review 
 
Section 1326(d)(2) requires a defendant to show that he or she was deprived of the 
opportunity to seek judicial review of the removal order.  See United States v. Santiago-Ochoa, 
447 F.3d 1015, 1019 (7th Cir. 2006) (citing Roque-Espinoza, 338 F.3d at 729).  The type of 
judicial review available to a noncitizen depends on when the underlying removal order was 
issued.  Before 2005, noncitizens could seek habeas-corpus review of removal orders.  See, 
e.g., Ruiz-Martinez v. Mukasey, 516 F.3d 102, 116 (2d Cir. 2008) (citing Kolkevich v. Att’y Gen., 
501 F.3d 323, 334 (3d Cir. 2007)); see also INS v. St. Cyr, 533 U.S. 289 (2001).  With the 
passage of the REAL ID Act in 2005, Congress eliminated habeas review and provided that 
“a petition for review filed with the appropriate court of appeals in accordance with this 
section shall be the sole and exclusive means for judicial review of an order of removal 
entered or issued under any provision of this chapter.”  8 U.S.C. § 1252(a)(5).  A petition 
for review (“PFR”) must be filed within thirty days of the final order of removal.  8 U.S.C. 
§ 1252(b)(1).  
 
Defenders should argue that § 1326(d)(2) requires proof only of a “realistic availability” of 
opportunity for judicial review.  Then-Judge Sotomayor wrote for the Second Circuit that 
the opportunity for judicial review must be “realistically available.”  United States v. Lopez, 
445 F.3d 90, 96 (2d Cir. 2006) (quoting United States v. Copeland, 376 F.3d 61, 68 (2d. Cir. 
2004); accord United States v. Proa-Tovar, 975 F.2d 592, 594 (9th Cir. 1992) (en banc), 
superseded on other grounds by 975 F.2d 592 (9th Cir. 1992) (en banc) (citing cases).  For 
example, when “defects in the administrative proceeding otherwise foreclosed judicial 
review,” such review may not be realistically available.  Id.   
 
An IJ and/or BIA’s affirmative misstatement that a noncitizen is not eligible for any relief 
from removal may “function[] as a deterrent to seeking relief” such that the noncitizen “was 
denied a realistic opportunity for judicial review within the meaning of § 1326(d)(2).” 
United States v. Lopez, 445 F.3d 90, 99-100 (2d Cir. 2006).  An IJ’s failure to advise on 
apparent avenues of relief from removal also may be found to deprive noncitizens of a 
meaningful opportunity for judicial review.  See United States v. Arrieta, 224 F.3d 1076, 1079 
(9th Cir. 2000) (ruling that a noncitizen who was not made aware that he has a right to seek 
relief from removal has no meaningful opportunity to appeal the fact that he was not 
advised of that right, and thus was denied due process and a meaningful opportunity for 
judicial review) (citing United States v. Arce-Hernandez, 163 F.3d 559, 563 (9th Cir. 1998)); 
United States v. Pallares-Galan, 359 F.3d 1088, 1098 (9th Cir. 2004); United States v. Ubaldo-
Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 1050 (9th Cir. 2004); United States v. Andrade-Partida, 110 F. Supp. 
2d 1260, 1271 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (finding that the IJ’s failure to advise of § 212(c) relief 
deprived the noncitizen of judicial review).  Similarly, when an IJ informs a noncitizen that 
he is eligible for relief but that the IJ would deny that relief if the noncitizen applied for it, 
courts have held that the noncitizen was not afforded a “genuine opportunity to apply” for 
that relief.  See United States v. Melendez-Castro, 671 F.3d 950, 954 (9th Cir. 2012).   
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Finally, as with the administrative-exhaustion prong, the opportunity to seek judicial review 
will be deemed excused when a noncitizen was removed swiftly after the removal order was 
entered. The availability of judicial review “will still be deemed to have been denied where 
the interval between entry of the final deportation order and the physical deportation is too 
brief to afford a realistic possibility of filing” a petition before the federal courts.  United 
States v. Copeland, 376 F.3d 61, 68 (2d Cir. 2004) (finding that defendant did not have a 
realistic possibility of seeking judicial review where defendant was uncounseled and had 
little practical chance of finding a lawyer or of learning about a complex form of relief from 
removal and filing a habeas petition pro se “[i]n the less than one month period after entry 
of his final deportation order and his deportation”). 
 

D. Fundamental Unfairness 
 

The third requirement for challenges under § 1326(d)—that entry of the removal order was 
fundamentally unfair—is often the most important, and it may inform the other two 
requirements.  An underlying removal order is ‘fundamentally unfair’ if (1) a due process 
violation occurred in the underlying deportation proceeding and (2) the defendant suffered 
prejudice as a result of the procedural error.  See United States v. Garcia-Martinez, 228 F.3d 
956, 960 (9th Cir. 2000).   
 

1. Due Process 
 
Noncitizens are entitled to due process in their removal proceedings.  See Shaughnessy 
v.United States ex rel. Mezei, 345 U.S. 206 (1953).  Thus, the fundamental-unfairness inquiry 
must assess the procedures used to remove an immigrant.  See United States v. Hernandez-
Rodriguez ,170 F. Supp. 2d 700, 703-04 (N.D. Tex. 2001) (citing United States v. Lopez-
Vasquez, 227 F.3d 476, 484 (5th Cir. 2000)).   
 
As explained in Section II(C), supra at 27-28, the statute and regulations set forth a number 
of substantive and procedural requirements of the removal process, violations of which may 
cause a failure of due process.   
 
The following is a non-exhaustive list of some common types of due-process errors that 
occur when in absentia removal orders are entered, during removal proceedings before an IJ, 
and during non-IJ removal proceedings.   

 
Whenever you see that your client received an in absentia removal order, be sure to explore 
the reasons for the failure to attend.  Those reasons will inform any arguments the 
noncitizen may have for why the order was improper or should be rescinded. 
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• Lack of notice of hearing:  Notice of hearing must be served personally if
possible, or else by regular mail to the immigrant or immigrant’s attorney.  8
U.S.C. § 1229(a); 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(c).  A noncitizen who failed to appear for
his hearing because he did not receive notice may file a motion before the
immigration court to rescind the order and reopen removal proceedings at any
time.  8 C.F.R. § 1003.23(b)(4)(ii); see also Peralto-Cabrera v. Gonzales, 501 F.3d
837, 843 (7th Cir. 2007) (stating that “the issue of whether an alien received
notice of his deportation hearing implicates notions of due process”) (citation
omitted); Ba v. Holder , 561 F.3d 604, 606 (6th Cir. 2009) (reversing and
remanding denial of motion to reopen and rescind in absentia order based on
improper service); Llanos-Fernandez v. Mukasey, 535 F.3d 79, 83 (2d Cir. 2008)
(per curiam) (same).  A defendant who failed to receive proper notice may attack
the in absentia order in an illegal reentry proceeding.  See United States v. Sanchez-
Sanchez, 1998 WL 425451, at *1 (9th Cir. Jul. 20, 1998) (unpublished).  Note,
however, that a defendant claiming that a prior in absentia order was entered
without notice must satisfy the administrative exhaustion requirement under §
1326(d)(2) by filing a motion to rescind the order once he learns of the order.
See United States v. Zelaya, 293 F.3d 1294, 1297 (11th Cir. 2002); United States v.
Arita-Campos, 607 F.3d 487, 492 (7th Cir. 2010).

Tip:  In Absentia Removal Orders 

While an improper in absentia removal order might establish a due-process 
violation for purposes of the § 1326(d)(3) fundamental-unfairness requirement, 
the noncitizen may also need to try to move to rescind the in absentia order to 
satisfy the § 1326(d)(1) administrative-exhaustion prong.  See infra Section V.  To 
satisfy the exhaustion requirement, pair up with immigration attorney to 
determine how and where (and whether) a motion to rescind the in absentia order 
should be filed.  NIJC has successfully partnered with federal defenders to defeat 
illegal-reentry cases based on an improperly issued in absentia order.  See “These 
Lives Matter:  Collaboration and Success in a Joint Federal Defender-
Immigration Case,” available at 
https://immigrantjustice.org/staff/blog/collaboration-and-success-joint-federal-
defender-immigration-case#. 

• Lack of interpretation or translation:  Courts have held that the “right of a
person facing deportation to participate meaningfully in the deportation
proceedings by having them competently translated into a language he or she
can understand is fundamental.”  Hartooni v. INS, 21 F.3d 336, 340 (9th Cir.
1994) (citations omitted); see also United States v. Leon-Leon, 35 F.3d 1428, 1431
(9th Cir. 1994) (holding that IJ’s failure to provide translation of crucial
inquiries at the deportation hearing deprived noncitizen of the reasonable

https://immigrantjustice.org/staff/blog/collaboration-and-success-joint-federal-defender-immigration-case
https://immigrantjustice.org/staff/blog/collaboration-and-success-joint-federal-defender-immigration-case
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opportunity to show why he should not be deported); Sterkaj v. Gonzales, 439 
F.3d 273, 279 (6th Cir. 2006); Marincas v. Lewis, 92 F.3d 195, 204 (3d Cir. 
1996); Nazarova v. INS, 171 F.3d 478, 484 (7th Cir. 1999); Augustin v. Sava, 735 
F.2d 32, 37 (2d Cir. 1984).  An IJ’s question to counsel in English, without 
translation, regarding noncititzen’s desire to appeal may render the noncitizen’s 
waiver of appeal invalid.  See United States v. Ubaldo-Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 
1049 (9th Cir. 2004) (noting that “[i]t is of no significance to the due process 
inquiry that Ubaldo-Figueroa’s counsel was asked if he wanted to appeal Ubaldo-
Figueroa’s removal order.  The due process inquiry focuses on whether Ubaldo-
Figueroa personally made a ‘considered and intelligent’ waiver of his appeal”) 
(emphasis original) (citations omitted)).  Without a proper translation, the 
waiver may be invalid, and this in turn may excuse a failure to exhaust.  United 
States v. Reyes–Bonilla, 671 F.3d 1036, 1045 (9th Cir. 2012); United States v. Sosa, 
387 F.3d 131, 136–38 (2d Cir. 2004); United States v. Lopez-Collazo, 824 F.3d 
453, 459 (4th Cir. 2016). 

 
• Denial of right to contact consulate:  Detained noncitizens in removal 

proceedings have a right of consular access, i.e., a right to communicate with 
their consulate.  See 8 C.F.R. § 236.1(e).  The Ninth Circuit has held that a 
violation of this right “is a ground for attacking the validity of the deportation if 
the violation prejudiced the defendant.”  United States v. Hernandez-Rojas, 617 
F.2d 533, 535 (9th Cir. 1980). 

 
• Failure to advise of right to appeal:  An IJ’s failure to inform the noncitizen of 

his right to appeal renders the proceeding constitutionally defective.  See United 
States v. Ubaldo-Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 1049 n.8 (9th Cir. 2004); United States v. 
Espinoza-Farlo, 34 F.3d 469, 471 (7th Cir. 1994); see also 8 U.S.C. § 1252(b)(2); 8 
C.F.R. § 240.42. 

 
Tip: Failure to Advise and Exemption from Exhaustion Requirement 

 
The Ninth Circuit has held that IJ failure to advise on eligibility for relief and of 
right to appeal may exempt the defendant from the exhaustion requirement in § 
1326(d)(1).  See United States v. Ubaldo-Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 1049-50 (9th Cir. 
2004). 
 
By the same token, a noncitizen’s waiver of appeal may be invalid if the IJ failed 
to advise of eligibility for relief from removal or if it was based on an IJ’s 
erroneous determination that the noncitizen is ineligible for relief from removal.  
See, e.g., United States v. Arrieta, 224 F.3d 1076, 1079 (9th Cir. 2000) (finding due 
process violation where pro se noncitizen’s waiver of right to appeal deportation 
order was not considered and intelligent because IJ failed to inform him of 

http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?mt=Federal&db=506&rs=WLW13.07&tc=-1&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=Y&ordoc=2023868145&serialnum=1996182209&vr=2.0&fn=_top&sv=Split&tf=-1&referencepositiontype=S&pbc=1A32B71E&referenceposition=204&utid=1
http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?mt=Federal&db=506&rs=WLW13.07&tc=-1&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=Y&ordoc=2023868145&serialnum=1996182209&vr=2.0&fn=_top&sv=Split&tf=-1&referencepositiontype=S&pbc=1A32B71E&referenceposition=204&utid=1
http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?mt=Federal&db=506&rs=WLW13.07&tc=-1&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=Y&ordoc=2023868145&serialnum=1999083103&vr=2.0&fn=_top&sv=Split&tf=-1&referencepositiontype=S&pbc=1A32B71E&referenceposition=484&utid=1
http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?mt=Federal&db=350&rs=WLW13.07&tc=-1&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=Y&ordoc=2023868145&serialnum=1984125469&vr=2.0&fn=_top&sv=Split&tf=-1&referencepositiontype=S&pbc=1A32B71E&referenceposition=37&utid=1
http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?mt=Federal&db=350&rs=WLW13.07&tc=-1&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=Y&ordoc=2023868145&serialnum=1984125469&vr=2.0&fn=_top&sv=Split&tf=-1&referencepositiontype=S&pbc=1A32B71E&referenceposition=37&utid=1
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eligibility for relief from removal). 
 

• Mass silent waivers:  In some cases, IJs may preside over mass removal hearings.  
During mass hearings, the IJ must explain noncitizens’ rights, ensure that each 
noncitizen understands his rights, and ask each noncitizen individually whether 
he wants to waive his rights, e.g., to appeal.  See, e.g., United States v. Lopez-
Vasquez, 1 F.3d 751, 755 (9th Cir. 1992) (quoting Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 
525 (1972); Chacon-Corral v. Weber, 259 F. Supp. 2d 1151 (D. Col. 2003) 
(suggesting that group hearings generally offend due process).  An IJ conducting 
a group removal hearing must do more than inform and explain substantive and 
procedural rights to noncitizens as a group; individual inquiry as to whether the 
noncitizens want to waive their rights is required.  See United States v. Zarate-
Martinez, 133 F.3d 1193, 1197-98 (9th Cir. 1998) (holding that waiver of right to 
appeal was insufficient where IJ asked noncitizens as a group whether they 
understood that they had a right to appeal and then asked any noncitizen who 
wished to “fight its [sic] case” to raise their hand); United States v. Ahumada-
Aguilar, 295 F.3d 943, 947 (9th Cir. 2002) (waiver of right to counsel during 
group hearing invalid without individual inquiry) see also Chacon-Corral v. Weber, 
259 F. Supp. 2d 1151, 1161-63 (D. Colo. 2003); cf. Richardson v. United States, 
558 F.3d 216, 220-21 (3d Cir. 2009) (distinguishing Lopez-Vasquez and finding 
waiver of right to appeal valid where it was written, individually signed, and 
expressly acknowledged the required understanding).  If you discover that your 
client’s removal hearing was conducted en masse, check the hearing tapes or 
transcripts to determine whether any waivers made were valid.  See below, 
Section XXX to learn how to obtain the tapes or transcripts. 
 

• Denial of right to counsel:   Noncitizens do not have a Sixth Amendment right 
to counsel, but they do have a right to counsel at their own expense under the 
Fifth Amendment.  See, e.g., Leslie v. Att’y Gen., 611 F.3d 171, 180 (3d Cir. 
2010); Brown v. Ashcroft, 360 F.3d 346, 352 n.5 (2d Cir. 2004); Baltazar-Alcazar v. 
INS, 386 F.3d 940, 944 (9th Cir. 2004).  The agency has promulgated 
regulations to protect this fundamental right.  8 C.F.R. § 1240.10(a) (providing 
that an IJ must advise noncitizens of their right to counsel and “require the 
respondent to state then and there whether he or she desires representation”); 
see Leslie, 611 F.3d at 180-82 (holding that the regulation “was manifestly 
designed to protect an alien's fundamental statutory and constitutional right to 
counsel at a removal hearing”).  A denial of the right to counsel constitutes a 
regulatory violation that may make a removal proceeding fundamentally unfair.  
See, id. at 181-82 (holding that “[t]he IJ's failure to apprise Leslie of the 
availability of free legal services, as required under the regulations, renders 
invalid the subsequently entered removal order, without regard to Leslie's ability 
to demonstrate substantial prejudice); see also United States v. Ahumada-Auilar, 
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295 F.3d 943, 947-48 (9th Cir. 2002) (stating that silent waiver of counsel 
during group advisal at mass hearing does not satisfy regulatory requirement that 
a noncitizen state whether he wants counsel, and thus waiver is not knowing and 
valid); see also United States v. Ramos, 623 F.3d 672, 683-84 (9th Cir. 2010) 
(holding that waiver of right to counsel not knowing and voluntary but that 
defendant was not prejudiced by error); United States v. Campos-Asencio, 822 F.2d 
506, 510 (5th Cir. 1987) (recognizing that deprivation of right to counsel may 
amount to a denial of due process and remanding to determine if defendant was 
deprived of right). 

 
Tip: Pro Se Noncitizens and Validity of Waivers 

 
More than half of noncitizens, and as many as 90% of detained noncitizens, 
appear pro se in their removal proceedings.  See “Outline of Study of 
Immigration Removal Adjudication, Draft,” Administrative Conference of the 
United States, at 1, Apr. 22, 2011, available at 
http://www.acus.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Short-Outline-ACUS-
Immigration-Adjudication-Project.pdf.  Check to make sure that your client was 
informed that he had a right to representation at no expense to the government, 
was provided with a list of free immigration legal service providers in the area, 
and, if he waived his right to counsel, that such waiver was valid.  See 8 C.F.R. § 
1240.10(1)-(3). 

 
Tip: Stipulated Orders and Waiver of Rights 

 
The Ninth Circuit has criticized the stipulated-removal process in terms of 
validity of noncitizens’ waivers of rights.  In United States v. Ramos, 623 F.3d 672 
(9th Cir. 2010), the court found that a noncitizen’s waiver of his right to counsel 
and to appeal before signing a stipulated order was not made intelligently, 
knowingly, or voluntarily when the immigration officer advising the noncitizen of 
his eligibility for relief spoke only minimal Spanish.  Id. at, 681-82.  The court in 
Ramos reasoned that “navigating the labyrinth of our immigration laws” is 
difficult for pro se noncitizens even when their rights are explained to them by IJs, 
who are intimately familiar with immigration laws, and that advisals by an 
immigration official lack the procedural safeguards necessary to ensure valid 
waivers.  Id.   
 
The Ninth Circuit held that it violated due process for an IJ to fail to make an 
express finding regarding the waiver of rights in a stipulated removal order.  
United States v. Gomez, 757 F.3d 885, 893 (9th Cir. 2014).  But other courts have 
held that IJs may permissibly make implicit waiver findings. United States v. 
Cordova-Soto, 804 F.3d 714, 722 (5th Cir. 2015). 

http://www.acus.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Short-Outline-ACUS-Immigration-Adjudication-Project.pdf
http://www.acus.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Short-Outline-ACUS-Immigration-Adjudication-Project.pdf
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• Ineffective assistance of counsel:  Some courts have held that ineffective 
assistance of counsel in a removal proceeding violates due process where the 
proceeding was so fundamentally unfair that the noncitizen was prevented from 
reasonably presenting his case.  See United States v. Cerna, 603 F.3d 32, 42 (2d 
Cir. 2010); Hernandez v. Reno 238 F.3d 50, 55 (1st Cir. 2001) (holding that 
“incompetence in some situations may make the proceeding fundamentally 
unfair and give rise to a Fifth Amendment due process objection”); Castaneda-
Suarez v. INS, 993 F.2d 142, 144 (7th Cir. 1993) (holding that “counsel at a 
deportation hearing may be so ineffective as to have impinged upon the 
fundamental fairness of the hearing in violation of the fifth amendment due 
process clause”); Magallanes-Damian v. INS, 783 F.2d 931, 933 (9th Cir. 1986).  
Other circuits find that a noncitizen has no constitutional entitlement to 
effective assistance, particularly when the removal proceedings involve 
discretionary relief; but the agency has adopted rules for addressing ineffective 
assistance, and all circuits enforce the agency’s own ineffective assistance rules as 
agency rules.  See Matter of Lozada, 19 I. & N. Dec. 637, 693 (BIA 1988) (agency 
rules); Mai v. Gonzales, 473 F.3d 162, 165 (5th Cir. 2006) (questioning the 
constitutional basis for an ineffective assistance of counsel claim in removal 
proceedings); Obleshchenko v. Ashcroft, 392 F.3d 970, 971-72 (8th Cir. 2004) 
(reserving the issue but noting that there are “serious doubts” about whether 
ineffective assistance of counsel affects Fifth Amendment rights); Stroe v. INS, 
256 F.3d 498, 503-04 (7th Cir. 2001) (holding that there is no due-process right 
to effective assistance of counsel in removal proceedings).  In most circuits, a 
Strickland-type prejudice analysis applies.  See Cerna, 603 F.3d at 43 (holding that 
“[i]n order to establish fundamental unfairness…, [the defendant] must establish 
‘1) that competent counsel would have acted otherwise, and 2) that he was 
prejudiced by his counsel’s performance.’”) (quoting United States v. Perez, 330 
F.3d 97, 101 (2d Cir. 2003)).  

 
• Not removable as charged:  Most circuits appear to apply statutory case law 

retroactively to assess whether a defendant was erroneously charged with and 
found to be removable, on the theory that intervening case law defines what the 
law has always meant.  See, e.g., United States v. Camacho-Lopez, 450 F.3d 928, 930 
(9th Cir. 2006); United States v. Aguilera-Rios, 769 F.3d 626, 631 (9th Cir. 2014).  
But even so, numerous circuits reject these attacks on removal on the basis of 
waiver or forfeiture.  See United States v. Gil-Lopez, 825 F.3d 819, 820 (7th Cir. 
2016) (refusing to consider argument that offense was not an aggravated felony 
because defendant signed appeal waiver and did not exhaust remedies); United 
States v. Villanueva-Diaz, 634 F.3d 844, 851–52 (5th Cir. 2011) (although 
intervening decision made the conviction not a removable offense, the 
“deportation proceedings were not ‘fundamentally unfair’ ”); United States v. 
Rodriguez, 420 F.3d 831, 834 (8th Cir. 2005) (finding that “[a] subsequent 
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change in the law does not render [the defendant's] waiver of his right to appeal 
‘not considered or intelligent’ ”); United States v. Rivera-Nevarez, 418 F.3d 1104, 
1105–06 (10th Cir. 2005) (agreeing that later-decided statutory interpretation 
cases were “fully retroactive,” but holding that the defendant still could not show 
he was deprived of opportunity for judicial review under § 1326(d)(2), so the IJ's 
legal error concerning removability was harmless). 

 
Tip: Checking Whether a Prior Offense Properly Was Found to be a Criminal 

Ground of Removal 
 
Case law regarding what offenses constitute aggravated felonies or CIMTs 
constantly is constantly evolving.  It is not uncommon for a noncitizen to be 
removed for a prior offense, only to have the Supreme Court later hold that the 
offense does not constitute a removable offense (see, e.g., Lopez v. Gonzales, 127 S. 
Ct. 625 (2006) (clarifying that a state felony simple possession offense is not an 
aggravated felony for immigration purposes)) or rule that the BIA applied the 
wrong analysis for determining whether that type of offense is an aggravated 
felony (see, e.g., Moncrieffe v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 1678 (2013)).   
Consequently, you may encounter noncitizens who were removed on the basis 
of a criminal offense that may not be a removable offense.   
 
Scrutinize closely whether an alleged prior criminal ground of removal 
actually was a removable offense.  The categorical / modified categorical 
analysis generally applies to determining whether a prior offense is categorically 
an aggravated felony.  See Moncrieffe v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 1678 (2013) (affirming 
application of categorical approach in removal proceedings).   
 
Examine what record evidence the IJ considered in determining whether a prior 
offense made your client removable in his removal hearing and assess whether 
the IJ properly applied the categorical approach.  Always check the Notice to 
Appear (Form I-862) in the A-File to determine the grounds of the immigrant’s 
alleged removability and, in the case of a criminal ground, check to see if the 
alleged prior offense in fact is a removable one (i.e., an aggravated felony, crime 
involving moral turpitude (“CIMT”), or other removable offense).  Check the 
relevant provision of the INA and research federal and Board of Immigration 
Appeals case law at the time of the removal proceeding (not at the time the prior 
offense was committed) to determine whether the prior conviction was defined 
an aggravated felony or CIMT, or whether the definition was being challenged 
in courts of appeal at time of removal proceeding.   
 
IJ errors appear to have been especially common in the mid- to late-1990s.  
Congress overhauled the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) with the 
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enactments of AEDPA and IIRIRA in 1996, resulting in major change in 
immigration laws between April 24, 1996, and April 1, 1997.  During the 
months and years that followed, procedural errors and misinterpretations of the 
law were rife.  If your client’s removal order was issued during this period of 
time, there is a good chance that an error occurred at the hearing, and if you can 
show prejudice, too, you may be able to challenge the underlying removal order. 
 
Note that if your client had counsel during his or her removal proceedings and 
the issue of removability was making its way to the Supreme Court at the time of 
his removal, an ineffective assistance of counsel claim may be made out for a 
failure to appeal the issue.  United States v. Lopez-Chavez, 757 F.3d 1033, 1043 
(9th Cir. 2014).   
 
If the noncitizen waived his or her right to appeal at the time of the removal 
order, check to make sure that the waiver comported with due process.  See “Tip 
– Waiver of Right to Appeal Must Comport with Due Process,” Section III.B, 
supra at 40-41.   
 

• Failure to advise of eligibility for relief:  IJ failure to inform the immigrant of 
eligibility for relief from removal and failure to allow the immigrant to apply for 
such relief has been found to constitute a due process violation in the Second 
and Ninth Circuits.  See United States v. Calderon, 391 F.3d 370 (2d Cir. 2004) 
(holding that failure to advise an eligible noncitizen of the possibility of former 
INA § 212(c) relief invalidated waiver of appeal even though BIA believed such 
relief was barred statutorily and the Supreme Court had not yet issued decision 
on the issue); United States v. Ubaldo-Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 1049-50 (9th Cir. 
2004) (same); United States v. Pallares-Galan, 359 F.3d 1088, 1096-98 (9th Cir. 
2004) (ruling that noncitizen’s waiver of appeal was not considered and 
intelligent when IJ failed to inform noncitizen of eligibility for relief from 
removal because IJ mistakenly believed noncitizen had been convicted of an 
aggravated felony); United States v. Raya-Vaca, 771 F.3d 1195, 1205 (9th Cir. 
2014) (failure to advise of possibility of withdrawing application for admission, 
entering expedited removal order instead).   
 
Other circuits disagree, reasoning that is no liberty interest in discretionary 
relief.  See United States v. Soto-Mateo, 799 F.3d 117, 123 (1st Cir. 2015) United 
States v. Santiago-Ochoa, 447 F.3d 1015, 1020 (7th Cir. 2006); Bonhometre v. 
Gonzales, 414 F.3d 442, 448 n.9 (3d Cir. 2005); United States v. Aguirre-Tello, 353 
F.3d 1199, 1205 (10th Cir. 2004) (en banc); United States v. Lopez-Ortiz, 313 F.3d 
225, 231 (5th Cir. 2002).  But finding that there is no obligation to advise of 
relief does not necessarily mean that no due-process violation occurred; for 
instance, a violation of procedural protections may be a due-process violation 
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even where it implicated discretionary relief.  See United States v. Charleswell, 456 
F.3d 347, 360 (3d Cir. 2006).  

 
Note: Circuit Split on Denial of Opportunity to Seek Discretionary Relief 

 
A defendant making a due-process challenge to a prior removal order must assert 
a liberty interest to maintain the due process claim.  The Supreme Court has 
held that asserting a protected interest in a process itself, in the absence of any 
substantive interest, is not a cognizable due-process claim.  Ohio Adult Parole 
Authority v. Woodard, 523 U.S. 272, 280, n.2 (1998); Olim v. Wakinekona, 461 
U.S. 238, 250 (1983).   
 
Several circuit courts have interpreted this principle to mean that a noncitizen’s 
right to due process does not extend to proceedings that provide only 
discretionary relief.  See, e.g., Delgado v. Holder, 674 F.3d 759, 765 (7th Cir. 
2012); Alvarez-Acosta v. United States Att’y Gen., 524 F.3d 1191, 1197 (11th Cir. 
2008); Rivera v. Mukasey, 508 F.3d 1271, 1276 n.4 (9th Cir. 2007); Naeem v. 
Gonzales, 469 F.3d 33, 38-39 (1st Cir. 2007); Garcia-Mateo v. Keisler, 503 F.3d 
698, 700 (8th Cir. 2007); Patel v. Gonzales, 470 F.3d 216, 220 (6th Cir. 2006) 
(holding that “the failure to be granted discretionary relief…does not amount to 
a deprivation of liberty interest”); Altamirano-Lopez v. Gonzales, 435 F.3d 547, 
550-51 (5th Cir. 2006) (per curiam); United States v. Torres, 383 F.3d 92, 104-05 
(3d Cir. 2004) (ruling that noncitizens do not have a due process interest in 
being considered for discretionary relief); Assaad v. Ashcroft, 378 F.3d 471, 475-
76 (5th Cir. 2004) (per curiam); Tovar-Landin v. Ashcroft, 361 F.3d 1164, 1167 
(9th Cir. 2004) (“[A]liens have no fundamental right to discretionary relief from 
removal for purposes of due process and equal protection…. Because there is no 
constitutionally protected liberty interest in the discretionary privilege of 
voluntary departure, the due process claim fails.”); Smith v. Ashcroft, 295 F.3d 
425, 430 (4th Cir. 2002); Aguilera v. Kirkpatrick, 241 F.3d 1286, 1293 (10th Cir. 
2001).   
 
Other circuits disagree.  The Second and Ninth Circuits have squarely held that 
procedural defects that prevent an immigrant from having an opportunity to 
seek discretionary relief can be fundamentally unfair within the meaning of 
Section 1326(d)(3).  See United States v. Copeland, 376 F.3d 61, 71 (2d Cir. 2004); 
United States v. Perez, 330 F.3d 97, 104 (2d Cir. 2003); United States v. Ubaldo-
Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 1050-51 (9th Cir. 2004).  The court in Copeland stated 
that, “[a]n error in a ruling by a lower tribunal is generally not deemed 
fundamental when a remedy was available on appeal but no appeal was taken.  
However, a ruling by an IJ that misleads an immigrant into believing that no 
relief exists falls into a different category because of the special duties of an IJ to 
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aliens.”  Copeland, 376 F.3d at 71 (citations omitted).  The court reasoned that 
there is a “distinction between a right to seek relief and the right to that relief 
itself, although often the concepts overlap as a practical matter.… The issue, 
therefore, is not whether [a form of] relief is constitutionally mandated, but 
whether a denial of an established right to be informed of the possibility of such 
relief can, if prejudicial, be a fundamental procedural error.  We believe that it 
can.”  Id. at 72.  Some Sixth Circuit case law has also suggested that when an 
immigrant has been denied a full and fair hearing on his application for 
discretionary relief, the defendant may make out a due process violation.  See 
Abdillahi v. Holder, 690 F.3d 467, 472-73 (6th Cir. 2012).    

 
• Affirmative misleading by immigration officials:  “Collateral review is not limited 

to procedural irregularities.  For example, ‘there is a violation of due process 
when the government affirmatively misleads an alien as to the relief available to 
him.’”  See United States v. Guzman-Garfias, 2010 WL 5093938, at *4 (D. Ariz. 
Dec. 8, 2010) (holding that providing “confusing” and “affirmatively misleading” 
forms to immigrants charged with document fraud deprived recipients of their 
due process rights) (quoting Walters v. Reno, 145 F.3d 1032, 1043 (9th Cir. 
1998)). 

 
Liberty Interests and Common Forms of Discretionary Relief 

 
• Motion to reopen immigration proceedings:  8 U.S.C. § 1229a(c)(7)(C); see 

Hot v. Att’y Gen., 373 F. App’x 193, 196 (3d. Cir. Apr. 12, 2010) (per 
curiam) (holding that petitioners “do not have a cognizable due process 
claim because there is no liberty interest at stake in a motion to reopen 
immigration proceedings, a discretionary form of relief) (citing Altamirano-
Lopez v. Gonzales, 435 F.3d 547, 550-51 (5th Cir. 2006) (per curiam)); 

• Adjustment of status:  8 U.S.C. § 1255; see Jamieson v. Gonzales, 424 F.3d 
765, 768 (8th Cir. 2005) (“[a]ssuming, without deciding, that [petitioner] has 
a general right to effective counsel at a deportation hearing, [he] still does 
not have a right in this specific case. Because [he] is seeking the discretionary 
relief of adjustment of status, there is no constitutionally-protected liberty 
interest at stake”); 

• Voluntary departure:  8 U.S.C. § 1229c; see Shtyllaku v. Gonzales, 252 F. 
App’x 16 (6th Cir. Oct. 18, 2007) (“‘Because there is no constitutionally 
protected liberty interest in the discretionary privilege of voluntary 
departure, the due process claim fails.’”) (quoting Tovar-Landin v. Ashcroft, 
361 F.3d 1164, 1167 (9th Cir. 2004)); see also Jupiter v. Ashcroft, 396 F.3d 
487, 492 (1st Cir. 2005) (finding no property interest for due process 
purposes in view of discretionary nature of voluntary departure); Huicochea-
Gomez v. INS, 237 F.3d 696, 700 (6th Cir. 2001) (finding no liberty interest 
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in failure to grant discretionary relief like voluntary departure); 
• Asylum: 8 U.S.C. § 1158 see Qiang Wang v. Att’y Gen., 395 F. App’x 670, 

672-73 (11th Cir. Sep. 15, 2010) (per curiam) (holding that asylum is a form 
of discretionary relief and that a failure to received discretionary relief does 
not amount to a deprivation of a liberty interest, but stating that the Fifth 
Amendment entitles aliens to due process of law in deportation proceedings 
and that “Congress and the executive have created, at a minimum, a 
constitutionally protected right to petition our government for asylum”) 
(internal quotations and citations omitted); Gojcaj v. Gonzales, 175 F. App’x 
720, 726 (6th Cir. Apr. 14, 2006) (per curiam) (holding no deprivation of 
liberty interest for failure to grant discretionary relief of full hearing on 
petitioner’s own asylum application, where petitioner was accorded full due 
process as a derivative beneficiary under her mother’s asylum application). 

• Cancellation of removal:  8 U.S.C. § 1229b; see Lagunas-Salgado v. Holder, 
584 F.3d 707, 712-13 (7th Cir. 2009) (holding that petitioner did not have 
requisite liberty interest to succeed on due process claims “because the relief 
[he] sought – cancellation of removal and a waiver of inadmissibility – was 
purely discretionary”); Etchu-Njang v. Gonzales, 403 F.3d 577, 585 (8th Cir. 
2005) (same); 

• Suspension of deportation (eliminated by IIRIRA):  See Neri v. Gonzales, 229 
F. App’x 508, 508 (9th Cir. Apr. 24, 2007) (holding that because petitioner 
“has no substantive due process right to discretionary relief from removal or 
deportation,” defendant’s contention that IIRIRA’s elimination of 
suspension of deportation relief violated his constitutional rights fails); 

• Former Section 212(c) relief:  See United States v. Perez, 330 F.3d 97, 102, 104 
(2d Cir. 2003) (noting discretionary nature of § 212(c) relief and holding 
that petitioner “had shown that he had been deprived of effective assistance 
of counsel (i.e., that a fundamental procedural error had occurred) and that 
prejudice had resulted because he was eligible for § 212(c) relief and could 
have made a strong showing in support of such relief.  Accordingly, he has 
satisfied the ‘fundamental unfairness’ requirement”); Smith v. Ashcroft, 295 
F.3d 425, 429 (4th Cir. 2002) (holding that petitioner could not advance a 
due process claim “because he has no property or liberty interest in the 
‘right’ to discretionary section 212(c) relief”); 

• Continuance of removal proceedings .  8 C.F.R. § 1003.29; see Alvarez-Acosta 
v. Att’y Gen., 524 F.3d 1191, 1197 (11th Cir. 2008) (rejecting argument that 
noncitizen was deprived of due process when he was denied a continuance 
of removal proceedings so that he could pursue adjustment of status, because 
both forms of relief are discretionary and “as such, he was deprived of no 
liberty interest…and he presents no substantial constitutional claim”) 
(internal citations omitted). 
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  2. Prejudice 
 
Although Mendoza-Lopez did not expressly require a prejudice showing to attack a prior 
removal order on due process grounds, a number of courts have interpreted the decision as 
“anticipat[ing]” a prejudice step “for determining whether a defendant can successfully 
prevent his deportation from being used as a basis for a section 1326 conviction.”  See 
United States v. Espinoza-Farlo, 34 F.3d 469, 471 (7th Cir. 1994) (citing cases); see also United 
States v. Proa-Tovar, 975 F.2d 592, 595 (9th Cir. 1992) (en banc) (citing cases). 
 

• “Reasonable likelihood” standard in the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 8th, and 10th 
Circuits:  The majority of circuits apply a “reasonable likelihood” standard to the 
prejudice requirement.  See United States v. Aguirre-Tello, 353 F.3d 1199, 1208 
(10th Cir. 2004) (agreeing with a majority of the circuits that “the standard to 
apply in a case like [defendant’s] is whether there is a reasonable likelihood that 
[defendant] would have obtained relief from deportation” but for the due-
process errors complained of); United States v. Copeland, 376 F.3d 61, 73 (2d Cir. 
2004); United States v. Benitez–Villafuerte, 186 F.3d 651, 658–59 (5th Cir. 1999); 
United States v. Wilson, 316 F.3d 506, 511 (4th Cir. 2003), abrogated on other 
grounds by Lopez v. Gonzales, 549 U.S. 47 (2006); United States v. Loaisiga, 104 
F.3d 484, 487 (1st Cir. 1997); United States v. Perez-Ponce, 62 F.3d 1120, 1122 
(8th Cir. 1995); United States v. Fellows, 50 F. App’x 82, 85 (3d Cir. 2002).   

 
• “Plausible ground” standard in the 9th Circuit:  To satisfy a showing of 

prejudice in the Ninth Circuit, an “alien does not have to show that he actually 
would have been granted relief.  Instead, he must only show that he had a 
‘plausible’ ground for relief from deportation.”  See United States v. Ubaldo-
Figueroa, 364 F.3d 1042, 1050 (9th Cir. 2004) (quoting United States v. Arrieta, 
224 F.3d 1076, 1079 (9th Cir. 2000)); United States v. Muro-Inclan, 249 F.3d 
1180, 1184 (9th Cir. 2001).  Showing plausibility “requires more than 
establishing a mere ‘possibility.’” United States v. Barajas–Alvarado, 655 F.3d 
1077, 1089 (9th Cir. 2011); United States v. Valdez-Novoa, 780 F.3d 906, 914 (9th 
Cir. 2015).  As to relief eligibility, plausibility requires both statutory eligibility 
and that an adjudicator might plausibly have adjudicated favorably given positive 
and negative factors.  See United States v. Valdez-Novoa, 780 F.3d 906, 916-17 (9th 
Cir. 2015).  Eligibility for relief is assessed as of the removal order, not under 
current law.  See United States v. Gomez, 757 F.3d 885, 900 n. 12 (9th Cir. 2014).  
Note, however, that negative BIA case law does not preclude eligibility for relief 
where the circuit has not yet spoken.  See United States v. Lopez-Chavez, 757 F.3d 
1033, 1044 (9th Cir. 2014). 

 
 

• Per se prejudice when not removable: In the Ninth Circuit, an individual 
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necessarily demonstrates prejudice where she had legal status and, under the 
legal rules in effect at present time, is not removable.  See United States v. 
Martinez, 786 F.3d 1227, 1230 (9th Cir. 2015) (“Where [LPR’s] prior removal 
order is premised [only] on the commission of an aggravated felony, a defendant 
who shows that the crime of which he was previously convicted was not, in fact, 
an aggravated felony, has established both that his due process rights were 
violated and that he suffered prejudice as a result.”) (citing United States v. 
Camacho-Lopez, 450 F.3d 928, 930 (9th Cir. 2006)); but see United States v. 
Martinez-Hernandez, 932 F. 3d 1198 (9th Cir. 2019) (no prejudice where 
defendant was aggravated felon under a different prong of the aggravated felony 
definition).   

 
• Prejudice satisfied when a non-aggravated felon was removed under the 

aggravated-felony removal statute: The Ninth Circuit has similarly held that an 
individual whose offense does not qualify as an aggravated felony necessarily 
satisfies the prejudice prong when she was removed under § 1228(b), a removal 
procedure only applicable for aggravated-felony offenses.  See United States v. 
Valdivia-Flores, 876 F.3d 1201, 1206, 1210 (9th Cir. 2017) (no prejudice showing 
required for undocumented individual improperly removed under the 
aggravated-felony removal provision).   

 
• Prior improper loss of LPR status: The Ninth Circuit has held that a noncitizen 

shows prejudice when he is removed for lack of proper entry documents because 
of a prior improper loss of LPR status.  See United States v. Ochoa-Oregel, 904 F.3d 
682, 685-86 (9th Cir. 2018).   

 
Tip: No Prejudice If Not Eligible for Lawful Immigration Status 

Be sure to consult with an immigration lawyer to investigate whether, at the time 
the underlying removal order was issued, your client was a lawful permanent 
resident (LPR), eligible to become an LPR, or eligible for some other type of 
lawful immigration status (including acquired or derivative citizenship).  If your 
client was not eligible for any type of immigration status, it will be extremely 
difficult to establish that your client was prejudiced by any defect in the removal 
process.  See, e.g., United States v. Espinoza-Farlo, 34 F.3d 469, 471-72 (7th Cir. 
1994) (holding that mentally retarded pro se immigrant who was not properly 
advised of his right to appeal could not show prejudice because he lacked status 
at the time of his hearing and was ineligible for any form of relief from removal 
due to an aggravated felony conviction). 

 
 
 

IV. SENTENCING 
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The statutory maximum for illegal reentry is two years, with the following exceptions: 

• If the defendant was removed after three or more misdemeanor convictions 
involving drugs, crimes against the person, or both, or after a felony conviction 
(other than an aggravated felony), then the statutory maximum is 10 years; 

• If the defendant was removed after a conviction for commission of an aggravated 
felony, the statutory maximum is 20 years. 

 
See 8 U.S.C. § 1326(b). 
 
The U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Section 2L1.2 includes enhancements for prior 
convictions, which increase based on the length of sentence.  U.S.S.G. §§ 2L1.2(b)(2), (3).  
The current guidelines read as follows: 
 

(a) Base Offense Level: 8  
(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

(1) (Apply the Greater) If the defendant committed the instant offense 
after sustaining— 
(A) a conviction for a felony that is an illegal reentry offense, 

increase by 4 levels; or 
(B) two or more convictions for misdemeanors under 8 U.S.C. 

§ 1325(a), increase by 2 levels. 
(2) (Apply the Greatest) If, before the defendant was ordered deported 

or ordered removed from the United States for the first time, the 
defendant engaged in criminal conduct that, at any time, resulted 
in— 
(A) a conviction for a felony offense (other than an illegal reentry 

offense) for which the sentence imposed was five years or 
more, increase by 10 levels; 

(B)  a conviction for a felony offense (other than an illegal reentry 
offense) for which the sentence imposed was two years or 
more, increase by 8 levels; 

(C)  a conviction for a felony offense (other than an illegal reentry 
offense) for which the sentence imposed exceeded one year 
and one month, increase by 6 levels; 

(D)  a conviction for any other felony offense (other than an 
illegal reentry offense), increase by 4 levels; or 

(E)  three or more convictions for misdemeanors that are crimes 
of violence or drug trafficking offenses, increase by 2 levels. 

(3) (Apply the Greatest) If, after the defendant was ordered deported or 
ordered removed from the United States for the first time, the 
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defendant engaged in criminal conduct that, at any time, resulted 
in— 
(A) a conviction for a felony offense (other than an illegal reentry 

offense) for which the sentence imposed was five years or 
more, increase by 10 levels; 

(B)  a conviction for a felony offense (other than an illegal reentry 
offense) for which the sentence imposed was two years or 
more, increase by 8 levels; 

(C)  a conviction for a felony offense (other than an illegal reentry 
offense) for which the sentence imposed exceeded one year 
and one month, increase by 6 levels; 

(D)  a conviction for any other felony offense (other than an 
illegal reentry offense), increase by 4 levels; or 

(E)  three or more convictions for misdemeanors that are crimes 
of violence or drug trafficking offenses, increase by 2 levels. 

 
The government has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
defendant’s prior conviction qualifies for the sentencing enhancement.  See United States v. 
Forrest, 611 F.3d 908, 913 (8th Cir. 2010).  The categorical-approach analysis applies in 
determining whether a prior offense subjects the defendant to a sentencing enhancement.  
See Taylor v. United States, 495 U.S. 575 (1990); Shepard v. United States, 544 U.S. 13 (2004). 
Defenders should obtain all prior criminal records to make sure that the proper sentencing 
is applied under the categorical analysis.   
 
In some cases, counsel may be unable to challenge all removal orders, but may be able to 
attack the removal orders that post-date the felony or aggravated felony.  This would not 
likely affect the sentencing guidelines, which treat criminal activity the same whether it 
predates or postdates the removal.  Cf. U.S.S.G. §§ 2L1.2(b)(2), (3).  However, a successful 
collateral attack on the removal that post-dates the conviction could affect the maximum 
sentence permissible under the statute.  See United States v. Rojas-Pedroza, 716 F.3d 1253, 
1259-62 (9th Cir. 2013) (“the government cannot prove the § 1326(b) charge if . . . 
successfully challenges [the only removal that occurred after this date]”).   
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V. DEFEATING THE ILLEGAL-REENTRY CHARGE BY MOVING TO REOPEN 
REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS AND RESCIND THE UNDERLYING 

REMOVAL ORDER IN IMMIGRATION COURT 
 
If you have an illegal-reentry client whose underlying removal order is faulty, you may ask 
whether it is possible to reopen immigration proceedings to rescind that order.  Doing so 
would not only help your client avoid reinstatement of removal, but would also nullify the 
basis for his or her criminal charge.  Unfortunately, strict filing deadlines to reopening 
removal proceedings curtail noncitizens’ ability to rescind prior removal orders, even when 
they have a strong claim that the prior order was faulty.  A motion to reopen generally is 
due 90 days after the removal order, a deadline that has already passed in most reentry 
cases..    Moreover, provisions of the reinstatement-of-removal statute have been interpreted 
by several circuits as constraining the authority to reopen proceedings after an illegal 
reentry.  There are, however, some exceptions.  This section provides a brief overview of 
motion-to-reopen filing deadlines, the exceptions to those deadlines, and when and how to 
defeat criminal liability in an illegal-reentry case through reopening the immigration 
proceedings. 

 
A. Filing Deadline and Exceptions 
 

In general, a noncitizen removed within the past 90 days has a statutory right to seek 
reopening.18  8 U.S.C. § 1229a(c)(7); 8 C.F.R. § 1003.23.  There are six exceptions to the 
strict filing deadline: 
 

• A motion to reopen an in absentia removal order based on lack of notice of the 
hearing may be filed at any time, see 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(5)(C)(ii);   

• A motion to reopen an in absentia removal order based on exceptional 
circumstances may be filed within 180 days, see 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(5)(C)(i); 

• The noncitizen may at any time request that the immigration judge reopen 
proceedings sua sponte.  8 C.F.R. § 1003.23(b)(1). Note that under Board 
precedent, sua sponte reopening “is not meant to be used as a general cure for 
filing defects or to otherwise circumvent the regulations, where enforcing them 
might result in hardship.” Matter of J-J-, 21 I&N Dec. 976, 984 (BIA 1997).  

• The noncitizen may file a joint stipulated motion to reopen (i.e., jointly with the 
government) at any time.  8 C.F.R. § 1003.23(b)(4)(iv). 

• The noncitizen may seek to reopen proceedings to pursue asylum or protection 
                                                 
18 Note that even if a noncitizen files a motion to reopen, she may be physically removed while the 
motion is pending, unless the motion seeks to reopen an in absentia order based on no notice.  If the 
motion is granted and the case is reopened, she may be permitted return from abroad to appear for 
a new removal hearing on the original charges.  However, she will face substantial delays and barriers 
to being permitted by DHS to reenter the United States to attend the hearing. 
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relief, “based on changed country conditions arising in the country of 
nationality …., if such evidence is material and was not available and could not 
have been discovered or presented at the previous proceeding.”  8 C.F.R. § 
1003.23(b)(4)(i); 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(c)(7)(C)(ii); and 

• A noncitizen may argue that the 90-day deadline was equitably tolled based on 
some extraordinary circumstance (e.g., ineffective assistance of immigration 
counsel), and that she exercised due diligence.19  

 
B. The Reinstatement Statute’s Bar to Filing Motions to Reopen and Exceptions 

to that Bar. 
 

The problem is that once a removal order has been reinstated, the reinstatement statute 
appears to bar motions to reopen the underlying order.  See 8 U.S.C. § 1231(a)(5); see also 
Rodriguez-Saragosa v. Sessions, 904 F.3d 349, 354 (5th Cir. 2018); Cordova-Soto v. Holder, 732 
F.3d 789, 793 (7th Cir. 2013) (“[Section] 1231(a)(5) bars reopening of a removal order that 
has been reinstated after the alien’s illegal return to the United States.”); Cuenca v. Barr, 956 
F.3d 1079, 1084 (9th Cir. 2020).20  The scenario is common: once a person with an 
underlying removal order is reapprehended by immigration officials, the officals will 
typically file a Notice of Intent to Reinstate the prior removal order, as described in Section 
III(C), supra at 32.  And, courts have held, once the final reinstatement of removal order 
issues, the person may not file a motion to reopen and rescind the underlying removal order 
on which it is based.   
 
Arguably when reinstatement proceedings have not yet reached finality (such as during 
withholding-only proceedings), the bar to reopening is not yet triggered.  The authors are 
unaware of cases specifically considering this argument. 
 

                                                 
19 See Lugo-Resendez v. Lynch, 831 F.3d 337 (5th Cir. 2016) (holding that motion-to-reopen deadline 
can be equitably tolled); Kuusk v. Holder, 732 F.3d 302 (4th Cir. 2013) (same); Avila-Santoyo v. Att’y 
Gen., 713 F.3d 1357, 1363-64 (11th Cir. 2013) (per curiam) (same); Hernandez-Moran v. Gonzales, 408 
F.3d 496, 499-500 (8th Cir. 2005) (same); Borges v. Gonzales, 402 F.3d 398, 406 (3d Cir. 2005) 
(same); Harchenko v. INS, 379 F.3d 405, 410 (6th Cir. 2004) (same); Riley v. INS, 310 F.3d 1253, 
1258 (10th Cir. 2002) (same); Socop-Gonzales v. INS, 272 F.3d 1176, 1193 (9th Cir. 2001 (en banc) 
(same); Iavorski v. INS, 232 F.3d 124, 130 (2d Cir. 2000) (same).  Equitable-tolling decisions are 
reviewed for legal error.  Guerrero-Lasprilla v. Barr, 140 S. Ct. 1062, 1072 (2020).   
 
20The Ninth Circuit’s holding in Cuenca seems to contravene its reasoning in upholding the 
reinstatement process, where it found that reinstatement “does not offend due process because 
reinstatement of a prior order does not change the alien’s rights or remedies…. The reinstatement 
order …creates no new obstacles to attacking the validity of the removal order, see, e.g., INA 
§ 240(b)(5)(C)(ii), 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(5)(C)(ii) (allowing reopening of a removal order based on 
lack of notice).”  Morales-Izquierdo v. Gonzales, 486 F.3d 484, 497-98 (9th Cir. 2007) (en banc)). 
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Importantly, the reinstatement statute does not preclude motions to rescind in absentia 
removals orders for lack of notice, since the immigration statute specifically permits them to 
be filed “at any time.”  Miller v. Sessions, 889 F.3d 998, 1002-03 (9th Cir. 2018) (“an 
individual placed in reinstatement proceedings under § 1231(a)(5) cannot as a general rule 
challenge the validity of the prior removal order in the reinstatement proceeding itself.  But 
she retains  the right, conferred by § 1229a(b)(5)(C)(ii), to seek rescission of a removal order 
entered in absentia, based on lack of notice, by filing a motion to reopen ‘at any time.’”).  
Thus, even if immigration officials have issued a final reinstatement order issued against a 
person, that person may still file a motion to reopen when the underlying removal order was 
issued in absentia and he or she never had notice of the removal hearing.  However, motions 
based on other grounds, ineffective assistance of counsel or equitable tolling arguments, 
may be barred. 
 

Tip: If Your Client’s Original Removal Order Has Not Yet Been Reinstated 
 
It is rare to encounter a § 1326 prosecution where a reinstatement order has not yet 
been initiated.  In such a rare case, counsel is advised to promptly investigate 
whether your client may have grounds to reopen the removal proceedings, since a 
later reinstatement order may bar reopening.  The normal filing deadlines will apply, 
so one common challenge would be trying to find a way around those deadlines.   
 
Because time is of the essence in these cases, you should advise your client to contact 
an immigration attorney as soon as possible.  Free legal service are insufficient to 
meet the needs of all noncitizens, but a list of those providers is here: 
http://www.justice.gov/eoir/probono/states.htm 

 
The reinstatement issue is discussed in fuller detail in Section VI, below. 
 

C. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Grounds for Reopening 
 
Ineffective assistance of counsel (“IAC”) may serve as a basis for equitable tolling of the 90-
day filing deadline of a motion to reopen when the noncitizen establishes that she exercised 
due diligence.  See, e.g., Mahmood v. Gonzales, 427 F.3d 248, 251-52 (3d Cir. 2005).  Further, 
IAC may constitute an exceptional circumstance that excuses a noncitizen’s failure to 
appear and allows filing of a motion to reopen an in absentia removal order within 180 days.  
See Matter of Grijalva-Barrera, 21 I. & N. Dec. 472, 473-74 (BIA 1996).  
 
To establish an IAC claim, the noncitizen must satisfy the criteria set forth in Matter of 
Lozada, 19 I. & N. Dec. 637, 693 (BIA 1988): “(1) submit an affidavit establishing that she 
had an agreement with counsel to represent her and detailing its terms; (2) present evidence 
that she has given notice to her counsel of the ineffectiveness claim and an opportunity to 
respond to the allegations, and include any response she has received; and (3) if the attorney 

http://www.justice.gov/eoir/probono/states.htm
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violated his ethical or legal obligations, show that she has filed a complaint with the 
governing disciplinary authorities or explain why she has not done so.”  Satisfaction of these 
three requirements is required to obtain reopening based on IAC.  See, e.g., Jiang v. Holder, 
639 F.3d 751, 755 (citing Matter of Lozada, 19 I. & N. Dec. at 639).  In the Ninth Circuit, 
substantial compliance with Lozada may be sufficient, such as when the facts are clear and 
undisputed on the record.  See Escobar-Grijalva v. INS, 206 F.3d 1331 (9th Cir. 2000). 

 
D. The Delicate Matter of Timing:  When to Move to Rescind the Underlying 

Removal Order and Reopen Proceedings In Relation to the Illegal Reentry 
Cases  

 
When to file a motion to rescind/reopen removal proceedings in relation to filing a motion 
to dismiss the indictment in an illegal reentry case is a delicate and complex matter.  On the 
one hand, if, after a noncitizen has been indicted for illegal reentry, he files a motion to 
rescind/reopen before the immigration court and the motion is granted, the federal 
indictment must be dismissed for failure to satisfy the “previously removed” requirement, 
and it is not necessary even to make a collateral challenge to the indictment under 
§ 1326(d).  For certain types of challenges – e.g., challenges to in absentia orders or 
challenges based on ineffective assistance of counsel – it may be advisable to seek a 
continuance in the illegal-reentry case and work with an immigration attorney to file a 
motion to rescind/reopen in immigration court.21  Indeed, foregoing filing a motion to 
reopen and instead filing a § 1326(d) motion in these circumstances could lead to denial of 
the motion for failure to exhaust administrative remedies.  See United States v. Meraz-Vargas, 
35 F. Supp. 2d 1272 (D. Kan. 1998) (finding failure to exhaust precluded challenge based 
on IAC because defendant did not first present IAC claim to BIA); but see United States v. 
Johnson, 2000 WL 620324, at *8 n.11  (D. Conn. May 1, 2000) (holding that “where the 
[ineffective assistance] claim did not ripen until after the administrative appeal, the court 
has relaxed the exhaustion rule”) (citing Rabiu v. INS, 41 F.3d 879, 881-82 (2d Cir. 1994)); 
United States v. Dorsett, 308 F. Supp. 2d 537, 544 n.10 (D.V.I. 2003) (stating that it would be 
“absurd to find that Dorsett did not exhaust administrative remedies or pursue every 
available . . . avenue of judicial review by not filing an ineffective assistance claim with the 
BIA” when record reflected that defendant learned of lawyers’ errors only after he was 
deported, reentered, and arrested for illegal reentry and “properly and timely raised the 
ineffective assistance of his immigration counsel at the first opportunity in this collateral 
attack”).   
 
                                                 
21 These types of cases are rare.  However, NIJC has successfully worked with defenders to rescind 
old removal orders, allowing the defenders to dismiss an illegal reentry indictment, in several cases.  
For one example, see “These Lives Matter: Collaboration and Success in a Joint Federal Defender-
Immigration Case,” available at http://immigrantjustice.org/staff/blog/these-lives-matter-
collaboration-and-success-joint-federal-defender-immigration-case#.UlgoZSRQ0Zw. 
 

http://immigrantjustice.org/staff/blog/these-lives-matter-collaboration-and-success-joint-federal-defender-immigration-case#.UlgoZSRQ0Zw
http://immigrantjustice.org/staff/blog/these-lives-matter-collaboration-and-success-joint-federal-defender-immigration-case#.UlgoZSRQ0Zw
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On the other hand, because of strict filing deadlines and procedural hurdles, establishing 
jurisdiction for filing a motion to rescind/reopen can be exceedingly difficult if not 
impossible.  For this reason, a noncitizen may be best served by first challenging a faulty 
removal order by filing a § 1326(d) motion in the illegal-reentry case, and then arguing to 
the immigration officers (and on appeal as necessary) that the removal order should not be 
reinstated because it was found by a federal judge to be faulty.  (See infra Section VI.D).  In 
any event, NIJC advises close collaboration between defenders and immigration attorneys to 
develop a two-pronged strategy in the criminal and immigration cases to ensure legal 
protection for clients. 
 

VI. CHALLENGING REMOVAL AFTER THE § 1326 CHARGE IS DISMISSED 
 
Let’s say you’ve gotten your client’s § 1326 charge dismissed or gotten him acquitted.  
Congratulations!  Now what?  For many noncitizens, beating an illegal-reentry charge 
doesn’t necessarily mean victory.  Noncitizens who have a prior order of removal entered 
against them are subject to automatic reinstatement of that removal order, even though a 
federal judge may have found the underlying removal order invalid under § 1326(d). 
 
Challenging the reinstatement of a faulty prior removal order, even for an experienced 
attorney, is not unlike disentangling the Gordian knot.  And, because the reinstatement 
process typically begins during a § 1326 prosecution and moves very quickly, it is often too 
late for an immigration attorney to contest the reinstatement once the illegal-reentry case 
has resolved and the client is facing imminent removal.  Therefore, federal defense attorneys 
often are in the best position to advise noncitizens on the reinstatement process and 
potential avenues for timely challenge. 
 

A. Reinstatement of Removal 
 

The INA provides that a non-citizen who reenters the United States without permission 
after previously being removed is subject to reinstatement of the original order, such that 
she is automatically removed again under the original order.22  8 U.S.C. § 1231(a)(5).  The 

                                                 
22 Individuals applying for adjustment of status who are covered by certain class action lawsuits, as 
well as certain Nicaraguans, Cubans, Salvadorans, Guatemalans, and Eastern Europeans eligible for 
a form of relief called NACARA, and Haitian applicants for adjustment of status under the Haitian 
Refugee Immigration Fairness Act of 1998 (HRIFA) are exempt from being subject to a 
reinstatement order.  See Legal Immigration Family Equity Act (LIFE Act), §§ 1104(g), 1505(a)(1), 
1505(c), 1505(b)(1).  In addition, individuals who applied for relief or took steps toward adjustment 
of status prior to 1997 may not be subject to reinstatement.  See Arevalo v. Ashcroft, 344 F.3d 1, 15 
(1st Cir. 2003); Faiz-Mohammed v. Ashcroft, 395 F.3d 799, 810 (7th Cir. 2005); Sermiento-Cisneros v. 
Ashcroft, 381 F.3d 1277, 1284-85 (11th Cir. 2004); Valdez-Sachez v. Gonzales, 485 F.3d 1084, 1089-90 
(10th Cir. 2007); Duran Gonzales v. DHS, 508 F.3d 1227, 1242 n.14 (9th Cur, 2007).   
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reinstatement order is issued by a DHS immigration officer without a hearing before an 
immigration judge, and is not subject to being reopened or reviewed by the immigration 
court or federal courts.  Id.  Certain procedural requirements adhere:  the prior order can 
only be reinstated if the immigration officer (1) obtains the prior order; (2) confirms that 
the individual is the same person who was previously removed; (3) confirms that the 
individual unlawfully reentered; and (4) provides written notice of the reinstatement to 
allow the individual an opportunity to respond.  8 C.F.R. § 241.8(a), (b).   
 
After DHS determines that a noncitizen is subject to reinstatement, an immigration officer 
will complete the top portion of the Form I-871, the Notice of Intent to Reinstate, which 
includes the factual allegations against the noncitizen.  The form states that the noncitizen 
does not have a right to a hearing before an IJ but can contest the factual allegations in an 
oral or written statement to the officer.  8 C.F.R. § 241.8(a)(3).  The noncitizen will be 
asked to sign the notice.  If no statement is made or the officer determines that any 
statement made does not warrant reconsideration of the notice, the officer will complete the 
bottom portion of the Form I-871 entitled “Decision, Order and Officer’s Certification,” 
which is the actual reinstatement order.  The date of completion of the Form I-871 is the 
effective date of the reinstatement. 
 
Many individuals are issued a notice of intent to reinstate the prior removal order before 
being charged under § 1326.  And a federal judge’s dismissal of the indictment based on a 
finding that the underlying removal order violated due process does not vacate the removal 
order itself.  That removal order is still valid, and so still subject to reinstatement.  
Consequently, an individual who has been issued a notice of intent to reinstate the prior 
removal order is likely to be transferred to ICE custody and summarily removed upon 
resolution of the § 1326 case, even if his underlying removal order was successfully 
collaterally attacked, unless he can challenge the reinstatement order. 
 

B. Challenges to the Reinstatement Order  
 

There are a handful of ways to challenge a reinstatement order during the reinstatement 
proceeding itself: 
 

• Fear of persecution or torture:  The regulations provide that a noncitizen who 
has a fear of persecution or torture in her home country but who is subject to a 
reinstatement order may seek withholding of removal or relief under the 
Convention Against Torture (but not asylum).  8 C.F.R. §§ 241.8(a), (e); 208.31.  
To seek withholding during the reinstatement process, the person must request 
a “reasonable fear interview.”  See supra at II(C) (explaining the RFI process).  
She then will be interviewed by an asylum officer.  If the officer determines that 
she has a reasonable fear of persecution or torture, she will be placed in removal 
proceedings to seek withholding or CAT before an IJ, instead of being 
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automatically reinstated and removed.  If the officer determines that she does 
not have a reasonable fear, the noncitizen may ask an IJ to review that 
determination.  Should the IJ affirm the asylum officer’s decision, the noncitizen 
will be subject to reinstatement.  The IJ’s decision is not appealable.  Should the 
IJ find that the noncitizen has a reasonable fear, the noncitizen will be placed in 
removal proceedings, where she can apply for withholding or CAT relief. 
 

Tip: Advising a Client Who Fears Persecution to  
Request a Reasonable Fear Interview 

 
If you believe that your client fears persecution or torture in her home country, 
advise her to request a reasonable fear interview from DHS as soon as possible to 
avoid reinstatement of her prior removal order.  The Form I-871 has a check-box 
for individuals who fear return to their home country.  Marking the check-box 
triggers the reasonable fear interview.  Advise your client to mark this check-box 
and contact an immigration attorney to discuss the protection-based claim.   

 

• Citizenship claim:  An individual subject to reinstatement who claims that he 
has derived or acquired U.S. citizenship may be able to seek federal court review.  
See Batista v. Ashcroft, 270 F.3d 8, 12 (1st Cir. 2001). 

 

• Mistaken identity and other elements-based defenses to reinstatement:  
Regulations require DHS to prove that the individual allegedly subject to 
reinstatement is the same individual who was previously ordered removed.  8 
C.F.R. § 241.8(a), (b).  A noncitizen who can show that he is not the same 
person as identified in the underlying removal order (i.e., same name but 
different person) is not subject to reinstatement.  Similarly, if the individual can 
argue that he was not subject to a prior removal order, he may be able to 
challenge the reinstatement.  See, e.g., Morales-Izquierdo v. Gonzales, 486 F.3d 484, 
495-96 (9th Cir. 2007) (en banc). 

 

Tip: Advising a Client Who Has Grounds to Challenge the Reinstatement 
 

Time is of the essence since removal in the reinstatement context happens 
rapidly and the window to challenge the reinstatement window is quite short.  
You will need to ascertain whether your client has already received a 
reinstatement notice, which is likely the case if your client was in ICE custody 
prior to prosecution.  If your client did not previously receive a reinstatement 
notice and is now in ICE custody, tell her to be on the lookout for the “Notice 
of Intent to Reinstate” and to tell you as soon as she receives it from a DHS 
officer.  If your client has a citizenship claim, alleges mistaken identity, has a visa 
immediately available, or has a fear of return, advise her to tell a DHS officer 
and to contact an immigration attorney immediately. 
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C. Federal Court Review in the Reinstatement Context 
 

Federal courts of appeals have jurisdiction to consider petitions for review of reinstatement 
orders.  8 U.S.C. § 1252(b)(1).  A noncitizen has 30 days from the date the reinstatement 
order is final to file a petition for review in the court of appeals.  Id.  If he has not yet been 
physically removed, he can file a stay of removal with the petition for review.  Review is 
limited to a factual assessment of the elements of reinstatement:  (1) alienage, (2) prior 
removal, and (3) illegal reentry.  See, e.g., Morales-Izquierdo v. Gonzales, 486 F.3d 484, 495-96 
(9th Cir. 2007) (en banc).  Note that all courts to consider the question have held that the 
reinstatement order is not administratively final until withholding-only proceedings are 
complete; for such individuals, the 30 days runs from the final decision in withholding-only 
proceedings or the final adverse reasonable fear determination.  See Ortiz-Alfaro v. Holder, 
694 F.3d 955, 957-59 (9th Cir. 2012); Ponce-Osorio v. Johnson, 824 F.3d 502, 505-06 (5th Cir. 
2016) (per curiam); Luna-Garcia v. Holder, 777 F.3d 1182, 1183-85 (10th Cir. 2015)   
 
To date, most courts have held that various provisions of the INA bar review of the removal 
order upon which a reinstatement is based.  Section 1231(a)(5) of Title 8 of the U.S. Code 
provides that: 
 

If the Attorney General finds that an alien has reentered the United States 
illegally after having been removed or having departed voluntarily, under an 
order of removal, the prior order of removal is reinstated from its original 
date and is not subject to being reopened or reviewed, the alien is not 
eligible and may not apply for any relief under this chapter, and the alien 
shall be removed under the prior order at any time after the reentry. 

 
8 U.S.C. § 1231(a)(5).  Those courts that have considered the issue have held that appeal of 
a reinstatement order cannot be used to challenge the underlying removal order, since § 
1231(a)(5) bars the reopening of a reinstated removal order.  See Cordova-Soto v. Holder, 732 
F.3d 789, 793 (7th Cir. 2013) (interpreting § 1231(a)(5) to permanently bar petitioner from 
reopening underlying stipulated removal order after it had been reinstated despite 
allegations of due process errors during stipulation and eligibility for relief from removal at 
time of proceeding); Zambrano-Reyes v. Holder, 725 F.3d 744, 751-52 (7th Cir. 2013) (holding 
that BIA properly denied motion to reopen reinstated removal proceedings based on 
intervening Supreme Court authority making movant eligible for § 212(c) relief because of 
(1) regulatory bar to 212(c) relief for noncitizens who returned unlawfully after prior 
deportation under 8 C.F.R. § 1003.44(k)(2) and (2) statutory bar to reopening removal 
proceedings after reinstatement under § 1231(a)(5)); but see Garcia de Rincon v. DHS, 539 
F.3d 1133, 1138 (9th Cir. 2008) (holding that § 1231(a)(5) bars relitigation on the merits of 
a reinstated removal order except where constitutional claims or questions of law arise and 
“the petitioner can demonstrate a gross miscarriage of justice in the [original removal] 
proceedings”) (internal quotation marks omitted).  Further, several circuits have held that 
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even if § 1252(a)(2)(D) would grant jurisdiction to consider challenges to the underlying 
removal order, the 30-day window for filing a petition for review of a removal order does 
not recommence upon reinstatement of removal order; effectively making most claims time-
barred.  See Verde-Rodriguez v. Att’y Gen, 734 F.3d 198, 201 (3d Cir. 2013); Cordova-Soto v. 
Holder, 659 F.3d 1029 (10th Cir. 2011); Luna-Garcia De Garcia v. Barr, 921 F.3d 559, 565 
(5th Cir. 2019).  The Ninth Circuit disagrees, finding that the 30-day limit runs from the 
date of the reinstatement order.  See Vega-Anguiano v. Barr, 942 F.3d 945, 946 (9th Cir. 
2019). 
 
These jurisdictional bars to reviewing the underlying removal order in the reinstatement 
context are particularly troubling in cases where a district judge has dismissed an illegal-
reentry indictment based on a finding that the underlying removal order was infirm.  
Nevertheless, the trend in cases examining the issue suggests that the only avenues for 
challenging reinstated removal orders are (1) timely motions to reopen and (2) advocacy 
with DHS.  Given that most illegal-reentry defendants are likely to be outside the narrow 
motion-to-reopen deadlines, advocacy may be the last best resort.  A Ninth Circuit case may 
give more force to such advocacy.  In Villa-Anguiano v. Holder, the court suggested that DHS 
must apply stricter scrutiny in the reinstatement process in cases where a noncitizen 
successfully challenged a prior removal order in a § 1326 case.  727 F.3d 873 (9th Cir. 
2013).  There, the district judge granted the § 1326(d) motion to dismiss on the ground that 
the defendant’s right to counsel had been violated during his removal proceedings and that 
he had been prejudiced by the violation because he would have been eligible for § 212(c) 
relief from removal barring his lawyer’s deficient performance.  Id. at 876.  One day after 
the district court dismissed the indictment, DHS reinstated the individual’s prior removal 
order and physically removed him.  Id. at 877.  A petition for review of the reinstatement 
followed.  Id.  The Ninth Circuit ruled: 
 

when, as a result of such scrutiny, a district court finds constitutional 
infirmities in the prior removal proceedings that invalidate the prior 
removal for purposes of criminal prosecution, the agency cannot simply rely 
on a pre-prosecution determination to reinstate the prior removal order.  
Instead the agency must—as it may well ordinarily do—(1) provide the alien 
with an opportunity after the criminal prosecution is dismissed to make a 
written or oral statement addressing the expedited reinstatement 
determination in light of the facts found and the legal conclusions reached 
in the course of the criminal case; and (2) independently reassess whether to 
rely on the order issued in the prior proceedings as the basis for deportation 
or instead to instigate full removal proceedings. 

 
Id. at 880 (emphasis original).   
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D. Administrative Advocacy to Avoid Reinstatement Based on Successful 
§ 1326 Challenge in District Court 

 
As Villa-Anguiano suggests, the best avenue for avoiding removal for a client with strong 
grounds for attacking a prior removal order but who is barred from filing a motion to 
reopen in immigration court may be to first challenge the underlying removal order by filing 
a § 1326(d) motion in the illegal reentry case.  Advise your client not to sign a notice of 
intent to reinstate while the § 1326(d) motion is pending.  Then, if the motion is granted 
and the district court dismisses the indictment, advise your client to contest the reinstated 
order and contact an immigration attorney right away to contemplate rigorous 
administrative advocacy, including urging DHS to independently reassess the reinstatement 
order.  Villa-Anguiano, 727 F.3d at 880. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 
The steep increase in the number of illegal reentry prosecutions, severe consequences for 
those charged with illegal reentry (in terms of criminal and immigration penalties), and 
constantly evolving immigration case law, make illegal-reentry defense one of the most 
complex, interesting, and challenging areas of criminal law.  Defenders are often best 
positioned to help clients mired in both the criminal and immigration systems.  This 
practice advisory is one tool in that effort.  Defenders also can turn to NIJC’s Defenders 
Initiative for the latest legal developments, litigation support on illegal-reentry cases, or to 
discuss this advisory.  You can contact the Defenders Initiative at (312) 660-1610 or 
mailto:defenders@heartlandalliance.org.   

mailto:defenders@heartlandalliance.org
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U.S. Dqqrtmeat orHORMl•llli S.C.rlty Notice to Appear 

In removal proceediol(s under section 240 of tfle Immigration ud Nationality Act: 
Subjegt m I I FDJ #1 1 File No: A-IIOB1. Bvent !fo : 

In the Matter of: 

___ ourrenUy rctiding at 

Df ... n:• CDlft'CIDT 101 - - taaDIUC, auCMlO ILLDIOH iffOS 

(Number, street. city and ZIP code) (Area oode 1111d phone number) 

0 I. You are an aniving alien. 

Ii) 2. You are an alien preamt ln the United States who has not been admitted or paroled. 
0 3. You have been admitted to lhe United States, but ai:eremovable for tho reasons stated below. 

Tho Dcpl1UnentofHomeland Security alleges that you: 
1, You are not a oitisen or national. of the lftlited Stat••, 
2. You are a nat!Ye of and a citisen o 
3. You were adlnitted to the united State• at on or about 
2009 as• t.AWPIJL PBRMAJIKNT RESrDBNT11 
4. You were, on , oonvic:ted :l.n the Court at 

for the offenae of IIAICDIQ A HA'J.'l:RlAL l'ALBI: BTA'l'&Mlllff, oo-ited on or about 
in violation of 18 U,8,C, lOOl(al (2) 

5. 1or tbat ·offen•e, a eentenoe of one year or longer ••Y be illpoeed. 
6. You waz-a ••nteDc.d t.o a cotal tarm of 

On the basla of the foresalng. it is charged that you are 1ubjed co removal &om the United States pursuam to the following 
provision(a) oflaw: 

See Oontumal:ion Page Kade a Paz-t aeraof 

0 Thb nollce i., bel.ng lnued after an asylum officer haa found that the respondent hu demonmated a ~Ille fear of persecution 
or r.orture. 

D Sec:tlon 235(b)(l) order wu vaoated punuant to: O&CFR 208.30(1)(2) DacFR 23S.3(b){S){iv) 

YOU ARE ORDERED to appear before an immigratlo~ judge of the United Stales Department of Justice at: 
o,ncs o, ns a.ialtA~i:a, .7mlCIS us "· van 11un11. at. Chleaao 1LL1:a1rs 111 ,o,o, 

on • dat• ~ b9 ••t 
~t) 

~•l sot fmb ,boYc:. 

October 20 20 

{CPfllll{,11 Adnn q/hnallprion c-,, a:Wnc Room Nrimw. If 111(1) 

at • tl.M tD be Ht to show why )'OU ahollld not be removed from the Unlted Stales ~ued on the 
(~ 

SUHllV::CSOllY DDOJITATIOlf OFF:tC!Blt 

~--Tltl•qf'-"lf OJftt:,) 

S.renne tor Important lalonn11tlo1 
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Nott« to Rnpo•deal 

____ W_•_rn_lng: Any JUfr-mentyon mike may be 111ed •l!lon yo" In rcaumil procec41_11p.,_, ----- ---·-.. -·- ···----~- ---· 

AIIIII .Rtglttratlon: Thb copy oftbo Notice to Appear served upoo you ill evidence: of your icn rc&iatration wbllo you are WLder removal 
pro~eding,. You = ~uiRd to carry it with you at all tlmes. · 

Repraeatatloe: If you so dioollC, you may be rq:R1Cnted in 1hi1 pn,c:eediRS, 11 no~ to the Oovemmenl, by a ett.orKy or othcf' iodividllDI 
authorized aod qualified ro r.-,it penons before the BMl:Utin Offiix: for Immigraioo Review, J)Ul1llllllll lO 8 CFJl J.16. Unless you so requesl. no 
he11ting will be aclleduled ead er lhlll ten daYJ ftom lhe dale oflhis notice. 10 alJow yoa ufflc:lmt lime tn secure COI.IDlel. A lisr orqllllified •ttomrys 
nnd nrganizationa who moy be avalleblo to rcpreseot you 1t no co11 will be provided ~th thll notice. 

CO!lducl ef tbr- hearing: At Che lime ofyourbe11ring. you lllloulllbring with you any affidavltt or otb« docooienls, wblcb you de,ire to have 
1:ou.,idcred in ~on with )'OUl' cDSe. Ir you wl!h 10 have t.bc 1a11imony of any WJlneu.l1 QlnSidcmi, you !rhould lltlllge 10 have such wltnwes 
present at the heariJlg 

Al. your be.-iDg you will be given lbe opportunity to ldmitor dmy any oull ofth8 aUepcionl ill the Notice toAppar 1111d that yoo are inadmiuibk 
or rer,ioveble oath& dllrse.s coatdned in the No4ioe to Appe ... Yoo will have an oppo,1Ulliiy to~ e,,ici8nl» on )'Olll' own lH:half, to ox.mniM any 
evidence ~ by lhc Oovemmcm, IO objei.1, 011 Pfopcr ltg-1 grounds, lo the reteipl of ovldeAce ed 10 U'OII eunillc any wilDell9el pre,ented by 
tbe Oo\lMIIJlSlt Al Ibo oonolusion of your hearing, you llave a right ID appeal 11'1 adveru ~ls.ion by the imoligradon judge. 

You will lie advised by die btunigr111ianjudl{e before whom you appear of any relief from removal for which you may appear eligible inoludin1 the 
privilege of departure voluntarily. You will be given I rt1aaonmble oppomm.ity to make 111y 1Nch application to tho lmml8rlllionjudge . 

. Failure to appur. You - required to pnwide the DHS, »1 wril.mg, willl your full mailiD&; addttM and telephone n1m.be1. You mult notify the 
lllll1ligntion Court immedi«oly by using Fonn BOIR-33 11'honevor you c:banp JOIII' a4dress or telcphooc aun,ber diaing !be ooune of 11113 prcc:ceding. 
You wilJ be provided wllh a copy of this foml. Noum ofheaingwill be mailed ID lbil lddreu. lfyou donotllUllmit PonnEOm-33 and do not 
otherwise provide.., addnlN ac which you may.tio reached during proooedlnga, dwJ Ibo Oovermncnt .WI not bo nquired IO provide you wim Mitten 
notice of your bceriAg. ff you &ii to llbcod the ileariPg It the time IID4 place dmpnd. on Ulls noci.ce,, or any date ,nd time hlla' directed b)' lbc 
Immi 1111tion Court. 1 rcmo\'111 order may be made by thfl wnmig,ation judge in your aaencc, ad you DUI)' be melted 111d detained by lhe OHS. 

MalHlaCGry Duey to Su'"'ader ror RCG1oval: If you ~ 111bjed to a final onlor of rcmonl, you must IIUITODder for rerooval to ooe oflhe 
omoe, listed In II CPR 241. 16(11), Specific addreaae1 OCI loeatloiu for IIUl'l'Cllder can be obtained .from your looll DHS office or ov« the Jriaemct at 
http;/lwww.jce 110Y1tbovl/dm,/coptact.htm. Y ov 111\llt sarrcadcr within 30 ~Y• from the dal.1he order bet:OOJCS admiulllntivoly fiDal, W\lc,:i yO\I 
obt!ln an ortlu from a llcdernl cowt, irnmlivalion ooun, or Ole Board ofl.a:unigntioo Appeals stayina executloa ofihe removll ord«. lmmlgnsion 
regulations ll 8 CPR 2.41.J dofir.o whon tho rmiov11l ordu b«:omcs admlnlstntlvcly ftnal. Jfyw se gran(led vollllllaly departuff and iail to cicp.rt 
lhc United State. 11.!1 required, fall to pon a bent.I in C01l!lection with vol\llllllry dapc1urc, or fall co oon,ply wldl any odler amdlliotll or Lettil la 
oonoection 'Nilh vol1111i.y departure, you Ullllll Plffllder for 111rooval on !he MIit business d4)1 lhereder. If you do not 1111rcndu for removal a., 

rcq.iired. you will be Inell Bible for Ill finns of daawuan-, relief' fur• IOIJK • you rauin ia 1bo Ullitod State. end i,r t.en )'111113 rdl.or ~ or 
ranoval . Thill m-you will be ineligible for1,yhm., cancellation ofrcanoval, voluntary doper1ura, acfju1tmea1.ofllll.tas, dmngeofpon.lJnmil),lnt 
SWUS, ~sll)', ,nd relnled waiwn fOI' thi, period. lC you do DOt aunmder for mnoval • required, you mey allo bo crimin1Uy pro,ecalcd under 
1cction 243 ofilui Act. 

Reque.t for Prompt H"rlnl 
To expedite a delcnnb1alioo in my-, l miue1t Ill i1J1medl&lie hwiug. J waive my right to a 10-diy period prior to IPl'en& before an Immigration 
judge. 

&fore: 
i,Si,ioilll't qf Jtnpt)ndenl) 

Date: _______ _ 

CfftUlut~ •fScrvlte 

Thi, Notia: To 'Appom- wa1 --1 oo tho rasporldcat by me hi the following IIIIOllCl' and In eoo1plience with section 
239(a)(l)(F) of tho Act. 

IBJ In person O by oatilkd mall, mwned lll>lldptRqUettod O by "'IIJW mail 

0 Altaehed Is II credible mir ;..orbheet. 

0 AttaCMd I, 11 lbt of OJ1111.ization and 11ttomoy& which pruvido tree lq1l 1Cl'Vkcs • 
. .BIIOLISII 

alien WIit provided oral notiae In the laaguago of the timo and plAU ofhiJ or her beadng and oflhe 
11ttquenco of firihm: to appes aa provided in ,miou 240(b )(7) of the Ac:t. 

UA 
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O.S. ~epartment or Hom.eland Security Conttnuatton Page for Form _ 1_9_6_2 ____ _ 

- - - Alien's Name File Number • ~ 
Bvent 

.. 
ON TBll BASIS 01' 'l"IDI: J'OUOOINO, IT :IS CBARGBD TDT YOU llB SUBJECT TO RRKOVAL l!'JIOK THB 1JNITKD 
STA'l'Ji!S PtJJI.SUAm' 'l'O 2'Efll l'OLLOlfDnl PIIOV:ISION ( S) 01' LA1f, 
••••••-=••m•• •••1111•••••••••••••c:•1t•••••••••••••••--•••••••·••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••=••••1:s:: 

Section 237 <•> (2) (A) (i) qt th• X-igraticn and lfationa.lity Aot, •• -ended,· in that you have 
been convicited ot • crime invol•i.ng moral turpitude comdtt:ed within five year• art.er 
admi••ion for which a atmt.ence cf one yaar or longer may ba ~oaed. 

ee.otion 237 (a) (2) CA) (iii) ot. die Xmigr&t.ion and Nationality ~ct: (A.Ct), - -ended, ic. that, 
at. llilY t:f.Ja• aft•r a.dmiesian, you have been oonvioted of ui oggravated felony· as def::1.necl in 
••ct.ion 101 Cal ( 43) (9) of tha Act, an offena• relatillg to ob•t.ruction of justice, perjury or 
av.bornatioa of perjury, or brib.ry of a Yit.A•••, fer which tbe term of iapr:l.•omunt is 11.t l•••t one year, 

Sjgnarure I Title 

_ 3 __ of __ 3_ Pages 
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' U.S. Depa.rtlm-.t or Justice 

Immigration 111d Nab.nlimliou. Scrvic:c 
5 

Warrant of Removal/Decrtati~ 

File No: __lj 

To any officer of the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service: 

.. . ~ 

- - ------- - -""•-----=---:.-..--.--•----------{f\lD-afailcii) 

who cntmd)be_ United States at er near L 
. (Plgef~ 

on «about ~or..,.., 
is subject to ~vaVdcportation from the United States, based upon a final mler by: 

. 

D an immigratim judge in exclusion. deportation, or removal proceedings 

[8J a district director or a district director's designated official 

D the Board of Immigration Appeab 

D a United States District or Magistrate Court Judge 
--------- ------------·--------. 

aDI pursuant ta the following pmvisioos of the Immigration and Nationality Act 

Section 237(aX2XA)(iii)ofthe Immigration and Nationality Act 

.. 4 ,.._ - ' • \ • 

I, the undersigned officer of the United S~ by virtue of (he power and allthority vested in the 
Attorney General uooer the laws of the United States and by his er.ha: direction. cc:mmand ~ 
to take into custody and remove from the United States the above-named alien, pursuant to law. 
at the cxpcme of: 

1lIE APPROPRIATION, "SALARIES AND EXPENSES, U.S. IMMIGRATION AND 
NATURALIZATION SERVICE, 2009," INCLUDING TIIE EXPENSES OF AN 
ATTENDANT, IF NECESSARY. 

U.S. IMMIOIATION MO CUSTOMS BNFO.llCDENl' 
DBl'ENmN AND REK>V AL 0l'E1lA1l0NS 
1901 M!TRO DRIVB. surm lOO 
BLOOMINO'OON, MN 5st25 

£J.~,,. 
Scott R. Baniecke 

Field Office Directm-
(l)fe al INS aftieial) 

\ 
B1oo1 rJta 
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. -, 
U.S. Department al Jutb 

lmmipatim and Naturalization Service Warnia to Alien Ordered.Removed or De orted 

FileNo: _l/ 

~ --
Alien's full nam~. 

ID accmdaDcc widi the poviliom of sc:ction 212( •X9) or the lmnigntioo and Nalionality Act (Ac:0. JQ11 are prohibilcd Imm ndaing. 
attempting to eall:r, or being in the Unital States: · 

0 Fw a periodofS years from t:hcdali: of your ~hmthe Unib:d Stms bcca~you bave bcm tbund dc:pol1able under 
section 237 fl tht Act md ordered canovcd from the Unm:d S1llcs by an immigmionjudgc in pn:,a,cdinp uoder sec:tioo240 of 
the Act initiated ,.,an your arrin1 in the Uniled Stares• a reruming lawfid ~ residml 

D For a perilJd of 10 )QIS 6om lbc dalllc ar your dcpaltlw from~ Unilr:d States becawe "311 havc ~ bmd. 

0 deportlllble wda' sedioo 23 7 of the Ad aad mdimd fflDO\led from the United Slates by• immig,a:iou judF in pma,cdinp 
under ICCtioo 240 oflhc Act. 

D inadmimblc uodcrsixtioo 212 of the Actmd ordffld ~vcd &om the Uait.ed Statmby an immignlianjudge iD ~ 
under~ 240 ofdae Act initiated u a result of ,our having been pn:scnt in the Unill!ld Sims withom admm.ioa oc pan,le. 

D dcpor1able under ICdion 24 l of the Act 111111 mdm:d dcpar1td from the lJaicz,d Statl:s by an immigration judge in proo,edin&'J 
commmClld befon: April 1. 1997 under section 242 ar the Act. 

0 deponablc under section 23 7 of the Act and mdr:ral fflDO\led &om the· United 9alcS in IC.dllda..e with secum 238 ofthc Act 
by a judgie ar a United S1a1a district COUl1. or a magistrm of a United Stllb:s migisllu: court.. 

0 ·Fora.period ar 20 ycan fiom the date of your dtputmc 6om the· Uniled Staa::s becaue, aflm haVUllhml ~iausly emadcd. 
dcportfld, er .remolled from the Uaital States, yuo have been toad= 

D inadmird,Je undC!r sec:tioo 212 of the Act 111111 ordaed mmvcd from the Umled States by a iIDlmgrarion judge in proceedings 
under scctioo 240 oftbc Act. 

D dq,ottahle IIDder' secti.on237 of the Act and orw:ml~ from the Uaital Stalt:&by anianigrationjlidF ioprocc,ec:linp 
under ICdioo 240 of the Act. 

0 dcportablc under Sl:ICl:ioo 237 of the Act lllldmdcn:d ~ &om1he Uaiti:d Sum:1 in~ aoder section 238 of the 
' Act . . 

D dcportable UDdcr IICClion241 oftbe? Act and mdered depamd from the Uniti:d Stites by mjmmigrabOlljudF ioproceedinp 
com:ocnccd before April I, 1997 uudcr sectioo 242 of the Act 

D to have m:nlm!d the United Stn:s illegally 111111 have had the prior Older reinstated under section 241 (a)(S) al the Act. 

l'8J At any time became you bave been fuund imdnrim'ble or c:zcblable uudl:r section 212 of the Act. or dcpmtable under sec:tioo 241 
or 23 7 of the Act, and ordered depo.ud or remoYed from the United Sl:ae\ aod )'llU bave been convimd of a crime designated. as 
m aggravatal felony. 

After your removal bas been ctl'ected you must ~t and obcaiD pcnni.ssion ftoin the Artumey Ommll lo Rapply for admwioo IO the 
United Slalel duing the period indicated. You amt obtain suchpamwion before commcndDg your lnvel to the Uoill:d States. 
Application forms for requesting permission ID reapply for admission may be obwm:d by COOlaCting my Unillcd SQtcs Coosulaa: or office 
of the Immi tioo and Naturalization Service. Rem to the abcwe file oumbcr when r tin fonm or iDfonnation. 
Waramc: Title I United States Code, Section 1326 prcmdes fllat it ii a atme for an al.ieD wu Ila been remoffll frmn the 
United States to enh!r, attempt to eater, or be food in tile United Slates wilhout tbe Alt0111eJ Gacnl's apnss cement. Aay 
aUen who violates ddt tecti.oa of law ls subject to ..-ONCUliDn for• feJDny. Dcpendiq on tbedreUlllltaoecs ortbe removal, 
coa'ricti uld result fn • sente.ace ofim risoament for a ~riod of from 2 to 20 un and/.or • fine of to S2SO 000 . 

·- . . . ) 
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UNJ.:. ...D SUTES DEFARTMENT OF .:JUS . ..:E 
EXECU'?IVE OFEICE FOR DMIGRATION REV'l:EW 

onna: Oli' THE IMtaGRAT:!ON .JUDGE 
CHICAGO, ILLI:NOJ:S 

IN THE MA1'TER OF: 

AKA: r • 
Respondent 

) 

) 

) 

)

IN REMOVAL PROCEEDING� 
} FILE NO. J1J 

_______________ ) 

CRAIUmS: Section(s) 237 (a) (2) (A) (iii) and 237 (a) (2) (A) (il·) of 
the Immigration and Nat·ionality Act OAA Secti.;n..�1 �)ll-)@X.D 

RELIEF APPLI:CA!rION: None 

QN BEHALr or RESPONDENT: 

'Pro �· 
. . 

ON BEHALF OF - SERV.lCE/Dt-\S 

Assistant Distrtct Counsel

DECIS:!ON ANO ORDER OF THE IMMIGRM'ION JUDGE 

Pursuant to the Notice to. Appear issued on. 10/"JJ /2005, the 
respondent. is charged with· being removable as indicated above. 
The respondent has submitted a· statement wherein he/she· waives a

personal hearing before the Immigration Judge, - . and adroi ts the 
truthfulness ot the allegations and the charges contained in the 
Notice to  Appear. 'The respondent concedes . that he/she is .. 
ineligible for o� has made no application for·r�lief from removal
proceedings which would allow him/her to remain in· . the United 
States, but instead requests issuance of an order by this Court. 
for hi9/her removal to the country of MEXXCO. The Immigration and 
Naturalization Service concurs with the request. 

A stipulated order sh.all constitute a conclusive 
detennination of the alien's removabili ty from the United States,
Based upon th� respondent's admissions, the charges pf removal are 
sustained by evidence that is clear and convincing. Appeal has 
been ·waived by.· the parties. 

Accordingly, the following Order shail be entered 
ORDER: IT IS HE�EBY ORDERED that the respondent be R£MOVED from 
the United States to MEXICO on .the charges contained in 
the Notice to Appear. 

Date ( r�� Iigration Judge 

October 2020
National Immigrant Justice Center 
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Notice of Intent to.Issue a Final Administrative Removal Order 

In ,wnanl ~ under Mdlall Zll(b) of .. lmmlanlllon and N# .., Act 
rDI I. 
SYallt Br 

.File.Nwnbat.,, 

TelephOn« ('52) 153 -2550 

Plnuanl IDsectiDn 238(b) of the lnmgralal and Na&JnaBty Ad (Ad) • amended, 8 U.S.C. 122.S(b}, lfw Oepifl,elt dHamllitnd 
Secur1ty (Oepa,1ment) has defenrimd ttaa you arw amenable m »,64dta!Mt nllTIIMII pnJCNdlnga. The dlai11•.a11t.w. ls basaS on the 
following alegations: 

1. You 111'9 nal a dttE8l'I or NIIIDnal d the Unill!ld Statm. 

2. You ae anativeof••L- - ------- and a dlimnofl •• L_ _ _ _ _ _____ _ 
3. You ertt.nd the l:Jntlld states c.-xnear, •••• L ______ onoraboul ... _______ _ 

4. Al that time~ entllnld wu;11nt tMHctJ.aa 0:t hrol• 

5. You ae not lawful)o aitnllf9d for pa,,a .c raaidenca. 

6. You -e. on aNMded in the 

iD lf.U~. p 
lnvlolationof - atate 81:&t- 501.2:2314--Sabd.lri- 1 

ror~lchlhetwm dlmprtsonmer,rmpmed ....... -='-"X!¥~ ...... u11=:..oaa=:..=dll=-r ... ·--- - ------------· 

Chap: 
You are deportable in1ar section 237(a)(2)(A)(lil) of ttte Act. 8 u.s.c. 1227(a)(2)(A)(iii). • 81Ti61idad, bec:ause )OU haw been OOfMtll!d d 
an aggravated felony as dalined In sec1lon 101(a)(43)( F ) of lie Act. a u.s.c. 1101Ca>f43X F ). 

Based ll)Oflsea!Ort 238(1,) of ltleAd, 8 U.S.C. 1228(b), the~ illse,w,g .,n )'OU ll1's NOT1C£ OF INTENT TO ISSUE A FINAL 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMOVAL ORDER ("Nolk:8 of lntanr") wilhollt a ........ bemra an fnwnlgC3liDn Judga. 

Your_. and Raeponalllh: 
You may be reci,wntad (at no upellS8 fO the United Slates (14Mrm'Mlt) byoounsel, aulhortmdlD fndfce In this pmmedll~ I )'OU 
wish legal adVice lind cannot alford ft, )OIi may airllac:l legal aKfttd 6'om 1'19 lst d awilalile "- legal ssvio!l8 puwMd tD you. 

You must Al5pOltd to the above ctia,gea In wrfdng ID the Department addrass J)rO\llded on the other side of this form wfthln 10 CN1dar 
days cf seMCe of this nollm (or 13 calendar days .. seirvlce ii bf nil). TM Dacw ,...,.t IIU9t RECEIVE your ,.....,. ... wllllln lhat 
tin!• perlod. 

In yot.-~e yc,u may: requesl,, b good cause.· an e->dansion of lime; raid the ctwges statllld above (with supJICring l!Wldenca); 
request anoppommlty m f9Vit!IW the gc,.,efT'f11811l'ls ~ice:~~ ~ the COWllry ID which yoi, choose to be ""1lCMld 
In the evenl that a ftnal onfer of Alrl'IOVIII is Issued (Which~ the ~ wll hOnor cd:/ lo the axlant PIIJlliled lnier section 
241of lhe Ad. 8 u.s.c. 1231); and/or, if you fear parseallbl in any spedk; aucy or countries on acnn of ,aca, n,figion, nationally, 
meffQ!l"Stip In a pa,tfaa social group. or pcllical opinion or. if you,-. tar1\n In any speofie OOCJl1lry or cnnrias. you nay niquat 
wilhholdlnt, d n,movat under sodlon 241(b)(3) of lhe Act. 8 U.S.C. 1231 (bJ(3). orwilh.'loldlngldefMal d ranowl lalder" the Convenlon 
Against Tomn and Olhllr Cruet lnhUman. or~ Treaament or Punlsfl'l1eflt (C<lfMnlon AQalSt Torti.ft). A urait ol Wihholdlng or 
defanal of ramowl would p,ulltil your reun ID a counlry or auicries whete)'OU MIIAd be pem,cuted or tatured, but would not pnwenl 
yol.l' removal ID a lllfe t'*d Clllnl'Y, 

You have the rfGht ID remain In the Lnted Stales for 14 c:aien. days $0 lhat you may lie a petilfon re, ravlew of lhis order ID the 
appropriate U.S. CltNt COt.lt d Appeals as pn:NlcJed for in •cllon 242 of the Ad. 8 US.C. 1252. You may waive )GU'. r1ght lo f1lffllln In 
lt\e United States for ltlls 14-daypel10d. I' )QJ dO ~ Ille a peiloll for feYiN' witlir'I lhis 1~ay period, )IOt.l WII stl be allowed to file a 
petition fnlm outside d lhe United Sta18S so tong as lhat pdlof) iS filed wilh lhe appn:,prialll U.S. Cin:uit Cowt of Appeals wllf*l 30 
calendar days c:l the dale d you;ta' order of removal 

DAIUla.L tllOCllDII - I.DCIO 'Cr_ ~ al~OQ, -

t!lbiaii-iiii..-~a... -rti,.,im==s.~a:s.,_::---_..--.-,--·---- <Da-ni.,=...-----

· Fenn MJS+(Rav. o&'01I07) 

National Immigrant Justice Center 
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� 
Certificate of Servk:e

I served this Notlca of Intent. I have determined that the penion served with this document Is the Individual named on the other
side��
JIii CJIBIJNQ - J:maigraticm. lbU!orceaanl: Jlgant ID P•r•ai 

,....,..1ure- nuo of�> (lAIUI and -cf Sena)
·--·-

Ill I explained and/or served this Notice of Intent to the alien in the. BDg1hb. language.

(Norneollnl�) (SlsJ,lued�) 

LocaUon/Emolover: Bloom:1.Jlgton, 11N
I Acknowledge that I Have Racelved this Notice of Infant to Issue a Final AdmlnlstratMt Removal Order.

(Sipiln d ,_,,.,,_, (Olle-T.,.) 

� The alien refused to acknowledge receipt of this document.

� � "XE!\-
,.__..D- litlllof........., (ti.iil-'l),.f 

a I Wish to Contest and/or to Request Wlthholdlng of Removal

a I contest my depo,tability because: (Attach any supporling documentation)

a I am a citizen or national of the United states.
I am a lawful permanent resident of the United States.

a I was not mnvicted of the aiminal offense described in allegation number 6 above. . 

a I am attaching documents in support of my rebuttal and request for� review.

a I request withholding or deferral of removal to [Name of Country or Countries):

a Under section 241 (b)(J) of the Act. B U.S.C. 1231 (b)(3), because I fear persecution on account of my race, religion, nationality,
membership In a particular social group, or polilical opinion in that country or those oountrles. 

a Under the Convention Against Torture, because I fear torture In that country or those oountries.

\� al Reopanllilnl) (l'IWed-d� (Dale...., Tlme, 

a I Do Not Wish to Contest and/or to Request Withholding of Removal

a I admit the allegations and charge in this Notice of Intent.· 1 adintt that I am deportable and acknowledge that I am not eliglble for any 
form of relief from ·removal. I waive my right to rebut and contest the above charges. I do not wish to request withholding or deferral of
removal. I wish to be removed to 

a I understand that I have the right to remain in the United Slates for 14 calendar days in onfer lo apply for judicial review. I do not wish
this opportunity. I waive thls right 

(Slgnawreal �) � Narmd"8opondenl) (.Oale.., ,.,.., 

(S9,ave .. WilneSS) (Printed-�-) (!)ala -Tine) 

RETIJRN THIS FORM TO:
Department Of Homeland Security

US rCB 

:Z90l Metro Dr. Su1t• 100 

B1ooa1ngtaa, - 55•:is 

ATTENTION:
The Department office at the above addnlss must� response within 10 
calendar dap from the dale of service of this Notice of Intent (13 calendar days If service Is
bymaU). 

Form 1-851 (Rev. 08/01/07) 

·-

October 2020
National Immigrant Justice Center 
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J 
Flnal Administrative Removal Order 

- bllllf: bY 

Pill _ ---

AlaNurmer 
Date 

Address· ta! I icmvnoa UD umhl, 2'H -- 11111ft, •n• 1N • .. WiClii. an"lmt ftUa UU'II 

~. S11991. a,. siiiie .. ziP ciiiii1 

_ TeleptJone: (»2>1s1-2sso 
(Al'9a coa. iiici Piii:ni Niiri&'j 

.ORDER 

- ·--- ---

Based upon the allegations set fof1h In the Nctice d Intent ID Issue a Anal Amlnis1radwe Removal Order and 
evidence corained iri the administrative ra:ad, I, the~ Deciding Offic8r of the Department of 
Homeland Securly, maka the folowing findings d fact and c.oncfUsk>ns of law. I find that you are not a citizen or 
national of the lJnlecf States and !hat you are not lawfully admitted for pennanent residence. I further find that 
you have a final c:omric;tiol1 for an~ felony• defined in section 101 (aX43)( f ) of the lnvnlgratlon and 
Nationally Act (Act) as amended, 8 U.S.C. 1101 (a)(43)( f ), and an, inallgible for any relief from removal that lhe 
Secretary of Homeland Securi1y, may grant In an 8lC8fcise of dl9aetioo. I fUfther fh:t that the administrative · 
record established by clear, convincing, and unequivocal evide11ce lhal you are deportable as an alien convicted 
of an aggravated felony pursuant to section 237(a)(2)(A)(li) of the Act, 8 U.S. C. 1227(a)(2)(A)(III). By the power 
and aulhority vested In the Seaetary of Homeland Seady, and In me as Iha Secretary's delegate under the laws 
of the Uniled States, I find you da1)0ftabta as dlarged and order thal you be removed from the United States to: 

or to any altemate counby presatbed in section 241 of the Ad. 

nnuJ UJU:P 

- - ,LVrxr,:~,,,. M/V 7 fthaWCWWW1 ' 

. Cefttficate of Service 

I served this FINAL AOMINISTRA TIVE REMOVAL ORDER upon Iha above named individual. 

JIii CBBONG 
Imigratioa. 1:Df95Ewa.t. ~t 

Forml-851A (Rev. 08/01/07) 
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r ·. ·. -·· ,_ . 

Notice of Intent/Decision to Reinstate Prior Order 

flJI • 

Name:

FlleNo.o!tl 
hat Heu 
DIID: 

ln 8'COl'dance wlda sedicm 241 (•XS) of lbe lumligntio1und N11loDllity Act (Act) IDd I Cflll4 l:I, you are btRby notified UW die 
SecR1ar)' ofHomelaad S~ty izlwidl to niDswe 1be order of a_...a1 entaed 1phut you. 11w inta:it 

. • ~,---, ...... > . - -·- . 
is bued oD Ille following dctam.inllioas: 

VAU are an 1lim subject to a prier order of depcxtmm / uclusioD / removal en=ed oa -.U-, 

· l. You have been idenafied as an alien who~ 

(DIii) 

ii ~ removed OD a ._ pmsuaat to~ order of ~porteioa. I udl&Sion / n:moval. 
• (1)114) 

D depane.d volmnarify OD ~-------purllmll to Ill order o.f dq,artldoD / cxclusfco / removal cm or 
(DD) 

~ the_ data OD which ncb onkr took~ (Le .. wbosel!-depatred). 

3. You fileplly reentlnd the~ Sma OD er about ___ ~/~/ ____ at er li~ar-~-----------
(Om) 

JD accordance with Section 24J(aX5) oftbe k;t. you~ nmO\llble um &Jim who has illegally reenlatd tbe United States after 
having hem pRViously ranoved at d,plr1£d valum.irily while imlkr .ID onler o! adusica. clq,ottatim or: removal ml are lbercfbns 
S\lbjcct to ran oval by_.~ of \he prior order. You may coate.st this detaminatioa by makmg a wriueo or cral st.a1c:ment to 

·1111 imln1p,ltiori officer •. You do not haYe a right to abe~ befocem:a -imuiigrationjudge. · . . . . 
'!1ll. jo&IJ tlr.aJ formed llidtUiJ of tl,iJ detmnlnatiDn. and /}uu:z,istou:e· of a 
d,temiinatian. wen t:0J11nulnicalul lo /he al.iC!1 in the ~ I:"' 1./$ 

:ght to mah a wri.llol or oml"statem.tmt c:onlestint tlti3 
1«: lanpazc. . 

---·· <l-lL. . ' 
• (Sl........., ofoUica) 

.Deportatioa Otlicer-

;a;:a:a; 

Decision, Order, and Officer's {;ertifit:'tion 

Havmg reviewed all available mdence. the admiuislntive fiie aad any ~eats ma er submiUl.d ill sebuttal, I ha~e detennmed 
that die abovHWDC4 alien iuubject to n:maval throup reinst11mimt of the prior ontu. · . dance with sectioa 24 l{aXS} ·of 
the.Act. · 

n---1 

(Ti!I.J . 

National Immigrant Justice Center 
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May 6, 2012 

National Record Center (NRC) 
FOIA/PA Office 
P. 0. Box 648010
Lee's Summit, MO 64064-8010

RE: CLIENT NAME, A-NUMBER 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST: 
"NOTICE TO APPEAR" THIRD PROCESSING TRACK; PLEASE EXPEDITE 

Dear FOIA Officer: 

This is a request pursuant to the Freedom oflnformation Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC Section 552, et

seq. I am writing to request all written materials pertaining to Mr. CLIENT's immigration file 
the special FOIA Processing Track for individuals appearing before an Immigration Judge. 
Enclosed please find completed Form G-639. Please also find enclosed a copy of Mr. CLIENT's 
Notice to Appear and a copy of his hearing notice for his April 4, 2012 individual hearing. 

USCIS has established a third processing track, the "Notice to Appear" track, which will allow 
for accelerated access to the A-File for those individuals who have been served with a charging 
document and have been scheduled for a hearing before an immigration judge as a result. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this request. 

Sincerely, 

/ enclosures 

Heartland Alliance for Human Needs & Human Rights I National Immigrant Justice Center 
208 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 1818, Chicago, lllinois 60604 I ph: 312-660-1370 I fax: 312-660-1505 I www.immigrantjustice.org 

October 2020
National Immigrant Justice Center 
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Instructions for 
Freedom of Information/Privacy Act Request 

Department of Homeland Security 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Se1vices 

I What ls the Purpose of Form G-639? 

USCIS 
Form G-639 

0MB No. 1615-0102 
Expires 06/30/2022 

Use Form G-639 to obtain access to U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Se1vices (Users) records as allowed by the 
Freedom ofinfonnationAct (FOIA) at 5 U.S.C. 552 and the Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) at 5 U.S.C. 552a. 

With ce11ain exceptions, FOIA provides access to Federal agency records. PA allows U.S. citizens or lawful permanent 
residents to: 

1. Request access to information pertaining to themselves in Federal agency records; and 

2. Correct or amend their records. 

PA also prohibits disclosure of any person's records without his or her written consent, except under certain circumstances 
as presc1ibed by PA 

I When May I Use Form G-639? 

You may use Fann G-639 to obtain access to users records. You may also use this request to allow to another individual 
to access users records pertaining to you. 

Do not use Form G--639 for the following requests. 

1. Status Inquil-es. Contact the users office where the application or petition was filed or visit 
https://egov.uscis.gov to check your case status online. You may also reach out to the users Contact Center at 
www.uscis.gov/contactcenter for help. The users Contact Center provides infmmation in English and Spanish. 
For TTY (deaf or hard of hearing) call: 1-800-767-1833. 

2. Consular Notification of a Visa Petition Approval. Use Fann r-824, Application for Action on an Approved 
Application or Petition, to request consular notification of visa petition approval. 

3. Return of Original Documents. Use Fmm G-884, Request for the Return of 01iginal Documents, to request the 
return of original documents. 

4. Naturalization Records Before September 27, 1906. Contact the clerk of comt where the naturalization occuned to 
request naturalization records before September 27, 1906. 

5. USCIS Manifest Arrivals Before December 1982. Contact the National Archives at 
https://www.archives.gov/contact to request information on users manifest arrivals before December 1982. 

6. Proof of Status for Non-Immigration Benefits. Contact the Federal agency responsible for the benefit (for example, 
Social SecUiity benefit, Selective Service requirement) to obtain proof of status. 

NOTE: Form G-639 is not required to make a FOIA/PA request. However, you must make all FOIAIPA requests 
in writing and in accordance with the applicable statutory and regulatory requirements under the FOIA and PA For 
information about filing an electronic FOIA/PA request, please visit the users FOIA website at www.uscis.gov/foia. 

I General Instructions 

USCIS provides forms free of charge through the users website. To view, print, or fill out our forms, you should use the 
latest version of Adobe Reader, which you can download for free at http://get.adobe.com/reader/. If you do not have 
internet access, you may call the users National Customer Service Center at 1-800-375-5283 and asked that we mail a 
form to you. For TTY (deaf or hard of hearing) call: 1-800-767-1833. 

Fo1m G-639 li)structions 06/20/19 
October 2020 

National Immigrant Jwtice Center 
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Form G-639 Instructions   06/20/19    Page 2 of 7

How To Fill Out Form G-639

1. Type or print legibly in black ink.

2. If you need extra space to complete any item within this request, use the space provided in Part 6. Additional 
Information or attach a separate sheet of paper.  Type or print the Subject of Record’s name and Alien Registration 
Number (A-Number) (if any) at the top of each sheet; indicate the Page Number, Part Number, and Item Number 
to which your answer refers; and sign and date each sheet.

3. Answer all questions fully and accurately.  If a question does not apply to you (for example, if you have never been 
married and the question asks, “Provide the name of your current spouse”), type or print “N/A” unless otherwise 
directed.  If your answer to a question which requires a numeric response is zero or none (for example, “How many 
children do you have” or “How many times have you departed the United States”), type or print “None” unless 
otherwise directed.

Specific Instructions

Form G-639 is divided into six parts.  The following information will help you complete the request.

Providing the information requested on Form G-639 is voluntary.  However, failure to provide complete and specific 
information may delay processing of your request or create an inability for USCIS to locate the records or information 
requested.

Part 1.  Type of Request

Item Numbers 1.a. - 1.b.  Select only one box in Part 1. that describes the type of records you are requesting.

NOTE:  If you are filing this request on behalf of another individual, select the response as it would apply to that 
individual.

Part 2.  Requestor Information

Item Number 1.  Indicate whether you are the Subject of Record.  If you answer “No,” indicating you are requesting 
access to another individual’s records, complete Part 2.  If you answer “Yes,” indicating you are requesting access to your 
own records, skip Part 2. and proceed to Part 3. Description of Records Requested.

Item Numbers 2.a. - 3.c.  Representative Role to the Subject of Record.  Select the appropriate box to indicate your 
representative role to the Subject of the Record:

1. An attorney eligible to practice law in, and a member of good standing of, the bar of the highest courts of a state, 
possession, territory, commonwealth, or District of Columbia;

2. An accredited representative of a qualified religious, charitable, social service, or similar organization established in 
the United States, so recognized by the Department of Justice, Board of Immigration Appeals, in accordance with  
8 CFR 292.2.; or

3. A family member or caretaker.

Proof of Parentage.  If a parent is filing on behalf of a minor child, then he or she must submit proof of parentage.  
Proof of parentage may be in the form of a birth certificate, adoption decree, or similar document naming the requester 
as the legal parent.  If a guardian is filing on behalf of his or her ward, he or she must submit proof of guardianship.  
The signature of the parent/guardian must be notarized or signed under penalty of perjury (6 CFR section 5.21(e)).  
Proof of parentage may be submitted under Part 6. Additional Information.

Select the appropriate box to provide further information regarding your representative role to the subject of the 
record.

Item Numbers 4.a. - 4.c.  Requestor’s Full Name.  Provide your full legal name in the spaces provided.
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Item Numbers 5.a. - 5.i.  Requestor’s Mailing Address.  List your complete mailing address in the spaces provided.  
You may list a valid residence, APO, “In Care Of Name,” or commercial address in the United States.  You may list a Post 
Office address (PO Box) if that is how you receive your mail.  If your mail is sent to someone other than yourself, include 
an “In Care Of Name” as part of your mailing address.  If your mailing address is in a U.S. territory and it contains an 
urbanization name, list the urbanization name in the “In Care Of Name” space provided.

Item Numbers 6. - 8.  Requestor’s Contact Information.  Provide your daytime telephone number, mobile telephone 
number (if any), and email address (if any).

Item Numbers 9.a. - 9.b.  Requestor’s Certification.  Sign and date the request.  A stamped or typewritten name in place 
of a signature is not acceptable.

Part 3.  Description of Records Requested

You are not required to respond to every item in Part 3.  However, failure to provide complete and specific information 
may delay processing of your request or prevent USCIS from locating the records or information requested.

Item Number 1.  Purpose.  State the purpose of your request.  This optional information, if provided, may assist USCIS 
in locating the records you seek.

Item Numbers 2.a. - 2.c.  Full Name of the Subject of Record.  Provide the full legal name of the Subject of Record in 
the spaces provided.

Item Numbers 3.a. - 4.c.  Other Names Used by the Subject of Record.  Provide other names the Subject of Record has 
used since birth, including any nicknames, aliases, and maiden name (if applicable).  If you need extra space to complete 
this section, use the space provided in Part 6. Additional Information.

Item Numbers 5.a. - 5.c.  Full Name of the Subject of Record at Time of Entry into the United States.  If his or her 
name has changed since he or she entered the United States, provide the full name he or she used at the time of entry into 
the United States.

Item Numbers 6.a. - 6.b.  Form I-94, Arrival-Departure Record.  If U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) or 
USCIS issued him or her a Form I-94, Arrival-Departure Record, provide his or her Form I-94 number and date that his or 
her authorized period of stay expires or expired (as shown on your Form I-94).  The Form I-94 number also is known as 
the Departure Number on some versions of Form I-94.

NOTE:  If he or she was admitted to the United States by CBP at an airport or seaport after April 30, 2013, CBP may have 
issued him or her an electronic Form I-94 instead of a paper Form I-94.  You may visit the CBP website at  
www.cbp.gov/i94 to obtain a paper version of an electronic Form I-94.  CBP does not charge a fee for this service.  Some 
travelers admitted to the United States at a land border, airport, or seaport after April 30, 2013, with a passport or travel 
document, who were issued a paper Form I-94 by CBP, may also be able to obtain a replacement Form I-94 from the CBP 
website without charge.  If you cannot obtain his or her Form I-94 from the CBP website, you may obtain it by filing Form 
I-102, Application for Replacement/Initial Nonimmigrant Arrival-Departure Record, with USCIS.  USCIS does charge a 
fee for this service.  See the USCIS website at www.uscis.gov/I-102 for more information.

Passport and Travel Document Numbers.  If he or she used a passport or travel document to travel to the United States, 
enter either the passport or travel document information in the appropriate space on the request, even if the passport or 
travel document is currently expired.

Item Number 7.  Alien Registration Number (A-Number) (if any).  An Alien Registration Number, otherwise known as 
an “A-Number,” is typically issued to persons who apply for, or are granted, certain immigration benefits.  In addition to 
USCIS, CBP, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR), and 
the U.S. Department of State (DOS) may also issue an A-Number to certain aliens.  If he or she was issued an A-Number, 
type or print it in the spaces provided.  If he or she does not have an A-Number, or if he or she does not remember it, leave 
this space blank.
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Item Number 8.  USCIS Online Account Number (if any).  If he or she has previously filed an application or petition 
using the USCIS online filing system (previously called USCIS Electronic Immigration System (USCIS ELIS)), provide 
the USCIS Online Account Number he or she was issued by the system.  He or she can find his or her USCIS Online 
Account Number by logging in to his or her account and going to the profile page.  If he or she previously filed certain 
applications or petitions on a paper form through a USCIS Lockbox facility, he or she may have received a USCIS Online 
Account Access Notice issuing him or her a USCIS Online Account Number.  He or she may find his or her USCIS Online 
Account Number at the top of the notice.  The USCIS Online Account Number is not the same as an A-Number.  If he or 
she was issued a USCIS Online Account Number, enter it in the space provided.

Item Number 9.  Application or Petition Receipt Number.  Provide the USCIS receipt number that corresponds to any 
application or petition he or she previously filed with USCIS.

Item Numbers 10.a. - 13.  Information About Family Members that May Appear on Requested Records.  Provide 
the family member’s full name and his or her relationship to the Subject of Record for any individual that may appear on 
the requested records (for example, a spouse or children).  If you need extra space to complete this section, use the space 
provided in Part 6. Additional Information.

Item Numbers 14.a. - 15.d.  Parents’ Names for the Subject of Record.  Provide the full names of his or her father and 
mother in the spaces provided.  If applicable, include his or her mother’s maiden name.

Item Number 16.  Describe the records you are seeking.  If you need additional space, use the space provided in Part 6. 
Additional Information.

Part 4.  Verification of Identity and Subject of Record Consent

If you are the Subject of Record and requesting records about yourself, you must verify your identity by providing the 
information requested in addition to Item Numbers 1.a. - 4.i.  You must also sign your request and have your signature 
notarized OR submitted under penalty of perjury in Item Number 8.a. or 8.b.

If you are NOT the Subject of Record but are requesting records on behalf of that individual, you must still provide a 
statement from the individual verifying his or her identity and certifying the individual’s agreement that USCIS may 
release his or her records to you.  Again, you may fulfill these requirements by completing Item Numbers 1.a. - 4.i. and 
having the individual complete Item Numbers 8.a. or 8.b.

If the Subject of Record is deceased, select Item Number 8.c. and attach appropriate proof of death, such as an obituary 
or a death certificate with your request.

NOTE:  If your request is NOT on behalf of the individual whose records you seek, you may use the space provided 
in Part 6. Additional Information to provide additional information you want USCIS to consider in processing your 
request.  You should also attach any documentation in support of your request.  For example, if you believe disclosure 
of the Subject of Record’s information would further a public interest recognizable under FOIA, you may use Part 6. to 
explain the public interest and attach any documentation in support of your position.

Item Numbers 1.a. - 1.c.  Full Name of the Subject of Record.  Provide the full legal name of the Subject of Record in 
the spaces provided.  If you are completing this request using a computer, this information will automatically appear based 
on your responses in Part 3., Item Numbers 2.a. - 2.c.

Item Number 2.  Date of Birth.  Provide the date of birth (mm/dd/yyyy) of the subject of record.

Item Number 3.  Country of Birth.  Provide the country of birth of the subject of record.

Item Numbers 4.a. - 4.i.  Mailing Address for the Subject of Record.  Provide the current address of the Subject of 
Record in the spaces provided.  You may list a valid residence, APO, “In Care Of Name,” or commercial address in the 
U.S.  You may list a Post Office address (PO Box) if that is how the Subject of Record receives mail.  If the mail is sent 
to someone other than the Subject of Record, include an “In Care Of Name” as part of the mailing address.  If the mailing 
address is in a U.S. territory and it contains an urbanization name, list the urbanization name in the “In Care Of Name” 
space provided.
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Item Numbers 5. - 7.  Contact Information for the Subject of Record.  Provide the daytime telephone number, mobile 
telephone number (if any), and email address (if any) for the Subject of Record.  Providing this information is optional.

Item Numbers 8.a. - 8.c.  Signature and Notarized Affidavit or Declaration of the Subject of Record.  Select only 
one box.  The Subject of Record MUST provide a signature in Item Number 6.a. OR Item Number 6.b., regardless if 
you submit this request for yourself or on behalf of another individual.  If the Subject of Record is deceased, select Item 
Number 6.c. and attach proof of death.

NOTE:  Appropriate consent from the Subject of Record is established by submitting Form G-639 with required 
information and signatures or an authorizing letter with verification of identity for the Subject of Record.  You may also 
use U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Form 361, Certification of Identity, to verify identity for the Subject of Record.  
Form DOJ-361 is available at www.justice.gov/oip/forms/cert ind.pdf.  If you are a parent or legal guardian submitting 
Form G-639 on behalf of a child or other individual, you must also establish your own identity as the child’s or other 
individual’s parent or legal guardian.

Part 5.  Processing Information

Item Number 1.  Select the box next to any of the circumstances that apply to your request.  USCIS may consider your 
request for expedited processing if any of these circumstances apply.

Item Number 2.  If you have a pending Immigration Court hearing, submit a copy of one of the following documents 
with your Form G-639:  I-862, Notice to Appear; Form I-122, Order to Show Cause; Form I-863, Note of Referral to 
Immigration Judge, or a written notice of continuation of a future scheduled hearing before the immigration judge.

Part 6.  Additional Information

Item Numbers 1.a. - 7.d.  If you need extra space to provide any additional information within this request, use the space 
provided in Part 6. Additional Information.  If you need more space than what is provided in Part 6., you may make 
copies of Part 6. to complete and file with your request, or attach a separate sheet of paper.  Type or print the Subject 
of Record’s name and A-Number (if any) at the top of each sheet; indicate the Page Number, Part Number, and Item 
Number to which your answer refers; and sign and date each sheet.

We recommend that you print or save a copy of your completed request to review in the future and for 
your records.

What Is the Filing Fee?

There is no filing fee for Form G-639.

Processing Fees

Please do not send any fees payment at the time of your request.  After receiving your FOIA request, USCIS will contact 
you if any fees are required.

Except for commercial requestors, the first 100 pages of reproduction and the first two hours of search time are provided 
without charge.  Thereafter, requests processed under FOIA/PA may incur fees of 10 cents per page for duplication.  Other 
costs for searches and duplication are charged at the actual direct cost.

Fees are charged if the combined costs for searches, duplication, and/or review is more than $14, and by submitting Form 
G-639, you as the requestor agree to pay for fees up to $25.  If total anticipated fees are more than $250, or you have 
failed to pay for fees in the past, USCIS may request an advance deposit.  Also, USCIS will not process any Form G-639 
until the requestor pays all unpaid fees from any of their prior requests. 

NOTE:  The processing fees are not refundable, regardless of any action USCIS takes on this request.  DO NOT MAIL 
CASH.  You must submit all fees in the exact amounts.
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Payments by Check or Money Order

Use the following guidelines when you prepare your check or money order for the Form G-639 processing fees:

1. The check or money order must be drawn on a bank or other financial institution located in the United States and must
be payable in U.S. currency; and

2. Make the check or money order payable to Treasury of the United States.

Notice to Those Paying by Check.  If you send USCIS a check, we will convert it into an electronic funds transfer (EFT).  
This means we will copy your check and use the account information on it to electronically debit your account for the 
amount of the check.  The debit from your account will usually take 24 hours and your bank will show it on your regular 
account statement.

You will not receive your original check back.  We will destroy your original check, but will keep a copy of it.  If USCIS 
cannot process the EFT for technical reasons, you authorize us to process the copy in place of your original check.  If 
your check is returned as unpayable, we will re-submit the payment to the financial institution one time.  If the check is 
returned as unpayable a second time, we will reject your Form G-639 and charge you a returned check fee.

Where To File?

Please see our website at www.uscis.gov/G-639 or visit the USCIS Contact Center at www.uscis.gov/contactcenter for 
the most current information about where to file this request.  The USCIS Contact Center provides information in English 
and Spanish.  For TTY (deaf or hard of hearing) call:  1-800-767-1833.

Processing Information

Requests for More Information.  We may request that you provide more information or evidence to support your 
request. 

Decision.  The decision on Form G-639 involves a determination of whether you have provided the information required 
for USCIS to process your records access request.  USCIS will notify you of the decision in writing.

USCIS Forms and Information

You can get USCIS forms and immigration-related information on the USCIS Internet website at www.uscis.gov.  You 
may order USCIS forms by calling the USCIS Contact Center at 1-800-375-5283.  The USCIS Contact Center provides 
information in English and Spanish.  For TTY (deaf or hard of hearing) call:  1-800-767-1833

DHS Privacy Notice

AUTHORITIES:  The information requested on this form, and the associated evidence, is collected under the Freedom 
of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. Section 552, and the Privacy Act of 1974 (PA), 5 U.S.C. Section 552a, together with 
the Department of Homeland Security implementing regulations found in volume 6 of the Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR).

PURPOSE:  The primary purpose for providing the requested information on this form is to request access to information 
under the FOIA and/or PA.  DHS uses the information you provide to grant or deny the information request you are 
seeking. 
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DISCLOSURE:  The information you provide is voluntary.  However, failure to provide the requested information, and 
any requested evidence, may delay access to information or result in denial of your information request.

ROUTINE USES:  DHS may share the information you provide on this form and any additional requested evidence with 
other Federal, state, local, and foreign government agencies and authorized organizations.  DHS follows approved routine 
uses described in the associated published system of records notices [DHS/ALL-001 DHS FOIA and Privacy Act Record 
System and DHS/ALL-037 E-Authentication Records System of Records] and the published privacy impact assessments 
[DHS/USCIS/PIA-077 FOIA Immigration Records System (FIRST) and DHS/ALL/PIA-038 FOIA/PA Information 
Processing System], which you can find at www.dhs.gov/privacy.  DHS may also share this information, as appropriate, 
for law enforcement purposes or in the interest of national security.

Paperwork Reduction Act

An agency may not conduct or sponsor an information collection, and a person is not required to respond to a collection 
of information, unless it displays a currently valid Office of Management and Budget (OMB) control number.  The 
public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated at 40 minutes per response, including the time 
for reviewing instructions, gathering the required documentation and information, completing the request, preparing 
statements, attaching necessary documentation, and submitting the request.  Send comments regarding this burden 
estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to:  U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration Services, Regulatory Coordination Division, Office of Policy and Strategy, 20 Massachusetts 
Ave NW, Washington, DC 20529-2140; OMB No. 1615-0102.  Do not mail your completed Form G-639 to this 
address.
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Freedom of Information/Privacy Act Request 

Department of Homeland Security 

USCIS 
Form G-639 

0MB o. 1615-0102 
Expires 06/30/2022 U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Se1vices 

NOTE: Use of this form is optional. USCIS accepts any 
written request, regardless of format, provided that the request 
complies with the applicable requirements under the FOIA and 
the Privacy Act. However, using this form can help ensure we 
have the appropriate infmmation to handle your request. 

~ START HERE-Type or print in black ink. 

!Part 1. Type of Request 

Select only one box. 

NOTE: If you are filing this request on behalf of another 
individual, respond as it would apply to that individual. 

1.a. D Freedom oflnfmmation Act (FOIA)!Privacy Act (PA) 

1.b. D Amendment of Record (PA only) 

I Part 2. Requestor Information 

1. Are you the Subject of Record for this request? 

0 Yes 0 No 

If you answered "Yes" to Item Numbe1· 1., skip to Pa113. If 
you answered "No" to Item Numbe1· 1., provide the information 
requested in Part 2., Item Numbers 2.a. - 3.c. 

Representative Role to the S11bject of Record 

Select your representative role to the Subject of the Record. 

2.a. D An Attorney 

2.b. D An Accredited Representative of a Qualified 
Organization 

2.c. D A Family Member 

Select the appropriate box to provide farther infonnatiou 
regarding your representative role to the Subject of the Record. 

3.a. D I am requesting infonnation on behalf of my child or 
a minor I have guardianship over. 

3.b. D I am requesting infonnation on behalf of someone 
who is deceased. 

3.c. D I am requesting infonnation on behalf of someone for 
whom I have power of attorney. 

Requestor's Full Name 

4.a. Family Name 
(Last Name) 

4.b. Given Name 
(First Name) 

4.c. Middle Name 

Requestor's Mailing Address 

5.a. In Care Of Name (if any) 

5.b. Street Number 
and Name 

5.c. 0 Apt. D Ste. D Flr. 

5.d. City or Town 

5.e. State I EJI 5 f. ZIP Code 

5.g. Province 

5.h. Postal Code 

5.i. Cow1try 

Requestor's Contact Information 

(USPS ZIP Code Lookup} 

6. Requestor's Daytin1e Telephone Number 

7. Requestor's Mobile Telephone Nwnber (if any) 

8. Requestor's Email Address (if any) 

Requestor's Certification 

By my signatme, I consent to pay all costs inctuTed for search, 
duplication, and review of documents up to $25 . (See the What 
Is the Filing Fee section in the Fmm G-639 Instmctions for 
more infom1ation.) 

9.a. Requestor's Signature .. 
9.b. Date of Signature (llllllldd/yyyy) 

Fonn G-639 06/20/19 
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Part 3.  Description of Records Requested

While you are not required to respond to every Item Number in 
Part 3., failure to provide complete and specific information may 
delay processing of your request or prevent U.S. Citizenship and 
Immigration Services (USCIS) from locating the records or 
information requested.

1. State the purpose of your request.

NOTE:  This field is optional.  However, providing this
information may assist USCIS in locating the records and
information needed to respond to your request.

Full Name of the Subject of Record

2.b.

2.c.

2.a. Family Name
(Last Name) 
Given Name 
(First Name) 

Middle Name

Other Names Used by the Subject of Record (if any) 

Full Name of the Subject of Record at Time of 
Entry into the United States

Provide all other names the Subject of Record has ever used, 
including aliases, maiden name, and nicknames.  If you need 
extra space to complete this section, use the space provided in 
Part 6. Additional Information.

Middle Name

Given Name 
(First Name) 

Family Name 
(Last Name) 

4.a.

4.c.

4.b.

3.b.

3.c.

3.a. Family Name
(Last Name) 
Given Name 
(First Name) 

Middle Name

Middle Name

Given Name 
(First Name) 

Family Name 
(Last Name) 

5.a.

5.c.

5.b.

Other Information About the Subject of Record

►

►

6.a. Form I-94 Arrival-Departure Record Number

Passport or Travel Document Number

7. Alien Registration Number (A-Number) (if any)

9. Application or Petition Receipt Number

A-

6.b.

►

Information About Family Members that May 
Appear on Requested Records
For example, provide the requested information about a spouse 
or children.  If you need extra space to complete this section, 
use the space provided in Part 6. Additional Information.

Family Member 1

10.b. 

10.c.

10.a. Family Name
(Last Name) 
Given Name 
(First Name) 

Middle Name

Relationship11.

8.
►

USCIS Online Account Number (if any)

13. Relationship

Parents' Names for the Subject of Record

Father

14.b. 

14.c.

14.a. Family Name
(Last Name) 
Given Name 
(First Name) 

Middle Name

Middle Name

Given Name 
(First Name) 

Family Name 
(Last Name) 

12.a.

12.c.

12.b. 

Family Member 2
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Part 3. Description of Records Requested 
( continued) 

Mother 

15.a. FamilyName 
(Last Name) 

15.b. Given Name 
(First Name) 

15.c. Middle Name 

15.d. Maiden Name (if applicable) 

16. Describe the records you are seeking. If you need 
additional space, use the space provided in PaI"t 6. 
Additional Information. 

Part 4. Verification of Identity and Subject of 
Record Consent 

Provide the information requested in Item Numbers 1.a. - 7. 
In addition, the Subject of Record MUST sign in Item 
Number·s 8.a. - 8.c. 

Full Name of the Subject of Record 

1.a. Family Name 
(Last Name) 

1.b. Given Name 
(First Name) 

1.c. Middle Name 

Other Information for the Subject of Record 

2. Date of Birth (mm/dd/yyyy) 

3. Country of Birth 

Mailing Address for the Subject of Record 

4.a. In Care Of Name (if any) 

4.b. Street Number 
and Name 

4.c. 0 Apt. D Ste. 0 Fh-. 

4.d. City or Town 

4.e. State I EJI 4 f. ZIP Code 

4.g. Province 

4 h. Postal Code 

4 i. Com1try 

Contact Information for the Subject of Record 

NOTE: Providing this infonnation is optional. 

5. Daytime Telephone Number 

6. Mobile Telephone Number (if any) 

7. Email Adch-ess (if any) 

Fom1 G-639 06/20/19 
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Part 4.  Verification of Identity and Subject of 
Record Consent (continued) 

Date of Signature (mm/dd/yyyy)

Subscribed and sworn to before me on this

day of in the year

Daytime Telephone Number

My Commission Expires on (mm/dd/yyyy)

Signature of Notary

.

Signature of the Subject of Record

NOTE:  The Subject of Record MUST provide a signature in 
Item Number 8.a. OR Item Number 8.b.  If the Subject of 
Record is deceased, select Item Number 8.c. and attach an 
obituary, death certificate, or other proof of death.

Select only one box.

Notarized Affidavit of Identity

By my signature, I consent to USCIS releasing the 
requested records to the requestor (if applicable) 
named in Part 2.  If filing this request on my own 
behalf, I also consent to pay all costs incurred for 
search, duplication, and review of documents up to 
$25.  (See the What Is the Filing Fee section in the 
Form G-639 Instructions for more information.)

8.a.

Signature of Subject of Record

IMPORTANT:  Do NOT sign and date below until 
the notary public provides instructions to you.

Deceased Subject of Record 8.c.

Declaration Under Penalty of Perjury

By my signature, I consent to USCIS releasing the 
requested records to the requestor (if applicable) 
named in Part 2.  If filing this request on my own 
behalf, I also consent to pay all costs incurred for 
search, duplication, and review of documents up to 
$25.  (See the What Is the Filing Fee section in the 
Form G-639 Instructions for more information.)

I certify, swear, or affirm, under penalty of perjury 
under the laws of the United States of America, that 
the information in this request is complete, true, and 
correct.

Signature of Subject of Record

Date of Signature (mm/dd/yyyy)

8.b.

Part 5.  Processing Information

Indicate if any of these circumstances apply to your 
request (Select all that apply).

Circumstances in which the lack of expedited 
treatment could reasonably be expected to pose an 
imminent threat to the life or physical safety of the 
individual.

An urgency to inform the public about an actual or 
alleged Federal government activity, if made by a 
person primarily engaged in disseminating 
information.

The loss of substantial due process rights.

A matter of widespread and exceptional media 
interest in which there exists possible questions about 
the government's integrity which affects public 
confidence.

1.

Submit a certified, detailed statement regarding the basis for 
your request with your Form G-639.

If you answered “Yes” to Item Number 2., submit a copy of 
one of the following documents with your Form G-639:  I-862, 
Notice to Appear; Form I-122, Order to Show Cause; Form 
I-863, Note of Referral to Immigration Judge, or submit a 
written notice of continuation of a future scheduled hearing 
before the immigration judge.

Do you have a pending Immigration Court hearing date?2.
NoYes
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Part 6.  Additional Information

If you need extra space to provide any additional information 
within this request, use the space below.  If you need more 
space than what is provided, you may make copies of this page 
to complete and file with this request or attach a separate sheet 
of paper.  Type or print the Subject of Record's name and his or 
her A-Number (if any) at the top of each sheet; indicate the 
Page Number, Part Number, and Item Number to which 
your answer refers; and sign and date each sheet.

1.b.

1.c.

1.a. Subject of Record's Family Name (Last Name)

Subject of Record's Given Name (First Name) 

Subject of Record's Middle Name 

►
Subject of Record's A-Number (if any)

A-
2.

3.d.

3.a. 3.b.

Item NumberPart NumberPage Number 4.c.4.b.

3.c.Page Number Part Number Item Number

4.d.

4.a.

5.d.

5.a.

7.b. 7.c.Page Number Part Number Item Number7.a.

7.d.

6.d.

6.a.

Item NumberPart NumberPage Number 5.c.5.b.

Item NumberPart NumberPage Number 6.c.6.b.
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U .S. Department of Homeland Security Notice and Order of Expedited Removal 

DETERMINATION OF INADMISSIBILITY 

Event Number FileNo:---
SIGMA Event: 111111111 Date: August 29, 2019

In the Matter of: 111!�!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1�1!...-----------------------

Pursuant to section 235(b)(1) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (Act), (8 U.S.C. 1225(b)(l)), the 
Department of Homeland Security has determined that you are inadmissible to the United States under 
section(s) 212(a) D (6)(C)(i); D (6)(C)(ii); RI (7)(A)(i)(I); D (7)(A)(i)(II); D (7)(B)(i)(I); and/or D (7)(B)(i)(II) 
of the Act, as amended, and therefore are subject to removal, in that: 
1) You are ineligible for admission to the United States because at the time of your

application for admission to the United States you were not in possession of a
valid unexpired immigrant visa, reentry pe:i:mit, border crossing card, or other
valid entry document required by the Immigration and Nationality Act, and/or at the
time of your application for admission, you were not in possession of a valid
unexpired passport, or other suitable travel document, or document of identity and
nationality. To wit: your intentions are to live in the United States without valid
documentation required by the INA due to fear of returning back to your native
country

.•• (CONTINUED ON I-831) 

AIDA TREVINO 
CBP OFFICER 

Name and title of immigration officer (Print) 

ORDER OF REMOVAL 
UNDER SECTION 235(b)(l) OF THE ACT 

Based upon the determination set forth above and evidence presented during inspection or examination pursuant 
to section 235 of the Act, and by the authority contained in section 235(b)(l) of the Act, you are found to be 
inadmissible as charged and ordered removed from the United States. 

Name and title of immigration officer (Print) Signature of immigration officer 

Name and title of supervisor (Print) Signature of supervisor, if available 

D Check here if supervisory concurrence was obtained by telephone or other means (no supervisor on duty). 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I personally served the original of this notice upon the above-named person on- ---- --
(Date) 

Signature of immigration officer 

Form 1-860 (Rev. 08/01/07) 
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

--

Continuation Page for Form _r_-_s_G_o ____ _

Date 
August 29, 2019 

ON THE BASIS OF THE FOREGOING, IT IS CHARGED THAT YOU ARE SUBJECT TO REMOVAL FROM THE UNITED 
STATES PURSUANT TO THE FOLLOWING PROVISION(S) OF LAW: 
-----==�=���===========;=c===============================�===================��=;=========== 

2l2(a) (7) (A) (i) {I) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (Act), as amended, as an immigrant 
who, at the time of application for admission, is not in possession of a valid unexpired 
immigrant visa, reentry permit, border crossing card, or other valid entry document required 
by the Act, and a valid unexpired passport, or other suitable travel document, or document 
of identity and nationality as required under the regulations issued by the Attorney General 
under section 211(a} of the Act. 

Signature Title 

Al:DA TREVINO 

Form 1-831 Continuation Page (Rev. 08/01/07) 

CBP Oll'FICER 

2 2___ of ___ Pages 
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U. S. Department of Homeland Security 

Name 

C/0 ICE ERO 101 Ida B. Wells Dr., 4th FLR 

Chicago, IL 60605 

Place and Manner of 
At Chicago, IL (IA) POE; Air 

Ar1ival 

To immigration judge: 

Notice of Referral to Immigration Judge 

Oatc 

A-File

Country of Citizenship 

Oatc of Arrival 

IKJ I. The above�named alien has been found inadmissible to the United States and ordered removed pursuant to section 235(b )( l) of the 
Immigration and Nationality Act (Act). A copy of the removal order is attached. The alien has requested asylum and/or protection 
under the Convention against Torture and the matter has been reviewed by an asylum officer who has concluded the alien does not 
have a credible fear of persecution or torture. The alien has requested a review of that determination in accordance with section 
235(bXI )(B)(iii)(III) of the Act and 8 CFR § 208.30(g). 

D 2. The above-named alien arrived in the United States as a stowaway and has been ordered removed pursuant to section 235(a)(2) of 
the Act. The alien has requested asylum and/or withholding of removal under the Convention against Torture and the matter has 
been reviewed by an asylum officer who has concluded the alien does not have a credible fear of persecution or toriure. The a_lien · 
has requested a review of that determination in accordance with section 235(b)(IXBXiii)(lll) of the Act. 

D. 3. The above-named alien arrived in the United States in the manner described below and has requested asylum and/or withholding
of removal under the Convention against Torture. The matter is referred for a detennination in accordance with 8 CFR § 208.2{c). 
Arrival category (check one): 

Orewmember/applicant 
Orewmember/violator 
035(c) order 

D Crewmember/refused 
D VWPiapplicant 
D S-visa nonimmigrant

0 Crewmember/landed 
D VWP/violator 
D Stowaway: credible fear determination attached 

D 4. The above-named alien has been ordered removed by an immigration officer pursuant to section 235(b)( I) of the Act. A copy of 
the removal order is attached. In accordance with section 235(b)(l )(C) of the Act, the matter is referred for review of that order. The 
above-named alien claims to be (check one): 

D a United States citizen D a lawful permanent resident alien 
D an alien granted refugee status under section 207 of the Act D an alien granted asylum under section 208 of the Act. 

0 5. The above-named alien has been ordered removed pursuant to section 238(b) of the Act, or the Department of Homeland Security 
(OHS) has reinstated a prior exclusion, deportation, or removal order of the above-named alien pursuant to section 24 l ( a)(5) of the 
Act. A copy of the removal order and, if applicable, the notice of reinstatement, are attached. The alien has expressed fear of 
persecution or torture and the claim has been reviewed by an asylum officer who has concluded the alien does not have a reasonable 
fear of persecution or torture. The alien has requested a review of that determination in accordance with 8 CFR §§ 208.31 (f) and (g). 

D 6. The above-named alien has been ordered removed pursuant to sec.tion 238(b) of the Act, or the OHS has reinstated a prior 
exclusion, deportation, or removal order of the above-named alien pursuant to section 241 ( a)( 5) of the Act. A copy of the removal 
order and, if applicable, the notice of reinstatement, are attached. The alien has expressed fear of persecution or torture and the claim 
has been reviewed by an asylum officer who has concluded the alien has a reasonable fear of persecution or torture. The matter has 
been referred for a determination in accordance with 8 CFR § 208.3 l(e). 

D 7. The Secretary of Homeland Security has determined that the release from custody of the above-named alien who is under a final 
order of removal would pose a special danger to the public according to the standards set in 8 CFR § 241.14(t)(1 ). The DHS has 
therefore invoked procedures to continue the alien's detention even though there is no significant likelihood that the alien will be 
removed from the United States in the reasonably foreseeable future. The matter is referred to the immigration judge for a review of 
this determination in accordance with 8 CFR § 241.14(g). 

Page I of2 · 
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U. S. Def rfment of Homeland Sccnr:, Notice of Referral to Immigration JudL 

NOTICE TO APPUCANT 

You are ordered to report for a hearing before an immigration judge for 1!1e reasons stated above. Your hearing is scheduled on 

TBD at TBD ---------- You are to appear at 
(Date) (Time) 

USDOJ/EOIR, 536 South Clark St, Suite 340, Chicago, IL 60605 
(Compltlt office addrus) 

!Kl You may be represented in this proceeding, at oo expense to the government, by an attorney or other individual authorized and 
qualified to represent persons before an Immigration Court. If you wish to be so represented, your attorney or representative should 
appear with you at this hearing. In the event of your release from custody, you must immediately report any change of your address 
to the Immigration Cm1rt on FolTll EOIR-33, which is provided with this notice. If you fail to appear for a scheduled hearing, a 
decision may be rendered in your absence. 

!Kl You may consult with a person or persons of your own choosing prior to your appearanc.e in Immigration Court. Such consultation is 
at no expense to the government and may not unreasonably delay the process. 

!Kl Attached is a list of recognized organizations and attorneys that provide free legal service. 

tA:bJIVVl1/L..S--supervisory Asylum Officer 
.., (Sig1111t11re and title of immlgrAtion omrer) 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

!Kl The contents of this notice were read and explained to the applicant in t!1e PORTUGUESE 

~ The original of this notice was delivered to the above-named applicant by the underf ned on J 
advised of communication privileges pursuant to 8 CFR 236.1 (e). Delivery was ma~e. 

I[] in person D by certified mail, return receipt# 

Attachments to copy presented to immigraUon judge: 

D Passport 

0 Visa 

D Fonn 1-94 

"1.--· 

D Fo,ni 1860 

lxl Form 1-Rri~ 

0 !lnnn I.RQR 

language. 

_ and the alien has been 

D Forensic docunent analysis 

D Fingerpri1nts and photograplis 

0 EOIR-3l 

0 Asylim1 Officer's reasmable fear dete1minatim worksheet (1-899) 

lKJ Asylum officer's credible fear determination worksheet( 1-8 70} 

D FOR 8 CFR 241.14(1) CASES ONLY: Written s1atemenl including sutnmlll)' of the basi.'! for the Secretary's determination to continue the alien l.1 
detention, 111<1 description of the evidence relied on in finding the alien ~tx:ially dangerous (YAth suppOrting documents attached), 

0 FOR 8 CFR 241.14(1) CASES ONLY: Wrill!:n mticc,advising the alien ofinitiatioo ofproceed!ngs aid informing alie.n of procedures governing the 
Reasooablt Cause I tearing at 8 CFR 24 I .14(h~ 

0 Other (specify): 

Page 2 of 2. 
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U.S. Df:f1artmenf of Homeland Security 
U.S. Cihzenmip and Immigration St:Nioes 

Record of Negative Credible Fear Finding 
and Re~uest For Review b4 Immigration .Judf. 

Alien File Number: .... 
1. To be ell)lained to the alien by the asylum officer: 

U.S. Citi:1..enship and Immigration Services {USCJS) hac; determined that you do not have a credible rear of persecution or torture pursuant 
to 8 CFR 208.30 for the following reason(s): 

A. [81 You have not established a credible fear of persecution in your country of nationality, country of last habitual residence, or a 
country to which you have been oitlered removed because: 
D You have not indicated that you were harmed in the past and you have not expressed rear of future harm. 
51. There is no significant possibility that you could establish in a full hearing that the harm you experienced and/or the harm 

you fear is on account of your race. religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group. 
0 You have not indicated that you were hanned in the past, and there i'i no significant possibility that you could establish in 

a full hearing that the harm you fear is well founded. 
0 There is no significant possibility that you could establish in a full hearing that the hann you experienced or fear was/is 

sufliciently serious to amount to persecution. 

0 There is no significant possibility that you could establish in a full hearing that the entil)' thal harmed you or would harm 
you was/is an agent of the government or an entity the govemment was/is unable or unwilling to control. 

18) You have not established a credible rear of torture in a country to which you have been ordered removed because you have not 
established that there is a significant possibility that: 
0 You would suffer severe physical or mental pain 9r suffering. 
D The harm you fear would be specifically intended to inflict severe physical or mental pain or suffering. 
[81 The hann you fear would be inflicted by or at the instigation of, or with the consent or acquiescence of, a public official 

or other person acting in an oflicial capacity. 
0 The harm you fear would be inflicted while you are in the custody or physical control of the offender. 
D The harm you fear would no t arise only from, would nol be inherent in, and would not be incidenta l to, lawful sanctions. 

B. 0 Considering the totality of the circumstances and all relevant factors, you have not established thal your testimony is credible. 

Therefore, you are ordered removed from !he United States. You may request that an Immigration Judge review this decision. 

If you request that an Immigration Judge review this decision, you will remain in detentio~ until an Immigration Judge reviews your case. 
That review could occur as long as 7 days after you receive this decision. 

If you do not request that an Immigration Judge review 1he decision, you may be removed from the United States immediately. 

2. To be completed by the alien: . 

~ Yes, I request Immigration Judge review of the decision that I do not have a credible fear of persecution or torture. 

D No, I do not request Immigration Judge review of the decision that I do not have a erodible fear of persecution or torture. 

Asylum Ollicer's L.<1St Name (Pnnt} - Asylum Officer's First N11111e {Psinl) 

l'Piifican l s 
Signolur~ 

Date 

language TI1e contents oflhis (orm were read and el(l)lained to che applicOfl l in the 

Interpreter used: -------
By telephone (list interpreter service /ID number used _ ). 

In person (I, _____ _ , cenify that I wn fluent in bOlh II~ _ _ anti English lau!PJ8ge$. I interpreted !he ulx.>vc information c1>1npMdy md accurately 
to the alien.) 

Interpreter 's Signuturc Date 

l'orn, 1,.869 (02/15/17) 

National Immigrant Justice Center 
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DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

VISA WAIVER PROGRAM (VWP) 
FINAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMOVAL ORDER 

File Number: --------
Alien's Name: 

VISA WAIVER PROGRAM VIOLATOR 

Based upon the allegations set forth in the Notice of Intent and evidence contained in the administrative record, I, the undersigned 
Deciding Official of the Department of Homeland Security (OHS), make the following determinations: 

1. You are not a citizen or national of the United States; 

2. You were admitted to the United Slates as a nonimmigrant visitor on at NEW YORK, NY 

pursuant to Section 217 of the Immigration and Nationality Act under the Visa Waiver Program after executing Form 
l-94W, Nonimmigrant Visa Waiver Arrival/Departure Document or the Electronic System of Travel Authorization (ESTA), 
either of which explained to you the conditions of admission under the Visa Waiver Program and that you waived any right 
to contest, other than on the basis of an application for asylum, any action for your removal; and 

3. The administrative record establishes by clear and convincing evidence that you are removable. 

By the power and authority vested in the Secretary of Homeland Security, and in me as the Secretary's delegate under the laws of the 
United States, I find you removable as charged and order that you be removed from the United States . 

You are hereby ordered removed to: ___ _ 
(Country) 

....._ __ _ . This order is final and not subject to administrative appeal. 

You have limited judicial appeal rights. OHS will proceed with your removal from the United States unless a court order is 
issued to stay your removal or an application for asylum, withholding or deferral of removal Is pending before the Department 
of Justice, Executive Office for Immigration Review. · 

I, the undersigned officer of the United Stales, by virtue of the power and authority vested in the Secretary of Homeland Security under 
the laws of the United States and by his or her direction, command any DHS Officer with authority to enforce United Slates immigration 
law to take into custody and remove from lhe United Slates. the above-named alien. 

(Printed Name, Title, and Signature of Deciding Official) (City and State) (Date) 

Certificate of Service 

I personally served this Final Administrative Removal Order on the alien. I have determined that the person s~ed~·th tl'\!sdocument 
is the individual named on this form. I explained this Final Administrative Removal Order to the alien in the ~ . .=_.µ..,1"",'.)'-~'-L-- -

language, and confirmed that he/she understood it, ·rtj without the need of an interpreter; OR D via an interprete , 

-------- - - --- ·-- - -------- - ------ - ---- (Name/Title/ID/Company). 

I acknowledge that I have received a copy of this Final Administrative Removal Order. 

(Alien's Signature) (Date) 

'a, Alien refused to acknowledge receipt of t ·s document (Witness signature required if alien refuses to sign). 

I (Printed Name, Signature and Tit 

ICE Fom1 71-060 (1/16) Page 1 of 1 
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DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

VISA WAIVER PROGRAM (VWP) 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO ISSUE A FINAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMOVAL ORDER 

Alien's Name: 

The Department of Homeland Security (OHS) has determined that you entered the United States pursuant to Section 217 of the 
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA or the Act). Accordingly, you signed and agreed to the conditions stated on Form l-94W, 
Non immigrant Visa Waiver Arrival/Departure Document or the Electronic System of Travel Authorization (EST A), either of which 
explained to you the conditions of admission under the Visa Waiver Program. As a condition of your admission into the United States 
under the ViScl Waiver Program, you agreed to waive your right to contest any removal action, other than on the basis of an application 
for asylum. 

DHS alleges that: 

You are not a c i t i zen and national of the United Sta t.es . 
You are a native of ... and a citizen of 

were admitted to the United States at John F. Kenned 

the United Sta tes beyond 90 days 
authorization from t he Inunigra tion and Natura l ization Service or its 
5. You have waived your rights to contest any action for removal, except to apply for 
asylum, having been admitted under Section 217 of the Act . 

Based on the information above, you are subject to removal from the United States pursuant to the following provision(s) of law: 

Section 217 Ca ) (ll of the I mmigration ;rnd Nat ionality Act (Act), as am1:mdGd, your period 
of admission during the program as a non immigrant vis itor 1-1a s not to ex:ceed 90 days. 

Therefore, OHS is serving you this Notice of Intent to Issue a Final Administrative Removal Order ("Notice of Intent"). You are not 
entitled lo a hearing bet . ..- -·~-·•· ....... . 

I 

If you wish to contest any of the abQ\!e factual allegations or your removability, you wm be granted 48 hours from the time of 
service of this notice to~. You may request, for good cause, an extension of time to rebut the charges stated above, to obtain 
supporting evidence, or to consult an attorney. If you fear persecution in your country of nationality, citizenship, or last residence on 
account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion you may apply for asylum under 
section 208 of the Act or withholding of removal under section 241(b)(3) of the Act. ff you fear torture in your country of nalionafity, 
citizenship, or fast residence, you may apply for withholding or deferral of removal under regulations implemenling U.S. obligations 
under Article 3 of the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Ptmishment (Convention 
Against Torture). A grant of withholding or deferral of removal would prohibit your return to a country or countries where you are more 
likely than not to be persecuted or tortured, but would not prevent your removal to other countries. If you fail to respond to these 
charges within the required timefrarne, you wiU be ordered removed from the United States to your country of nationality, citizenship, or 
last residence. In the event OHS cannot remove you to one of lhe aforementioned countries, attempts will be made to remove you to a 
country in accordance wilh section 241(b)(2)(E) of the Act. You do not have any administrative appeal rights once the rer:ioval order 
has been issued by the deciding official. Subject to DHS's discretion, you may be detained pending your removal. 

ICE Form 71-058 (1/16) Page 1 of2 
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( ( 
----------------" ------------------' 

Certificate of Service 

I personally served this Notice of Intent on the alien. I have determined that the person served with this document is the individual 
named on this fonn. I explained this Notice of Intent lo the alien in the ~\ l&h _ language, and confirmed that tie / she 
understood it, 

~ without the need of an interpreter; OR 

I acknowledge that I have received this Notice of Intent 

(Alien's Signature) (Date) 

Alien refused to acknowledge receipt of this document (witness signature required if alien refuses to sign). 

I do not wish to contest the allegations and charge(s) contained in the Notice of Intent 

0 I admit the allegations and charge(s) in this Notice of Intent. I do not wish to request Asylum, Withholding or Deferral of 
Removal. I wish lo be removed from the United States to my country of nationality, dtizenship, or last residence. 

0 I admit the allegations and charge(s) in this Notice of Intent. However, I wish to request Asylum, Withholding or Deferral of 
Removal as notated below. 

OR 
I Wish to Contest Removabillty 

O I contest the allegations and charge(s) in this Notice of Intent (Attach any supporting documentation) 
D I am a citizen or national of the United States. 
D I am a lawful permanent resident of the United States. 
D I have been granted refugee or asylee status in lhe United States, or withholding or deferral of removal. 
D I did not last enter the United States pursuant to the Visa Waiver Program. 
0 I am in compliance with the terms of my admission and was admissible at the time of entry. 
D I am a citizen of and eligible for Temporary Protected Status in accordance with Section 244 

of the Act. 
D Other --------- ----- ----- ·------- - -------------

AND/ OR 
I Wish to Request Asylum, Withholding or Deferral of Removal 

D I request asylum, wilhholding or deferral of removal to - - ---------- (Name(s) of Country or Countries): 

D Under Sections 208 or 241 (b)(3) of the Act. because I fear persecution on account of my race, religion, nationality, 
membership in a particular social group, or political opinion in that country or those countries. 

D Under the regulations implementing U.S. obligations under Article 3 of the Convention Against Torture. because I fear 
torture in that country or those countries. 

(Alien's Signature) (Date) 

The alien was provided a copy of this Notice of Intent After having provided the alien with a 48-hour period to respond (if 
applicable) to these allegations and charge(s), the alien has (checl< all boxes that apply): 

D Admilted the allegations and charge(s). 
D Contested the allegations. 
D Not made any claim for re lief from removal. 
0 Made a request for asylum, withholding, or deferral of removal (Form 1-863 Notice of Referral lo Immigration Judge issued). 

Failed or refused to respond to the allegations. 

ICE Form 71-058 (1/16) Page 2 of 2 
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Department of Homeland Secmity 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 

M-621, Notice of 
Threshold Screening Interview 

Purpose of This Notice. 

The purpose of this notice is to explain what rights you have and what may happen to you as a result of statements you make. It is 
imp01ia.nt that you understand your rights and what will happen. Pleasl' I'l'ad this noticl' cul'fullv. 

You have received this notice because the Depaiiment of Homeland Security (DHS) believes that you may be required to seek 
protection in Canada instead of the United States. You have indicated an intention to apply for asylum or a fear of persecution., torture 
or return to your countiy. You will be interviewed by a specially-trained asylum officer from the U.S. Citizenship ai1d Immigration 
Services (USCIS) to determine if you must be returned to Caiiada to seek protection, based on a agreement between Canada and the 
United States. There ai·e some exceptions to the agreement. The asylum officer will question you to see whether you qualify for one 
of those exceptions. 

You may qualify for an exception if you are a Canadian citizen or, if you are stateless and habitually reside in Canada. You may qualify 
for an exception if you hold a validly issued U.S. visa or if no visa is required for you to enter the United States. You may also qualify 
for an exception if you have a spouse, parent legal guai·dian, sibling, son, daughter, grandparent, grandchild, aunt, uncle, niece or 
nephew who holds lawful status ( other than visitor) in the United States, or is at least 18 years old and has a pending asylum application 
in the United States. Finally, you may be allowed to seek asylum in the United States if it is determined that it is in the public interest to 
allow you to do so. 

If you qualify for one of these exceptions, the san1e officer may determine if you have a "credible fear of persecution" or a "credible fear 
of torture," a process that will be explained to you in detail shortly. However, if you are not required to have a visa and qualify for an 
exception, U.S. law requires the officer to refer you to an il1ll1ligrationjudge, who will make a detennination in your case. 

Your Rights During Threshold Screening. 

• 

• 
• 

You have the right to wait 48 hours after anival at a detention center before your interview. You also have the tight to 
waive this waiting period if you would like to have the interview sooner. 

You may consult with a person or persons of your choosing, at no expense to the U.S. Government. 

You have the right to an interpreter provided by the U.S. Government. 

Consequences of Failure to Establish That You Qualify for an Exception to the Agreement. 

If you cannot qualify for an exception you will be returned to Canada to seek protection there. Upon removal from the United States, 

you may be baITed from reentry for a period of five years or longer. 

Inte1·preter Certification. 

I (name of interpreter) ce1iify that I ain fluent in both the _________ and 
English languages, that I interpreted the above infom1ation from English to completely and accurately 
and that the recipient appeared to have understood my inte1pretation. 

(Date) (Signature of inte1preter) 

Alien Acknowledgement of Receipt of Notice of Interview. 

I acknowledge that I have been given notice concerning my interview. I understand that I may consult with a person or persons of my 
choosing prior to the interview as long as it does not unreasonably delay the process and is at no expense to the govemnment. 

(Date) 

October 2020 

(Signature of person being refen·ed) 
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